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Abstract

The success of stereotactíc radiosurgery (SRS) as an effective radiation technique for

treating intracranial lesions is dependent on the geometric accuracy of the dose delivery.

This is because in this technique a high dose (normally 10 to 30 Gy) is released by a

small field, in a single-fraction, to destroy the lesion located in a generally critical

region. Accurate dosimetry of SRS fields is difficult because of lateral electronic

disequilibrium and steep dose gradients which are characteristics of these fields.

Accurate dosimetry of SRS fietds is most likety to be achieved using a high resolution

tissue-equivalent detector.

Monte Carlo techniques and. PTW diamond detectors are added to the commonly used

detectors (namely silicon diodes, ionization chambers, film and thermoluminescence

dosimetry) to calculate and measure SRS treatment planning requirements and dose

distributions. Monte Carlo techniques have been confirmed as reliable references for

dosimetry of SRS fields. Also, it will be shown that diamond detectors are potentially

ideal for SRS and yield more accurate results than the above traditional modes of

experimental dosimetry. This was demonstrated by comparing the diamond response,

after correcting for dose rate dependence, with the corresponding results of the

ionization chamber (for large fields) and Monte Carlo (for small fields).

Advanced techniques in stereotactic radiosurgery and radiotherapy are introduced.

Using radiobiological principles it has been shown that SRS is appropriate for treating

arteriovenous malformations and most benign lesions, while stereotactic radiotherapy

(as a fractionation scheme) is highly recommended for malignancies and large tumours.

Bioeffect planning as a new means for assessment of the treatment plans is introduced,

by which treatment plans can be assessed according to the bioeffect distribution rather

than a physical dose distribution.

A method of calculating beam data using sector-integration of Monte Carlo-generated

pencil beam kemels has been proposed. This technique can be used both for circular

and inegular fields, however it is more useful in calculating dosimetry parameters for

irregular fields-where the shape of treatment fields is determined during planning.
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Preface

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a preferred radiation technique for treating most

intracranial lesions, where the lesion is surgically inaccessible or has a high risk

operation. Of the most pronounced characteristics of this technique are high geometric

accuracy and steep dose gradient outside the target volume. This results in sparing of

normal tissue, while the target volume is given a prescribed radiation dose. Using

noncoplanar multiple arc techniques results in a dose distribution which drops from

907o isodose line at the edge of the target to 50%ò and 207o in approximately 3 and 7

rrun, respectively. In this way, the target volume receives a uniform dose while the

dose to the surrounding healthy tissue is minimal. This is true only if the target volume

is defined precisely, the treatment planning and dose delivery are performed accurately

and the dose can be conformed with the constraints imposed. These are subject to the

accuracy of diagnosis, dosimetry, treatment planning, treatment set-up and dose

delivery techniques. Weakness or failure on any of these could result in treatment

failure. A more interactive 3-D treatment planning system is useful for choosing the

treatment parameters in order to conform the beam to the shape of the target volume,

avoid critical structures and evaluate the treatment plans. This thesis is the result of

work carried out to determine an appropriate technique for dosimetry of SRS fields and

develop the treatment planning dose calculation. AII work presented in this thesis has

been carried out by the author (unless otherwise stated).

Chapter 1 is a review of radiation transport and some of the current treatment planning

dose calculation algorithms. In this chapter advanced dose calculation techniques such

as convolution, superposition and Monte Carlo are compared. Also, some of the recent

dose delivery techniques such as conformal radiotherapy, tomotherapy and dynamic

wedges are introduced.

In chapter 2 stereotactic radiosurgery as a modern single fraction technique in treating

intracranial lesions is introduced and the rationale behind SRS of various lesions is

discussed. In this chapter our ^SRS technique is compared with different techniques

from various centres. Different aspects of the SRS quality assurance, as a
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multidisciplinary program, are discussed. The cost effectiveness of ,SRS compared to

the alternative techniques is also investigated.

Evaluation of diamond detectors for dosimetry of megavoltage radiotherapy and

particularly SRS fields is the subject of chapter 3. Diamond detectors (because of their

near tissue equivalence and small sensitive volume) are especially attractive for

dosimetry in the electronic disequilibrium conditions, such as in most SRS fields. Dose

response characteristics of these detectors are investigated. Dose rate dependence of

diamond detectors is also discussed and the correction method is applied.

Monte Carlo (MC) dose calculation techniques are discussed in chapter 4. These

techniques have been employed for benchmarking dose measurements in the presence

of lateral electronic disequilibrium, after they had been validated against ionizati<¡n

chambers for electronic equilibrium conditions. Also, MC techniques are used to

calculate the beam parameters such as photon and electron energy spectra for different

experimental conditions. These parameters are used to quantify the energy dependence

of non tissue equivalent detectors such as silicon diodes, ionization chambers and film.

Different SRS dosimetry techniques are evaluated in chapter 5. MC and diamond

detectors are compared with other dosimetry techniques such as film, silicon diode and

ionization chambers in an effort to determine the optimum dosimetry technique for

measuring SRS treatment planning parameters. Special attention is paid to measuring

off axis factors, due to the potential errors which could cause over- or under-estimation

of the treatment volume. This is a difficult task due to the presence of lateral electronic

disequilibrium across the beam for most of the SRS fields and the steep dose gradient,

where detector convolution error is more significant. An inaccurate dose profile could

result in an over-dose to the healthy tissue surrounding the target volume or an under-

dose to the target-both resulting in a reduced therapeutic ratio.

Advances in SRS treatment and dose calculation techniques are discussed in chapter ó.

This chapter shows how conventional SRS techniques are slowly being replaced by the

ne\¡/er techniques, some being capable of having the radiation beam sent from anywhere

to any point of the target without using any immobilisation device, just by looking at

the treatment plans in real time. Also, dose responses of arteriovenous malformations

QIVMs) and benign lesions are compared with those of malignancies. Stcrcotactic
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radiotherapy (^SRO, as a preferred technique for treating the latter category and larger

tumours, is also discussed.

The validity of the treatment planning assumptions such as tissue homogeneity and

invariant profiles with depths are investigated in chapter 7 and deviations quantified. A

method of obtaining SRS beam data using sector-integration of Monte Carlo-generated

pencil beam kernels is proposed, which can be used both for circular and irregular

fields. Image registration and fusion techniques for correcting magnetic resonance

(MR) image distortions are presented. This enables MkI, as the superior soft-tissue

diagnostic tool, to be used for stereotactic localization. Bioeffect planning is also

introduced in this chapter. This is a new means for assessing the treatment techniques

and comparing the rival plans. In this way treatment plans are assessed according to the

bioeffect distribution rather than a physical dose distribution.
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Chapter 1

Radiotherapy Treatment Planning Dose Calculation

1.1. Introduction

The current generation of diagnostic tools (MRI, CT, angiography, etc.), three

dimensional treatment planning systems and radiotherapy machines are able to

diagnose, plan, position, and treat a lesion with high geometric and dosimetric accuracy.

It is known that successful treatment requires both a sufficiently high dose to the entire

tumour to give a high tumour control probability and a low enough dose to surrounding

heatthy tissues to ensure that the benefit of eradication of the tumour is not outweighed

by complications in heatthy organ function. Accurate positioning and shaping of the

radiation beams are of paramount importance in satisfying this requirement. Once this

is achieved, being able to accurately predict the dose distribution due to each beam

becomes essential if the benefits of high geometric precision are to be realised.

Improvements in dose calculation accuracy are made by more realistically modeling the

physical processes involved in photon and electron transport along with the use of faster

computer hardware which enables calculations to be performed in an acceptable time.

This chapter focuses on the underlying processes in radiation transport as well as some

of the treatment planning dose calculation algorithms. Dosimetry parameters and the

relevant definitions are presented. Electron transport parameters have been included

because the dose deposition in the medium in photon beam irradiation is by the

secondary electrons set in motion by primary and scattered photons and the fact that, for

the range of photon energies being used in radiotherapy, these electrons can travel

significant distances before they stopped.

L.2. lnteractions of photon beams

When a photon beam passes through a medium, part or all of its energy is transferred to

the medium. Photons interact with the medium mainly by the photoelectric, Compton
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or pair production processes and to a lesser extent by coherent scattering and

photonuclear reactions. The probability of an interaction is determined by several

factors, including the photon energy, the atomic number and electron density of the

medium. These, together with other photon beam parameters will be discussed in the

following sections.

1.2,1, Fluence and energy fluence

The photon beam fluence, O, is defined as dNlda, where dztl is the number of photons

incident on a sphere of cross section arca da. The fluence per unit time, þ, is known as

fluence rate, flux density or intensity. That is:

(1-1)

The photon energy fluence, V, is defined as dU¡lda, where dEnis the sum of energies of

all the photons incident on a nonnal area, da, thatis:

ur- lo*'(n')' (r-2)
da

where dN, is the number of photons with energy (hv),. The energy fluence per unit

time, rþ is known as energy fluence rate, energy flux density, or energy intensity:

dv
u dt

(1-3)

L.2.2. Attenuation coefficient

The linear attenuation coefficient, p, is the relative reduction in photon fluence in

passing through unit thickness of the material, so that:

dI
¡t"dx =) f=Ioe-W,

dø
þ= *

(r-4)

where f. is the photon incident intensity and I is the photon intensity after passing

through a thickness x of the material. The attenuation is due to the interaction of the
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photon beams with the material. There are various types of interactions, mainly

coherent scattering, photoelectric effect, Compton effect, pair production, and

photonuclear reactions. The probability of each type of interaction depends on the

photon energy and the medium composition, in terms of atomic number and electron

density (number of electron, p", "^t¡. In addition, photonuclear reactions also depend

on the number of nucleons. The mass attenuation coefficient is defined u. É, to
a

eliminate the density dependence of attenuation. The mass attenuation coefficient is

equal to ox{f, rh"." o is probability of interaction with an atom (atomic cross,A

section), N7 and A areAvogadro's number and atomic weight respectively and I ft
A

the number of atoms per unit mass. The total mass attenuation coefficient is thus the

sum of the mass attenuation coefficients of the individual processes mentioned above,

respectively:

lL _V"on +&+!"*& *Vpht'. (1_5)

aaaaae
Variations of the total mass attenuation coefficients of water and lead with energy are

shown in Figure 1.1. Also Figure 1.2 shows the relative contribution of the Compton,

photoelectric and pair production processes to the total mass attenuation coefficient for

water and bone at various photon energies. In the following sections is a brief

introduction of each of these processes.

1.2.2.1. Coherent scattering

When a photon beam passes near an orbital electron, the electron oscillates, due to the

electromagnetic nature of the photon beam. The oscillating electron reradiates a photon

beam with the same frequency as the incident photon. The coherent scattering, also

known as classical scattering or Rayleigh scattering, is probable for high atomic number

materials and very low energy photon beams. The probability of coherent scattering is

determined by the coherent scattering mass attenuation coefficient, &. This process
a

causes photon scattering mainly at small angles. This is not of practical importance in

radiotherapy.
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1.2.2.2. Photoelectric effect

In the photoelectric effect a photon interacts with an atom in a way that transfers the

whole photon energy and ejects one of the orbital electrons from the atom. The ejected

electron, which is called a photoelectron, has a kinetic energy hv - 8", where åv is the

photon energy and Es is the binding energy of the electron.

The probability of the photoelectric effect is determined by the mass photoelectric

attenuation coefficient, b, where g is the density of the medium. This probabitity
a

increases dramatically where the photon energy is exactly the same, or slightly more

than the binding energy of an orbital electron and drops thereafter with energy

approximately by a factor of energy to the power of 3. After a photoelectric interaction

the orbitat vacancy is refilled by an electron from outer energy levels, thereby releasing

a characteristic x-ray.

The photoelectric cross section also depends strongly on the atomic number of the

medium. The dependence of the mass photoelectric coefficient on energy and atomic

number is approximatelY given bY:

Wt, z3 (1-6)

a
* 

(/rnt'

1.2.2.3. Compton effect

When a photon interacts with a free electron, the process is called Compton or

incoherent scattering. The term free electron is applied when the photon energy is

much more than the electron binding energy. In the Compton process, the electron with

the acquired energy is emitted at an angle 0 and the reduced energy photon is scattered

at an angle { .

The probability of the Compton effect is determined by the Compton mass attenuation

coefficient, V" . The Compton mass attenuation coefficient is independent of the

a

atomic number of material, because the interaction is basically with free electrons.
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Therefore & o.,ty depends on the electron density, that is the number of electrons per
a

gram of the materiaL (*Z/A). This is almost constant for all materials, with a slight

decrease with atomic number. The exception is hydrogen where electron density is

more than twice that of other materials (since Z/A=I instead of ll2).

The Compton interaction decreases almost inversely proportional to the photon energy,

so that:

Vc 1
(l-7')

ahv

1.2.2.4. Pair production

A photon with energy more than 1.02 MeV may have a strong interaction with the

electromagnetic field of a nucleus, with the photon energy transforming to an electron

and a positron. The threshold energy for this phenomenon is 1.02 MeV which is equal

to the rest mass energies of the produced electron-positron pair (2m"c2). The photon

energy in excess of this is shared between the two created particles as kinetic energy.

The probability of pair production is determined by the pair production mass

attenuation coefficient, 
ys-. 

This coefficient is proportional to Z (varies with f per
a

atom, but with Z per electron or per mass) fbr energies less than 20 MeV. However at

higher energies the degree of the proportionality decreases for higher atomic number

materials, due to the screening effect by the orbital electrons (Khan, lgg4). Also Ft 
is

a

proportional to the logarithm of the photon energy, for energies above the threshold.

L.2.2.5. Photonuclear reaction

High energy photon beams can interact directly with atomic nuclei and cause nuclear

reactions. This process is known as a photonuclear reaction and results in the emission

of one or more nucleons (most probably neutrons). The probability of this effect is
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determined by the photonuclear reaction mass attenuation coefficient , yt!!'. 
The

a

photonuclear reaction can contribute as much as 5-107o to the total attenuation

coefficient between 10 and 30 MeV, depending on where the giant resonance with the

target nuclide occurs (Hubbell, 1982).

1.2.3. Energy transfer and energy absorption coefficients

As a result of the photon interaction with the medium part or all its energy is transferred

to electrons. The linear energy transfer coefficient , Wt, is defined as the fraction of the

energy fluence transferred per unit path length. Since some proportion of transferred

energy is converted to bremsstrahlung radiation, fraction of energy fluence deposited

locally (the energy absorption coefficient) is less than energy transfer coefficient.

Locally, here means within the range of produced electrons which is much shorter than

the range of photons. The linear energy abso¡ption coefficient, 11",, ãrrd the linear

energy transfer coefficient are related to each other by:

Ven= W¡r(l- g) 
'

(1-8)

where g is the fraction of electron energy converted to bremsstrahlung. Energy transfer

and absorption coefficients are usually tabulated as the density-independent quantities

V'n and 
P" *h.r" g is the medium density.aa

For dosimetry applications at energies less than a few MeV, it is assumed that the range

of electrons set in motion is very small, however for 10 MeV and higher energies the

electron range can be several cm.

I.2.4. Radiation quantities

1.2.4.1. Exposure

Ionization produced in air by photons is measured with a quantity called exposure.

Exposure, X, is defined as the absolute value of the charge (of one sign) produced per

unit mass of air UCRU,1980), that is:
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The exposure unit in the system international (S1) is coulomb per kilogram (C/kà. The

Roentgen, R, is the old unit of exposure, such that: I R = 2.58x10-a Ctkg air.

1.2,4.2. Kerma and Terma

The quantity kerma (kinetic energy released per unit mass), K is the kinetic energy

transferred to electrons from photon interactions per unit mass of the material. This can

be written as:

u -dQ^ --dm

K _dUt, = v(&)dma

(1-e)

(1-10)

where W,,le is the average mass energy transfer coefficient for the photon energy

fluence (W) spectrum. The initial kerma can be divided into the collision kerma (K",,)

and radiation kerma (K*), in the same way as the initial energy transfer is split, as was

discussed in section 1.2.3, that is: K"ot =W(!cL) and K,6 = *,î-ft. Referring

to equation (1-8) it can be written as; Kro, = K(l - g) and Kro¿ = Kg .

Terma (total energy released per unit mass), T, is a term which describes the total

energy released by the primary photon beam per unit mass, including the energy of the

subsequent scattered photon. Terma is defined as:

r = v(E) (1-1 1)
a

1E¡ is the total mass attenuation coefficient. A good explanation of terma is the loss of
a

energy in the primary beam, that is: I = -V .V. Kerma and terma have the same unit

as absorbed dose (see the next section), that is J kg-t.
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1.2.4.3. Absorbed dose

The quantity absorbed dose, or simply the dose is defined îst liffio^-o@E ldm\, that is

the energy deposited at a point per unit mass of material. The Sl unit of absorbed dose

is the Gray (Gy) which is defined as:

I GY=l J lkg (r-t2),

The old unit of absorbed dose is the rad, such that: lrad =10-2 G!.

L.2.4.4. Equivalent dose and effective dose

The probabitity of a stochastic effect, such as the induction of cancer or of heritable

defect, depends on the absorbed dose as well as the type and energy of the radiation.

This is taken into account by applying a radiation weightingf.actor to the absorbed dose.

The weighting factor depends on the radiation quality and the linear energy transfer

rd-En. The quantity "dose equivalent" is a factor which incorporates the relative

biological effectiveness (RB¿') of different radiation types. The equivalent dose is

defined as the product of the absorbed dose and the RBE (as the radiation weighting

factor), where RBE is the ratio of dose from a standard radiation (usually 200 kVp x-

rays) to produce a given biological effect to the dose from the current radiation to give

the same effect.

Equivalentdose= DxRBE (1-13)

The RBE recommended by the International Commission on Radiological Protection

QCR7,1991) for different types and energies of radiations is shown in Table 1-1. The

S/ unit of the equivalent dose is sievert (Sv), which is equivalent to gray (G/) because

RBE is a dimensionless factor. However, the unit will be in rems if the dose is in rads.

RBE increases with the LET of the particle. This is the rate at which energy is

deposited along a Particle track.

The above definition neither takes into account nonuniformity of the radiation exposure

nor different sensitivities of various tissues. Indeed, truly uniform total body irradiation

is rare, especially when dealing with radionuclides. Also it is known that some organs

like the gonads and lung are more susceptible to radiation than muscles. To include
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Table 1.1. Radiation weighting factors (fromICRP,lggl)

TYPE AND ENERGY RANGE RBE

Photons, all energies 1

Electroru and muons, a[[ energies 1

Neutrons, energy < l0 KeY
l0 to 100 KeV

> 100 KeV to 2 MeV
> 2 MeVto 20 MeV
> 20 MeV

5

10
20
10

5

Protons, other than recoil protons, energy > 2 MeV 5

ø-Particles, fission fragments, heavy nuclei 20

these factors, ICRP (1991) introduced the concept of the tissue weighting factor (Wr),

which represents the relative contribution of each tissue or organ to the total damage.

The effective dose is the sum of all of the weighted equivalent doses in all tissues and

organs, that is:

Effective dose = ) equivalent dosexl/¡ (t-14)

Tissue weighting factors recomnended by ICRP are listed inTable 1.2.

1.3. Interactions of electron beams

Electrons interact with matter basically in two different ways: (i) collision with orbital

electrons, in which an electron loses its energy by ionization or excitation, and (ii)

interaction with the nucleus, where the electron either loses energy (bremsstrahlung

production) or is elastically scattered with no energy loss. Because of their small mass,

electrons passing through a medium suffer a great number of interactions until they lose

their energy and are captured by an atom. As the result, the Bragg peak which is very

noticeable for heavy charged particles (e.g., protons and alpha), is not observed for

electrons because of straggling. In radiation dosimetry and radiotherapy, it is important

to have accurate information about the spatial and angular distributions of electron
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Table 1.2. Tissue weighting factors (Hall, 1994)

TISSUE/ORGAN wr

Gonads 0.20

Bone marrow (red) 0.12

Colon 0.12

Lung 0.12

Stomach 0.12

Bladder 0.05

Breast 0.05

Liver 0.05

Oesophagus 0.05

Thyroid 0.05

Skin 0.01

Bone surface 0.01

Remainder 0.05

beams. The average electron energy loss is determined by the mass stopping power and

the change in direction of electrons can be explained by the mass scattering power.

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements UCRØ reports 35 and

37 (1984) contain full descriptions of these factors'

f.3.1. Stopping power

The electron energy loss per unit path length of the medium is called total linear

stopping power, 5,o,. The total stopping power depends on the electron energy as well

as the atomic number and the electron density of the material. In order to eliminate

dependence to the density, the total mass stopping power, ('S/Q),o,, of a material is

defined by rhe ICRU (1980) as dE lpdl, where dE is the total energy loss by the

electron travelling a path length dl inthe material of density q. The total mass stopping

power can be written as:

(^S / g),,, = (S /e)",,* (S / g)-, (1-1s)

where (S / q)",¡ and (S I el-o are the collisional and radiation mass stopping powers,

respectively.
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The collisional stopping power is the electron energy loss due to ionization and

excitation of atoms. The collisional stopping power depends on electron density and

incident beam energy. Therefore, the collision stopping power is greater for low atomic

number materials where VA is greater. The ratio of air to water stopping power is

greater at lower energies. This ratio increases with depth, as the electrons slow down.

The radiative stopping power is the electron energy loss due to bremsstrahlung

production. The main contribution to this is from Coulomb interaction of electron with

the field of the nucleus (electron-nucleus bremsstrahlung). Also there is the Coulomb

interaction with the field of the atomic electrons (electron-electron bremsstrahlung).

The total mass radiation stopping power is proportional to f +Zq, where f and Zr1

show the contributions from the electron-nuclear and the electron-electron

bremsstrahlung, respectively (Seltzer and Berger,l982l. q varies from zero for very

low energy electrons to the order of unity for electron energies more than a few MeV.

1.3.2. Scattering power

As mentioned in the previous section electron interactions with matter are Coulomb

interactions. Therefore, electrons passing through a medium suffer multipte scattering

and their directions change. The rate of scattering can be expressed using the mass

scattering power, T/p fraÉ "^'g''f. The mass scattering power is defined as the

increase in the mean square angle of scattering, d02, per [ravelled distance, ds, per

density, q (Li and Rogers, 1995'), that is:

T doz
(1-16)

a gøls

T: is sensitive to the theory used in the calculation. For many practical purposes, the
a

angular and spatial distributions can be expressed by Gaussian functions, as defined, in

the Fermi-Eyges theory (Li and Rogers, 1995). The Moliére multipte scattering theory

has been shown much better agreement with experiment than using a Gaussian model,

but at the expense of complexity.
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1.4. Dosimetry pararneters

1.4.1. Depth doses

As a beam is incident on a patient or a phantom (e.g., water), the absorbed dose in the

medium va¡ies with depth. The variation depends on the beam geometry, quality, and

the medium composition. The percentage depth dose, P, for a rxr square field at depth d

along the central axis can be defined as:

p(d.r.ssD¡= P(d,r'sso) .x1oo,
D(d^u*,r,sSD )

(r-t7)

where SSD is the radiation source to the surface distance (this is a general term which in

case of x-ra! source it is called focus to the surface distance, fSD) and d* is depth of

maximum dose.

Figure 1.3 shows a 6 MV photon depth dose curve for 10x10 cm' field at FSD=100 ctt,

together with the collision kerma. As it is seen from this figure, the collision kerma is

maximum at the surface and decreases with depth monotonically. However, there is an

initial build-up of dose with depth and after a maximum it will gradually decrease. The

build-up is due to the finite range of electrons set in motion by photon interactions and

the fact that these electrons deposit their energies (on average) deeper than the site of

photon interaction. This effect becomes more pronounced for high energy beams and

gives them the advantage of the skin-sparing effect. The build-up region is well

explained by Johns and Cunningham (1983) and Khan (1994) '

Depth dose distributions depend on the beam quality and increase with energy at depths

beyond d-*, as it is shown in Figure 1.4. The choice of radiation type and energy for an

optimum treatment is made according to the tumour position and depth' For a shallow

tumour electron or low energy photon beams are preferred, due to their more rapid dose

fall off with depth. On the other hand, for a deep tumour, such as in the pelvis, higher

energy photons are preferred. The increase in dose beyond d.* as beam energy

increases becomes small for high energies, because there is a less than linear decrease in

mass atfenuation coefficient with increase in energy, Furthermore higher energy photon

beams give rise to secondary electrons with larger range and the problems of electronic

disequilibrium then increase. In Figure 1.4 the central axis depth dose curve s ror Co-60,
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4, 6, l0 aîd 23 MV photon beams and also for 15 MeV electrons are shown for

comparison. Depth doses are for 10x10 cmt fields and SSD=100 cm. Co-60 depth dose

for SSD=80 cm is also included. Co-60 depth dose curves are from Monte Carlo

calculations (see chapter 4) and all others are experimental results.

In choosing radiation type and energy , it is important to notice the surface dose, depth

of ma¡<imum dose, and penetration of the beam. Among radiations shown in this figure,

the electron beam gives a good uniform depth dose up to 3 cm depth. One of the main

advantages of electron beams is a very steep dose gradient in the fall off region, as is

seen here, and sparing healthy tissues beyond the target. Co-60 has a shallow d.^ (=5

mm),butthe penetration is not small. 4 MV x-rays have almost the same penetration and

fall off rate as Co, since this property of depth dose curves is determined mainly by the

mean energy of the photon beams (for the same field size), but with a d* = I0 mm.

This is because the depth of maximum dose and the surface dose are determined by the

maximum energy of photon beam, as well as the electron contamination. The surface

dose for the Co-60 is unexpectedly low in this figure, because the Co depth dose curves,

as mentioned before, are results of Monte Carlo calculations and the fact that neither

electron contamination nor scattered photons from the source capsule and collimator

were modelled. The expected scattered photon conftibution from the source capsule and

collimator to the Co-60 spectrum is about 307o (Li et al, 1995).

Depth dose distributions also depend on the SSD and field size. The depth dose beyond

d.* is greater for larger SSD because of a lesser inverse square fall off. This is shown in

Figure 1.4 for Co-60. Dependence on the field size is more complex. The build-up

thickness (d^*) is less for small size photon beams, increases to a maximum for field

sizes about 5x5 cmz and then decreases for larger field sizes (Arcovito et al, 1985 and

Sixel and podgorsak, 1994). The original increase ind^* is due to the fact that electrons

originating further from the central axis tend to deposit their energy at gleafer depths'

This will increase d^^ untilthe field is large enough such that electrons originating at the

edge of the field do not reach the central axis. The reduction for larger fields is due to

the electron contamination (Sixel and Podgorsak' 1993 and 1994)' Depth dose beyond

the build-up region, however, increases uniformly with field size due to the increase in

scattered photons (whose peak in energy deposition is beyond d^*) '
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depth

Figure 1.3. Variations of absorbed dose and kerma (relative response) with depth in

water T.or a 6 MV photon beam.
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Figure 1.4. Central axis depth dose curves for 10x10 cm'fieldsfot Co-60,4, 6, 10 and

Zi wV pnoton beams and also for 15 MeV electrons at SSD =100 cm' Ãlso Co-60 depth

dose curve at SSD=80 clø is shown for comparison.
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By increasing the nominal energy, as it is seen from Figure I.4, the penetration and so

the depth dose increases (but to a lesser extent for higher energies). In treating a 15 cm

deep tumour with the Co-60, the percentage depth dose at the tumour site is less than

407o (the surface dose is more than twice), while the percentage depth dose for 23 MV

is over 657o with a surface dose much less (about half as much). This is the advantage

of higher energy beams, but with the expense of a higher exit dose as well as a wider

penumbra, due to increased electron range. Also this can have regions of electronic

disequilibrium for small fields or low densities which can cause difficulties in

dosimetry and treatment planning. Indeed, beyond 15 MV photon energy there is not

much gain, but complications regarding to increase in lateral electronic disequilibrium.

This includes the interface dose nonuniformity and larger penumbra.

1.4.2. Tissue air ratio

The tissue air ratio gAR) is the ratio of the dose at a given point in the phantom, D¿, to

the dose at the same point in air, Dg, with sufficient build-up material to provide

electronic equilibrium at that point. The rnain property of the TAR is that, in contrast to

the percentage depth dose, it is independent of ,S,SD. Also important is that the variation

of TAR with field size is only dependent on phantom scatter, as the collimator scatter

effects are contained in both numerator and denominator. TAR for a given material and

a beam quality depends on the depth, d, and the field size, rd, at that depth and has

almost the same variation as percentage depth dose, except that there is no inverse

square effect to contribute to the dose fall off.

The tissue air ratio at the depth of maximum dose (d^",) on the central axis is called

back-scatter factor (B,SF), or peak-scatter factor (P,SF) for x-rays generated above 400

,tZ (supplement 17, BJR). As expected from its name, PSF represents the increase in

the total dose at dr-, due to phantom scatter.

TAR (d,r¿) = X (1-18)

psF = TAR(dmax¡ - D-u* 
.Do'

(1-1e)
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where D,o, is the dose at d^* in the phantom. PSF is dependent on the irradiated

volume (for a given phantom thickness only depends on the field size at d,*,) and the

beam quality, so that it is maximum at half value layer QIVL) of about 0.7 mm Cu and

increases with field size. The relationship between TAR and percentage depth dose, P,

is determined from their basic definitions so that:

2

p(d,r,ssD) = rAR (d,r¿)# (%:*4) x 100, (r-20)

where r and r¿ ãÍe field sizes at the surface and depth d, respectively.

1.4.3. Scatter air ratio

Scatter air ratio (S/R) at a point is defined as the ratio of the scattered dose to the

primary dose (the dose in free space) at that point. S1R, like TAR, is independent of

SSD, but depends on the depth, field size and beam quality.

The totat dose at any point in phantom consists of the primary and scattered dose:

Dtot=Do+Dr. Dividing both sides of this equation by the dose in free space, Dg,

gives:

Dtot

Ds
(r-21)

where 
Dto, 

-71p(d,r) and !-sln{a,r) is the scatter air ratio. Atso ? = TAR(d,0),
Do ' ----- Do Do

which is the TAR atdepth d and zero field size, giving the primary dose. The tissue-air

ratio is thus given in terms of the zelo-aÍea TAR and the ,94R as:

TAR (d ,rd) = TAR (d,0) + 51 R (d ,r¿) (1-22)

This separation is especially useful in irregular beam dose calculations, where the S,4R

is used to account for scatter from each volume in the irradiated medium.
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1.4.4. Collimator output factors

Collimator total output factor (OÐ is the relationship between the dose per monitor unit

for each collimator to that under calibration conditions (Holt et al,1970). OF is defined

as the ratio of the measured dose, R(r), f.or field size r to that of the calibration

condition, R(c), (whích for linear accelerators is normally the value for a 10x10 cmz

field at d,,,*andFSD=100 cm).

OF(r)=R(r)/R(c) (r-23)

The collimator total output factor, OF can be separated into the collimator scatter

factor, CF, and the phantom scatter factor, PF, by the following formula (Khan et al,

1980; Arcovito et al, 1985 and Haider and El-Khatib,l994l:

OF (r) = CF (r) x PF (r) (r-24)

This separation is important in dose calculation (Khan et al 1980) . CF(r) is the ratio of

reading of the collimated beam to that of the calibration condition, when measurement

is performed in air with enough build up material to provide electronic equilibrium. PF

is the phantom scatter contribution at d,*,, that is PSF. CF expresses the increase in

dose with field size which occurs due to increased photon fluence and PF expresses the

increase due to in-phantom scatter.

1.4.5, Tissue phantom and tissue maximum ratios

The tissue phantom ratío (TPR) is the ratio of the dose at a given point in phantom to

the dose at the same point at a reference depth (usually 5 cm). If the reference depth is

at depth d,.*, the ratio is called tissue maximum ratio (TMR). TMR,like TPR and TAR,

is independent of ,S,SD and does not suffer from inverse square variation of the beam.

The relationship between TMR andpercentage depth dose, P, is as follows:

TMR (d,ro) =
( P (d ,r, rso \\( rso * a )z I Pr (',.* ) )
I roo ./[.s, t d^* ) \ pr Ua) )'

(r-2s\
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where r is the field size at the surface, ,o =r.(H#) and td^* =r.(!?-!w¡. Also

TMR andTAR are interrelated by the following equation:

TMR(d,r¿) _TAR (d,r¿)

PSF(r¿) '

where r¿ is the field size at depth d.

1.4.6. Scatter-maximum ratio

Scatter-maximum ratio (SMR) is the ratio of the scattered dose at a point in a phantom

to the primary dose at the same point at d,.*. SMR has the same property as S1R,

except it is more applicable in higher energy beams. SMR is useful in scatter dose

calculations, especially in inegular field dosimetry (Khan, 1994) and is related to the

TMRby:

(r-26)

SMR (d,rd) = TMR (d,r¿) _ TMR Ø,A)
PFvo)

PF(o)
(r-27),

where PF(0) is the extrapolated phantom scatter correction factor for zero area field

size and TMR(d,0) is the extrapolated value of TMR(d,r) for r = 0. The current

definition of SMR (Khan et al, 1980) is not zero for all field sizes at d^*, unllke the old

definition which was simply SMR(d,r) = TMR(d,r) - TMR(d,0).

1.5. Electronic equilibrium

Electronic equilibrium exists when primary dose is equal to collision kerma; that is,

when energy transferred to charged particles in a small mass (excluding that which will

be converted to bremsstrahlung) is equal to the energy deposited in that mass. Because

of the significant range of charged particles in megavoltage photon beam irradiation,

this occurs only at a single depth (point "O" in Figure 1.3). Since charged particles

predominantly travel in the forward direction, and kerma is decreasing with depth (due

to attenuation of the photon beam), dose is greater than collision kerma for depths
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greater than that where collision kerma equals dose (point O). Transient electron

equilibrium is then said to exist.

Secondary electrons have a maximum range, R, in the forward direction which is almost

the same as do,*. Lateral electronic equilibrium exists at a point in the beam, if the

distance of that point to the nearest beam edge or medium boundary is more than the

maximum lateral range of electrons, Rør. Similarly, the lateral electronic equilibrium

exists at the central axis if the beam diameter is greater than or equal to 2R6r, as shown

in Figures 1.5(a) and (b). In this figure, beams are shown as shaded area with parallel

lines representing photon beams. In Figure 1.5(c), however, the beam diameter is less

than 2R^, and hence there is electronic disequilibrium at the central axis of this beam.

In this case there is a lack of secondary electrons at the central axis which could have

originated from regions outside the beam boundaries (within distance Rr, from central

axis). These regions are shown within grid lines in this figure. R¡o, increases with

photon energy and a reduced medium density.

beam central axes

water

Figure 1.5. Lateral electronic equilibrium at the central axis of a beam exists when the
beam diameter is (a) greater than or (b) equal to 2R¡o,, and does not exist when the beam
diameter is smaller than 2R¡", (c).

The effects of photon energy and medium density on the lateral electronic equilibrium

are shown in Figure 1.6. In this figure ratios of total dose to collision kerma at the

\
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central axis are shown for different beam diameters for Co-60, 6 MV and23 MY photon

beams. These results were obtained with Monte Carlo simulations, using the

reciprocity technique (see chapter 4 of. this thesis for more detail). The ratios are at 5

cm depthin water for the parallel photon beams. As is seen from this figure, for very

small field sizes the ratios are less than 1, due to lateral electronic disequilibrium. The

ratio increases with the beam diameter and reaches unity when the beam diameter

reaches 2R¡o, of the relevant beam. It is seen from this figure that the lateral electronic

equilibrium f.or Co-60, 6 MV and23 MV photon beams establish at 6,30 and80 mm

beam diameters, respectively. The effect of medium density is also shown in this

figure, when the Co-60 simulation was performed in a medium of water composition

but of density 0.25 g/cm3. Lateral electronic equilibrium is in this case reached at 25

mm beamdiameter, is in agreement with the density scaling theorem (O'Connor, t957),

for a given beam qualitY:

etRtotrg =QrRror,rr, (1-28)

where Q.¡, Qz, Rhtt¡ and R¡o,e) ate media densities andthe maxima lateral electron

ranges in those media, respectively.

1.6. Dose distributions

Central axis depth dose distributions (discussed in section 1.4'), are not sufficient for

dose characterisation in a three dimensional volume. The dose variation across the

field, that is in a plane perpendicular to the beam central axis, is best determined by

beam profiles. Figure 1.7 shows the beam profile f.or a23 MV photonbeam, 40x40 cm2

field size, measured at depth dr*", at the isocenter level, that is at 100 cm source axis

distance 61D). Dose profiles are usually normalised to 1007o at central axis and the

beam width is defined as the profile width at 507o. In general physics this is known as

the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the beam.

The dose at any depth is normally maximum at central axis of the beam, except for

some linear accelerator beams in which the maximum dose is near beam edges (called

horns) and the minimum dose is at the central axis (called dip), as it is seen from Figure

1.7. These are created by the ftattening filter, and lead to a uniform dose across the
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beam (flat profile) at greater depths (normally l0 crn deep). Horns (and dips) disappear

with depth because (i) there is a larger increase in scattered dose at central axis than at

the edge, (ii) near the beam edges, the beam is softer (due to flattening filter being

thinner), and (iii) the beam attenuation with depth is more for beams which are further

away from central axis, due to their obliqueness. As it is seen from Figure 1.7, near the

edges of the beam, that is in the penumbra region, the dose drops very rapidly. The

penumbra width is defined as the distance between two specified dose levels, normally

907o-10%io or 80%o-207o. A small penumbra is best to ensure dose is conformed to the

target volume. The penumbra is due to both the finite source size (the geometric

penumbra) and, mainly, the lateral range of secondary electrons in the medium. The

geometric penumbra depends on the source size, distance from the source, and source to

the collimator distance. Penumbra width generally increases with beam energy due to

the increased secondary electron range.

Isodose curves are another way of visualising the dose distribution. An isodose curve is

a line passing through points of equal dose. A family of isodose curves with different

dose values for a given beam is called an isodose chart. Figure 1.8(a) shows an isodose

chart (from the General Electric Rl Plan system) for a ó MV photonbeam, l0xl0 cm2

field and SSD=100 cm, with dose increments of 107o. The isodose normalisation is

performed either at depth of maximum dose on the central axis or at the isocenter.

These correspond to treatment at a constant SSD and isocentric therapy, respectively.

Isodose charts are normally in a plane containing the beam central axis (as in this

figure) or perpendicular to that, but they can be in any other plane, depending on the

region of interest. Isodose charts are very important in assessing treatment planning

process in visualisation of the dose conformability around the lesion and the dose to the

healthy tissues, especially critical organs. This becomes more important when a

complex combination of techniques are used, such as in stereotactic radiosurgery (.SRS).

1.7. Wedge filters

Isodose distributions can be modified by ptacing special filters or blocks in the way of a

beam. Wedge filters are commonly used for this purpose. These are wedge-shaped

absorbers, normally made of a dense material such as lead or steel. Passing through
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1 234567
cÍrcular beam diameter (cm)

Figure 1.6. Ratios of total dose to collision kerma at the central axis are shown for
different parallel beam diameters f.or Co-60, 6 and 23 MV photon beams. Lateral

electronic equilibrium achievement at the central axis depends on the photon energy.

The effect of medium density on this achievement is shown for Co-60 beam in the lung
(q =0.25).
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Figure 1.7. Beam profile measured at depth d^ *for a 23 MV photon beam, 40x40 cmz

field size, at the isocenter levet (S,4D =100).
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different thickness of a wedge filter, the beam will have a differential attenuation across

the field, resulting in a tilt in the isodose curves, as shown in Figure l.g(b). The wedge

angle is sometimes (especially for Co-60 and lower energy photon beams) defined as

the tilt angle of the 507o isodose curve at the central axis. For high energy photon

beams, however, because of the greater depth of 50%ó dose, the above definition is not

very efficient. The wedge angle in this case can be defined as the tilt angle of an

isodose line at a specific depth on the central axis. The wedge (transmission) factor is

defined as the ratio of the dose with wedge to the dose without wedge (open field) at a

depth beyond do,o* on the central axis of the beam.

5 05 505

20

10 10 20

(b)

Figure 1.8. Isodose charts in aplane containing central axis for a6 MV photon beam,
10x10 "*t fi"ld and ^SSD=100 cm, (a) for an open field and (b) ttre efiect of a 45o
wedge on that.

(a)
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1.7.1. Dynamic wedge

In linear accelerators with computer controlled asymmetric jaws, it is possible to create

the effect of a wedge by moving one or two jaws while the beam is on. The dose profile

can be made the same as using conventional wedges and or can be a desirable customised

dose distribution. The idea firsr was applied by Leavitt et al (1990). Dynamically

wedged fields are slightly more penetrating than the equivalent open fields (Thomas and

Foster, 1995 ), although there is not the beam hardening effect as is the case for

conventional wedges. This is caused by the dose gradient effect (Kalend et al, 1990) and

for a 60o degree dynamic wedge is in the order of. 270 of the dose at 25 cm depth, for a

10x10 cm'field,6 MV photon beam and becomes negligible for 15o dynamic wedge.

The dose gradient effect is found by above authors to be due to the differences in

scattered radiations from within the phantom of wedged and open fields' Dynamic

wedging and the related algorithms give good agreement with measufements, in terms of

depth doses, profiles and the wedge factors. Also, the method is fast enough for routine

treatment planning (Thomas and Foster, 1995) '

1.8. Combination of radiation frelds

In radiotherapy generally a combination of two or more fields is used in order to have a

uniform dose across the tumour and also to spare the skin and have an acceptably low

dose to the surrounding normal tissues. Different combinations of open and wedge fields

with either static or rotation therapy may be used' depending on the tumour size' depth'

and position relative to other organs (especially critical organs)' Superficial tumours are

the exception where normally a single beam is used' Figure 1'9 shows a combination of

an anterior open field and two lateral wedge beams to cover the target using a 4 MV

photon beam.

1.9. Conformal theraPY

It is a long time since Takahashi et al (1961) suggested conformation radiotherapy as a

way to match exactly the high-dose region in the target volume and the prescribed

targetcontour. However, it has been only in the last few years' with more powerful
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computers for treatment planning and computer-driven treatment delivery systems such

as multi-leaf collimators (lVÍLCs) and on-line verification systems, that this has become

possible. The degree of conformability depends on the diagnostic tools ability to

differentiate true anatomical tumour from surrounding healthy tissues, as well as the

accrracy of the treatment planning and delivery systems.

Open Beam
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Figure 1.9. Combination of an anterior open field and two lateral wedge fields using 4
MV photonbeam (from Khan, 1994).

The similarity between performing computed tomography (CI) and conformation

therapy has been mentioned in the last few years (Brahme, 1988; Webb, 1989; Carol,

1992 and Holmes and Mackie,1994). This similarity is shown in Figure 1.10 and the

reason why the method is known as "tomotherapy" or "inverte radiotherapy". CT

delivers a spatially uniform radiation exposure at the skin surface, measuring the

spatially non-uniform attenuation of the exit beam, while in tomotherapy (or intensity

modulation radiotherapy) a spatially non-uniform radiation exposure is delivered to the
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skin surface to create a uniform dose distribution across the target (Carol, 1992) or to

obtain a biologically optimal dose distribution (Holmes and Mackie, 1994). The

method for a true 3-D conformal therapy requires variable intensity modulation across a

dynamic geometrically shaped beam.

Computed Tomography

Proieclion

Delectors

Rad¡ation

Conformal Therapy

Source lntens¡ty
Modulator

Figure 1.10. Intensity modulation radiation therapy compared to CT (from Carol,

1992).

A better analogy is with SPECT, where the distribution of a radionuclide within the

patient is determined by "backprojecting" the photon intensity profiles outside the

patient. In inverse planning, a desired dose distribution within the patient (analogous to

the radionuclide distribution) is "projected" to obtain the required beam intensity

profiles. As mentioned before, the goal of 3-D treatment planning is to conform a high

radiation dose to the shape of the tumour contour while keeping the integral dose to the

surrounding tissues as low as possible. As a result, the local tumour control improves

while the radiation toxicity is reduced; this will consequently enhance the long-term

survival in principle. Figure 1.11(a) shows a treatment plan example where a C-shaped

Sourcs

Target
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lesion, partially wraps around a circular critical structure. Intensity modulated arc

therapy is used in this case to conform the dose to the target. The delivery dose

distribution is shown in Figure 1.11(b). As it is seen from this figure a good degree of

conformability has been achieved in this example, as an extreme case.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.11. (a) A treatment plan example for the intensity modulated arc therapy. The
inner and outer isodose contours are 90Vo and 80Vo on the C-shaped target, lÙVo and
20Vo on the circular critical structure, respectively. (b) Delivered dose distribution for
the treatment plan as a grey scale, with the high-dose area as the light regions(Yu,1995).

1.10. Three dimensional treatment planning

Depth dose distributions, discussed in previous sections, are normally measured in a

water phantom which is homogeneous and has a flat surface and the beam is incident

perpendicularly on the surface. A patient body, of course, is neither homogeneous nor

flat. The treatment planning task is to calculate dose distributions in regions of interest

within the patient, normally using measurements made in a standard water phantom.

Patient data, including tissue inhomogeneities (in terms of electron densities) and

contour curvature are required for this calculation.

In the Target treatment planning system, which is used in the Radiation Oncology

department at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, photon beam data is stored at 17 equally

spaced data points along the central axis (CAX). The CAX numbers 1 and 17 are at

depths do,*and a user-defined depth (i.e. 30-40 cm), respectively. Also, off axis factors

-o
¡sr-
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(profile data) are stored on 47 divergent grid lines at five different depths corresponding

to CAX numbers l, 5, 9 , 1 3 and 17, as is shown in Figure 1' 1 2.

Figure 1.12. Photon beam data storage grid at different depths and off axis distances

(from GE Medical System).

Before storage, the treatment planning software converts the percentage depth doses at

the measurement,SSD to infinite S.SD data (ClX values), using the following formula:

)

CAX (r,d) = P(*,7,d) = P(SSI ,r,d) x (r-2e)

where r is the field size at the surface and P(-, r,d) is the percentage depth dose at

depth d and infinite SSD. For dose calculation at a point at depth f in the build-up

region, the system makes a linear interpolation between a user-defined surface dose

value and the dose at d,,-, for a modified depth x' below the surface which is given by:

-d _(d^* - x)3
x

(d^)2
(1-30)

This gives an acceptably accurate result. Off axis factors are measured at the five

different depths mentioned above and profiles at any other depth are obtained by linear

interpotation of those profiles. Profiles must be entered for open and wedge fields, and

each profile is normalised to 1 at the central axis. In addition to above data, the

TABLE
WIDTH
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following information is required for each beam by the system in order to create a

photon beam file: SSD; d*; dose rate at this SSD (cGy/MU for those machines which

operate with monitor unit instead of time settings); half life, in years for radioactive

source machines; CAX separation (mm); ISO-S^SD (this difference is required if the

isocentric distance is different from standard SSD); dose at the skin surface, D.; PSF (or

nSÐ; wedge No.; and Table width at^S,SD.

Patient data is provided by C?-Scans and patient 3-D anatomy is reconstructed from

individual transverse scans. The distance between Cl slices should be sufficiently

small to provide accurate reconstruction. Depending on the tumour size and position

and also the complexity of the tumour site, CT slices with 2 to I0 mm separation are

taken. In the planning process, delineation of target and critical organs has to be done

on each slice for the 3-D reconstruction of these structures. This is a time consuming

process, but features like automatic contouring can be helpful in this regard. Apart from

this an extensive and a high-æch computing calculation is required for 3-D treatment

planning dose calculation which may not be realistic and cost effective for routine

radiotherapy. However, the cost can be justified if the procedure significantly improves

the tumour control probability. Certainly the case where high geometric and dosimetric

precision is required, as in stereotactic radiosurgery (SR^S) for treatment of brain

tumours. This procedure will be discussed in coming chapters as a major part of this

thesis. The treatment of these tumours by SRS has greatly benefited by 3-D treatment

planning.

1.11. Three dimensional dose calculation techniques

Treatment planning dose calculation for the patient is performed by applying

correction factors to the water phantom data to account for tissue inhomogeneities and

body contours. The presence of inhomogeneities will affect the dose distribution in

different ways, depending on the photon energy and field size. For orthovoltage and

lower energy x-rqys the photoelectric process has an important effect and dose to the

bony structures (high atomic number) is higher than in surrounding soft tissues. In

megavoltage beams however, the Compton effect is the dominant interaction where the

attenuation of the beam in a tissue depends on the electron density (number of electrons
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p", ,^t). In this case the inhomogeneity correction is performed by incorporating the

electron density of the appropriate tissue relative to water. Different dose calculation

techniques are used for inhomogeneity corrections, in which electron densities (relative

to water) are generally found from the relevant Cl numbers. The inhomogeneity

correction can be applied in two different ways. Firstly, the "bulk" method in which an

inhomogeneity region such as lung can be outlined and a density is assigned to the

outlined region and a density correction factor is then calculated (ie., correction to

dose). Secondly, the "pixel-by-pixel" method, where the CT number of each pixel (and

hence the relevant electron density of that pixel) is used for all tissue inhomogeneities

along the path of the radiation beam.

The bulk method is used where the CT data is not available, can not be utilised, or when

a quicker dose calculation is desirable. The density of the outlined region in this model

may be entered manually or if CT data is available may be obtained automatically. In

the latter case the average C? number for the entire region of interest is found and

converted to a density. In the pixel-by-pixel correction method there is no need for

outlining an anatomical region. Instead, correction for all variations in tissue

inhomogeneities is performed by calculating the equivalent thickness of each pixel

automatically.

Figure 1.13 shows a simple geometry of a semi-infinite inhomogeneity of a thickness d2

with a relative electron density ee= 0.25 (e.g., lung) which is surrounded by two semi-

infinite layers of water (Q"=1). The dose

calculation point, P, distances from the lower and

upper levels of the inhomogeneity are d3 and

d2*d.j, respectively. The dose at point P at depth

d=dfdz+ds on the central axis of the beam is to

be found using different dose calculation

techniques in the following sections and results

compared.

Figure 1.13. Water-cork-water semi-infinite slabs

as a simpte inhomogeneity model for dose

calculation.

d1 Q"=

d2

d3

Q"

Q"=1
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1.11.1. Effective path length method

Effective path tength @PL) method simulates the effect of inhomogeneities by

replacing them with an effective thickness of water. The effective thickness of a set of

layers, d', is calculated from:

d'=Zd¡e¡, (1-31)

I

where d¿ is the thickness of the layer number i with the electron density g; relative to

water. The effective path length of point P in the simple inhomogeneity configuration

shown in Figure 1.13, for dt=2 cm, d2=4 cm, ds=3 cm (physical depth 9 cm) is:

d' = 2xI + 4x0.25 + 3xl = 6 cm

The effective depth is used to obtain the CAX value at point P and therefore the

correction factor is derived from the ratio of the CAX at depth d' to that at the actual

depth (d), as if the entire phantom was water equivalent:

(r-32)

Combining equation (l-291with the above equation gives the correction factor which is

known as the effective S^SD method:

2

CF =
P (ss¿ ,to ,d')

(1-33)
P (ssp ,r. ,d)

where r. is the field size at the surface. The EPL method is a simple-first-order

correction method which accounts for the change in primary photon fluence and field

size. However, in this method the position (relative to the calculation point, P), size of

the inhomogeneity and so the scatter contribution are not taken into account.

ssD + d'ì_t
ssD+d )
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l.f f .1.l. Tissue air ratio method

The dose distribution in a heterogeneous medium can be approximated by the TAR

method. The dose at point P in Figure 1.13 can be calculated by taking the ratios of

TAR1 for the effective depth to the physical depth, both for the physical field size.

(1-34)

where r¿ is the fietd size at depth d and the equivalent water depth, d', is equal to EPL

in previous section. This method is essentially the same as the EPL method and does

not include position of inhomogeneity and scatter contribution.

L.ll.z. Power law tissue air ratio method

power law TAR method which was developed by Batho (1964), takes into account the

position of inhomogeneities, but not their lateral shape. The correction factor at point P

in Figure 1.13, using Batho method is:

TAR (d zt-

L

I
l

+ d 3,r¿) Qz - 1

CF = (1-3s)
TAR (d t,ra)

where p2 is the electron density (number of electron, pe, 
"^t) 

of the second layer (e.g.,

lung) relative to water. This method accounts for the fact that the effect of an

inhomogeneity depends on its position. For example a layer of low density material

above a dose calculation point will increase the dose, but the increase will be larger

when the inhomogeneity is further away from the calculation point: this is because the

reduction in scattered dose reaching P, caused by the low density inhomogeneity, is less

in this case.

Sontag and Cunningham (1977) have modified the Batho correction so that a correction

inside the inhomogeneity can be calculated:

CF __ (1-36)
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where 93 is the electron density of medium where point P lies and d3 is its depth within

that medium. Also p2 is the electron density of the overlying medium, and d2 + d3 is

the depth below the upper surface of it.

1.11.3. Equivalent tissue air ratio method

The correction factor discussed in Equation (1-34) does not correctly predict the scatter

contribution to the dose calculation, because the position of inhomogeneity is not

included. Sontag and Cunningham (1978) introduced the equivalent tissue-air ratio

(EfARl method which accounts for this contribution by including an effective field size

as well as an effective depth in the ratio of TARr. In this method the absorbed dose in

an inhomogeneous medium can be related to the absorbed dose in a unit-density

phantom by the following correction factor:

CF
TAR(d',r') (r-37)
TAR (d,r¿)'

where d' and d are the water equivalent and actual depth, respectively and 2 is the

field size atdepthd. The parameter r'= raÕ is the effective field size, where Q is the

weighted electron density of the irradiated medium. The weighted electron density Q

can be determined by the following formula (Woo et al, 1990):

t
i

T> ¡jtc W ¡jtjk
a (1-38))>

i jk ijk

where Qyf is the electron density of scattering element relative to water. Also lIz¡1 is

the weighting factor accounting for contribution of the (ij,k) element to the scatter dose

at the point of calculation. Wik is given by:

Wür= P¡¡¡, * S¡¡¡r, (1-3e)

where P¡¡¡, and S¿f account for the primary and scatter fluence contributions to the

element (i,j,k), respectively. The ETAR method uses Cl data for this catculation and is

more accurate than the power law method because it takes into account the lateral
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extent of heterogeneities, however it requires extensive computation time mainly due to

the calculation of Q.

Tables of TARs for a homogeneous medium (water) can be easily determined from

direct measurement or calculation. Therefore, the effective tissue air ratio in the

inhomogeneous medium, TAR(d',r"), can be obtained from these tables. The

correction factor CF, then is found using equation (1-37). However, ETAR gives the

wrong result for conditions of electronic disequilibrium (Metcalfe et al, 1993), because

TAR(d',r') is too large. As a result the dose calculation in a low density material (such

as lung) is over-estimated by this technique. The effect of lateral electronic

disequilibrium on dose calculation will be discussed in the following section.

l.ll.4. The effect of electronic disequilibrium on dose calculation

Lateral electronic disequilibrium and its dependence on photon energy and medium

density were discussed in section 1.5. In the dose calculation models, which have been

mentioned in the previous sections, it was assumed that electronic equilibrium exists at

the point of dose calculation. Therefore, dose calculation in regions of non-equilibrium

is not accurate. As was mentioned in section 1.5, for higher energy photon beams and

also lower density materials, electronic disequilibrium becomes more important. This

will cause an overestimate of dose for low density materials where electronic

disequilibrium exists.

The above situation can be explained from Figure l.l4 (from Hoban, l99l). In this

figure the dose calculation point, P, is on the central axis for two different conditions,

that is when lateral electronic equilibrium (a) exists and (b) does not exist on the central

axis of the beam. The primary dose at P is the dose deposition in this point by

secondary electrons, originated from primary photon interactions. The volumes from

which primary photon (i.e., photon that had not interacted before) interactions give rise

to a primary dose at P are shown as shaded area. The scattered dose could be from

outside of this area. From the TAR curves in this figure, it is seen that in case (a) the

zero area ?7R gives the correct primary component of the 7l4R (shaded column in the

graph). However, using the zero area TAR in case (b) wilt over-estimate the primary
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component of the TAR by AP. Therefore, in dose calculation using sector integration

(differential S1R) method, where

TAR (d,r) = TAR (d,0)+ > S/R (d,r¡\, (1-40)

the error from using fAR(d,O) will be AP. This problem has been addressed by Woo et

at (1990), where they used Monte Carlo generated data for the primary component

(extended data), instead of measured zerc area TAR (original data). The effect of

electronic disequilibrium on dose calculation is shown in Figure 1.15.

Primary Photonsli\
scâner raoo

TAR(O)

pnm¿fy rauo

TAR

r

r

(a)

rAR(0)
error in primary ratio

r

(b)

Figure 1.14. Calculation of central axis dose using standard ETAR model (with zero

area TAR'), when lateral electronic equilibrium exist (a) and does not exist (b) at point P
(from Hoban, l99l).

TAR
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Figure 1.15. Comparison of the calculated and measured central axis depth dose curves

in a poLystyrene--cork-polystyrene phantom for an 18 MV photon beam for (a) 5x5 cm2

and (b) 10x10 cm'fields when lateral electronic equilibrium exist and does not exist,

respectively (from Woo et al, 1990), as the result of configurations shown in Figure

1.14. The solid curve is measured data for the homogeneoud polystyrene phantom, but

all other curves are for polystyrene-cork-polystyrene phantom. The triangle curves are

measured data, dotted and dashed curves are calculation using the equivalent Z4R with

the original data and the new extended data respectively, and square curve is calculation

using Monte Carlo.

In this figure the depth dose in a homogeneous medium (polystyrene) is compared with

the depth dose in polystyrene-cork-polystyrene phantom. Polystyrene and cork have

densities 1.0 and 0.25 glcm3, respectively. The comparison is for an 18 MV photon

beam for (a) 5x5 cmz and (b) 20x20 "*' fi"ld at SSD=97 cm. In both cases the dose

beyond the cork slab is higher than in the homogeneous medium, because of the lower

attenuation in the cork. For the same reason the dose inside the cork slab becomes

increasingly higher than in the homogeneous medium, for the 20x20 "^' field..

Cork

Cork
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The same result is obtained for 5x5 "*' field,, if the dose calculation is performed using

ETAR method (with the original TAR data). In this case, as it is seen from Figure

1.15(a), the dose calculation shows a large difference (up to l0%o) from the measured

data. However, when the extended data is used for this field size, the disagreement

between calculated and measured data is reduced to less than 27o in the most part of the

curve. Also Haidar and El-Khatib (1995) using differential scatter integration have

modified the primary and scatter dose model by introducing an electron perturbation

factor for dose calculation in electronic disequilibrium regions.

l.ll.5. Density correction factor and CT numbers

All dose calculation techniques, discussed in sections 1.11.1 to 1.11.3, use electron

densities derived from CT numbers. In this way the linear attenuation coefficients,

measured by CT, are converted to p. Strictly speaking, the ratios of the linear

attenuation coefficients of the relevant tissues to those of water should be used, instead.

However, because these coefficients are energy dependent and are not easily

determined, the relevant electron densities are used.

Using relative electron density rather than relative attenuation coefficient is acceptable

because the Compton scattering cross section, which is the dominant interaction type

for the most radiotherapy energy ranges, is proportional to the electron density of the

medium. The Compton scattering is still predominant at the )c-ra! energies used in the

C? scanners, but the photoelectric effect can't be ignored. Therefore, the relationship

between p and g is different for MV than C? energies. The latter effect has an

increasing contribution for lower energies, especially for high atomic number structures

like bone. The photoelectric effect, unlike Compton scattering, has a strong

relationship with the atomic number and therefore there is not a simple relationship

between attenuation coefficients of the beams in the CT energy ranges and megavoltage

energies. Conversion between attenuations in the two energy ranges is very difficult

and requires the effective atomic number and effective electron density.

The relationship between CZ number and the relative electron density may be

determined by scanning various materials with known electron densities. The
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relationship between CT numbers (Hounsfield Units) and electron density relative to

water (3.333x102t 
"*'t) 

and the values for various biological tissues are shown in Table

1.3.

Table 1.3. The relationship between Cl numbers and the density correction factors

(from Target treatment planning system).

Material Cl numbers Relative electron density

Air

Lung

Fat

Water

Muscle

Bone

-1000
-820
-780
-740
-700
-650 (-673 to -620)
-590
-520
-410
-290
-180
-105
-70 (-90 to -55)
-40
0 (-19 to 201

40
100 (71 to 139)
180
400
740 (571to 870)
1000
1200

0

0.14
0.t7
0.20
0.25
0.31
0.37
0.45
0.5ó
0.69
0.81
0.90
0.93
0.96
1.00
1.04
1.11

1.09
1.20
r.32
1.45
1.70

f .I1.ó. Superposition and convolution techniques

The convolution/superposition techniques have been developed particularly for dose

calculation in electronic disequitibrium conditions in high energy photon beams. This

method was first introduced by Dean (1980) and developed by Mackie et al (1985) and

also Boyer and Mok (1985), Ahnesjo (1989) and Yu et al (1995). Using the

convolution techniques in treatment planning dose calculation is an increasingly viable

alternative to the above mentioned methods. This is due to the increasing availability of

faster computers and commercial convolution algorithms. In these techniques, from the
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knowledge of the photon fluence, the total energy released per unit mass (terma) is found

and convolved with the energy deposition kernels @DI<s) to obtain the dose distribtltion.

These kernels are also called dose spread arrays, point spread function or differential

pencil beams.

The convolution can be performed for any arbitrary geometry and is referred to as

superposition for an inhomogeneous medium, by replacing the invariant kernel with a

variable kernel. Using the convolution technique the dose deposition at a point is

calculated from the following formula:

D(r) = IIIrt ')K(r - r')d3r' ,
(1-41)

where r' and r are the photon interaction site and the dose calculation site respectively,

7(r') is the terma at r' and K(r-r') is the energy deposition kernel, describing the

energy deposition about the primary interaction site. In these techniques, EDKs arc

usually calculated using Monte Carlo methods. Il the EDK does not vary with position,

the dose calculation can be performed using Fourier transform techniques which are

considerably faster. However, with a variable EDK (as a result of the presence of

inhomogeneities) the Fourier transform is not valid and the dose calculation is performed

in a real-space superposition technique.

Superposition techniques are able to model situations of electronic disequilibrium such

as occurs in the lung region for small fields. This is at the expense of a large

computation time and requires knowledge of beam characteristics, including the beam

spectrum, in order to correctly calculate terma and EDKs. The effect of beam hardening

with depth on the polyenergetic energy deposition kernels (PEDKI) has been discussed

by Metcalfe et al (1990), Papanikolaou et al (1993) and Hoban et al (7994). Also

comparisons of depth dose calculations in lung phantom (polystyrene -cork- polystyrene

slab) using superposition, MC and experiment for the condition of electronic

disequilibrium have shown generally good agreement between them (Hoban, 1'99I).
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l.ll.7. Photon dose calculation using explicit electron transport

In the convolution/superposition methods which were discussed in previous section,

dose distribution from interaction points are usually calculated using pre-generated

EDKs. Inhomogeneity effects in these methods are generally handled by using the

average density between the interaction and calculation (energy deposition) sites. The

validity of the density scaling approach for low-density inhomogeneities of similar

atomic number has been investigated by Woo et al (1990) and also Woo and

Cunningham (1992). Lack of an explicit electron transport near the inhomogeneities of

different atomic composition can cause a dose difference as much as L07o at points close

to inhomogeneity (Yu et al,1995).

Keall and Hoban (1995), from this department, have incorporated Fermi-Eyges electron-

scattering theory into the primary dose calculation for x-ray radiotherapy using the

convolution method. In this work they have accounted for the density distribution

between the interaction and deposition sites. This results in a better agreement with

MC, compared to a conventional convolution method. The effect is more evident for a

higher degree of lateral electronic disequilibrium. Moreover, the presence of an

inhomogeneity with different atomic composition (different scattering and stopping

powers) will cause a different secondary electron transport compared to the presence of

an inhomogeneity with the same atomic composition, but only different density. The

magnitude of perturbation strongly depends on the proximity of the dose calculation

point to the inhomogeneity and its atomic composition.

Since O'Connor's density scaling theorem only applies to inhomogeneities with

different electron densities, for inhomogeneities with different atomic compositions it is

expected to give errors. Yu et al (1995), by incorporating explicit transport of the

secondary electrons with Fermi-Eyes theory, as part of photon dose calculation, have

reduced this error. This has been done for the primary dose component only, since this

is affected most by secondary electron transport. In this model the scattered photon

component, which has small contribution to the total dose for photon energies oÏ I0 MV

or higher, is calculated using previous EDK methods to reduce unnecessary computation

time.
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1.11.8. Monte Carlo simulation

Monte Carlo (MC) modelling is a direct dose calculation technique which uses explicit

radiation transport to simulate the physical situation (see chapter 4). Apart from

statistical fluctuations caused by insufficient particle histories, there is no limitation on

the accuracy of simulation, providing that radiation transport modelled adequately

(Murray, l99ll. MC teclniques can be employed to solve dosimetric problems of

clinical interest, in particular where simpler methods are known to be inaccurate.

In the last few years the use of Monte Carlo techniques in radiotherapy physics has

increased dramatically, due to the rapid development of computer technology, in terms

of speed and cost, as well as the availability of user-friendly MC packages such as

EGS4 (Rogers and Bielajew, 1990). In MC simulation, using the probability

relationships of the discrete events and a high-quality random number generator, events

in radiation transport can be predicted with the correct probability. The track length

between interaction points for each particle, the type of an interaction at each such

point, the choice of energy and direction following a scattering interaction, and the

possible products as the result of an interaction all can be determined by sampling

processes.

MC is a very powerful dose calculation technique, but its direct application in the

treatment planning dose calculation at the moment is unreasonable because of the great

computation time which is required. However, with the rapid increase in computer

power, this very important application could be practical in the next few years. Some

current MC applications in radiotherupy are: benchmarking other treatment planning

techniques, calculating dose at presence of lateral electronic disequilibrium, calculating

beam characteristics for Co-60 machines and linear accelerators, and generation EDKs

for the convolution/superposition approach. In Table 1.4 a comparison between above

treatment planning dose calculation algorithms as well as their features is presented.
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Table 1.4. Features of various treatment planning algorithms (from Murray, 1991).

Algorithm

Method accounts for: Complexity/

SpeedPhoton

path length

Field

size

Inhomogeneity Electronic

position shape disequilibrium

Equivalent
pathlength

Effective SSD

Ratio of TZRs

Power law
TAR

ETAR

Volume
integration of

dSARS

ConvolutiorV

Superposition

Monte Carlo

./ very simple/

very fast

,/ ,/ simple/fast

,/ ./ very simple/

very fast

,/ ,/ ,/ simple/fast

,/ ,/ ./ ,/ complex/slow

./ ,/ ,/ ./ complex/slow

,/ ,/ ./ ,/ ,/
simple/

very slow

,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ "/
very complex/

extremely slow





Chapter 2

Ster eot actic Radio surg ery

2.1. Introduction

Stereotactic radiosurgery (^tRS) is a radiation treatment technique which combines

stereotactic apparatus and energetic radiation beams to treat intracranial lesions.

Stereotactic methods enable highly conformal delivery of dose to a well-defined farget

volume with maximal sparing of adjacent normal tissue (Killoran et a\,7996). In,SR^S a

single high dose (normally 10 to 30 Gy), in a small radiation field (typically 5 to 40 mm

in diameter) is given to a stereotactically defined target volume to destroy the selected

lesion. Also, stereotactic radiotherapy (SRZ) is a similar technique to SRS, but for

multiple fraction treatment. In SR? the high accuracy of SRS is combined with the

radiobiological advantages of fractionation to treat tumours where a single high dose

would cause intolerable damage to healthy tissue (SR? is also performed where the

lesion is too large to have a single dose).

SRS was first developed by Leksell in the late 1940s to destroy dysfunctional loci in the

brain using orthovoltag e x-rqys (Schell et aI, 1995). ,SRS was performed later using

heavy charged particles produced in cyclotrons, taking advantages of the Bragg peak

dose distributions of these particles (Larsson et al, 1958; Lawrence et al, 1962;

Kjellberg er al, 1968 and 1983). In 19ó8 Leksell developed the Gamma unit (Gamma

Knife) for .SRS using multiple converging cobalt beams. Also, Larsson et al (1974)

have proposed linac-based radiosurgery as an alternative to above systems, but

practicaly treatment using this technique has only started in the last decade. Some of

the important considerations for dose delivery in SRS are (Podgorsak et al, 1990): (i)

high spatial and numerical accuracy of dose delivery to the raf get; (ii) steep dose fall-off

outside the target volume; (iii) low dose to critical organs (such as the brain stem, optic

nerves and tracks); (iv) low or minimal scatter and leakage dose to radiosensitive

organs (such as thyroid, breast, gonads, etc.); (v) knowledge of dose inside the target

volume; and (vi) cost effectiveness'
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The advantages of linac-based radiosurgery are the choice of the x-ray energy, more

collimator sizes, high dose rates and therefore reduction in treatment time, no source

decay problems, greater source to isocentre distance, and availability and cheaper cost

(Arcovito et al, 1985). One of the biggest advantages of the linear accelerator over

Gamma unit is its ability to do beam shaping and conformal SRS (see chapter ó). On

the other hand, excellent geometrical accuracy and taking advantages of the Bragg peak

in case of heavy charged particles are advantages of Gamma Knife and heavy charged

particle systems, respectively (Podgorsak et al, 1988). Both heavy charged particle and

Gamma unit techniques have shown their effectiveness in treating several thousand

patients and long term follow-up results have proven their usefulness in treating certain

brain diseases (Pike et al, 1987 and Podgorsak et al, 1988). In the following sections

the rationale for SRS is discussed and different SRS techniques are introduced and their

relative advantages discussed.

2.2. Rational for radiosurgical treatment

Radiosurgery has been used to treat a variety of benign and malignant lesions as well as

functional disorders, including chronic pain and movement disorders due either to

Parkinson's disease or other disorders (Young et al, 1996'). Arteriovenous

malformations (AVMs) and acoustic neuromas are the principal non-malignant lesions

treated with SRS.

AYMs consist of a nidus of abnormal vessels, often interlaced within a matrix of glial

cells. 1 VMs \ack a normal capillary bed and local blood flow through them is increased

of the expense of the adjacent parenchyma. The adjacent tissues are generally assumed

to be dysfunctional and hence suffer minimal additional neurological deficit from the

radiation damage. This, together with the dose-response characteristics of AVMs (see

section 6.7 .2), is the main reason why ^4 VMs are frequently referred for SRS, especially

when surgically inaccessible, eg when it is located in the speech area or in the brain

stem. The obliteration rate for small AYMs is about 86Vo at the end of 2 years with a

low complication rate (Friedman, 1995 and Hirai et at, 1995). However, there are

difficulties in treating large AVMs due to the large volume of normal tissue irradiated.

There is a dose limitation with a low obtiteration rate (Friedman, 1995). The reaction

of the adjacent brain is dose and volume dependent. Other benign lesions which are
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treated using SRS include most types of meningiomas and pituitary adenomas, acoustic

neuroma and Nelson's syndrome.

SRS of primary malignant intracranial lesions as a sole treatment modality has less

justification where tumour cells are known to extend beyond the borders visible on CT

or MRL SRS in this case can be used as a high-dose boost in conjunction with the

standard external radiotherapy. This will improve the local control probability(Fuller et

al, 7992 and Gannett et al, 1995) and it is very important indeed due to the great

number of patients involved (as many as 507o of patients dying from cancer have brain

metastases at autopsy; Flickinger et al, 1994) '

The cost effectiveness of SRS is presented in section 2.13. ll is shown that using whole

brain radiotherapy (WBRT)-SRS combination is more effective (improved local control)

than WBRT and WiRT-surgery combination. The other advantage is that SRS can be

performed almost regardless of tumour location in the brain. In SRS of intracranial

lesions, developing radiation necrosis in long-term survivors has to be considered as

well. The dose which tended to cause radiation necrosis two years after SRS was found

by De Salles et al (1995) to be more than 1800 cGy.

2.3. Gamma Knife

SRS with the so called "Gamma Knife" was introduced by Leksell in 1968. Figve 2.7

shows a picture of a current model of the Gamma Knife unit. The Gamma Knife is a

dedicated radioisotope SRS unit in which 201 Cobatt-60 sources are distributed on

spherical segments around the central beam in t48' arc along the long axis and *80o arc

along the transverse axis of the treatment couch (Wu et al, 1990). A schematic diagram

of the cross-sectional view of the Gamma Knife system is shown in Figure 2.2. All207

beam channels are focused to a single point at the center of the radiation unit (in a focal

distance of 40.3 cm) with a dose rate of about 200 Gy/min Each of the Cobalt sources

has a nominal activity of 1.1x10ó MBq (30 Ci) and consists of 20 pellets, each I mm in

diameter and height, stacked on top of each other. The central axis of the 201 beams

intersect at the focus with a mechanical precision o1+ 0.3 mm.
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Lt:^.c[¡ ! (.;.1^till,) Liñit f

Radiation Unit

Shielding

Figure 2.1. A, current model of the Gamma Knife unit with the shielding door closed, a

collimator helmet and the treatment table (from Wu et al, 1990).

Figure 2.2. A cros.s-sectional view of the Gamma Knife system, showing the radiation
sources, a collimator helmet and the beam channels focused to a single point at the
isocentre,
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The Gamma Knife unit collimation is accomplished with one of four helmets. Each

helmet is 6 cm thick with an inner radius of 16.5 cm and 201 channels are drilled in

each of them. Removable, 6 cm thick collimators with circular apertures are used to

produce 4, 8, 14, or 18 mm diameter fields at the focus. The aperture of individual

collimators can be plugged to prevent irradiation of critical structures or to alter the

isodose shape. The relative helmets output factors, measured with a diode detector and

TLDs, are 0.821,0.950, 0.978 and 1.000 for the above collimators respectively (Wu et

al, 1990). These values are normalised to I for the 18 mm collimator helmet and are

very close to the corresponding collimator output factors for a single beam geometry.

The maximum variation of 3.57o occurs for the 4 mm collimator.

2.4. Heavy charged particle 
^SR,S

The advantages of using heavy charged particles in radiotherapy in delivering a high

dose to the tumour while sparing normal tissues has been appreciated since the late

1940s (Schell et al, 1995). Investigation has shown that proton, deuteron and helium

ion beams can be used effectively in treatment of selected human brain disorders

(Lyman et al, 1986). A 184-inch Synchrocyclotron at the University of California,

Berkeley was used for biological studies in 1948 and for treatment of patients in 1954,

using proton or deuteron beams. Initial stereotactic helium-ion irradiation was

performed in 1958 at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)(I-evy et al, 1995).

However, the current SRS design was developed in 1980 at the Donner Laboratory and

LBL (Lyman et al, 1986 and 1989). Heavy charged particle beams offer a number of

unique advantages in treatment of intracranial targets. The characteristics of 230 MeV

helium ion beam of the 184-inch Synchrocyclotron at LBL are: (i) uniform field

between 10 and 40 mm in diameter; (ii) penetration range between 40 and 140 mm and

the ability to shift the Bragg peak; (iii) sharply defined lateral and distal borders

(minimal scattering), and (iv) dose rate greater than 2 Gylmin (Lyman et al, 198ó).

Figure 2.3(a) shows the helium ion beam delivery line at LBL along with the lrradiation

Stereotactic Apparatus for Humans (1SáIÐ, which is a patient-positioning device for

heavy-charged-particle therapy. In Figure 2.3(b) a scaled diagram of the system is

shown. Because of the large SSD and the collimation system, the beam entering the

skull is almost parallel. The 230 MeV helium ion beam range in water is 316 mm,
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which is greater than the maximum required for intracranial targets. The beam range is

shortened by the energy degrader, consisting of 153 mm polyethylene followed by 3.4

mrn of copper (Lyman et al, 1986). Further degradation is performed for individuat

patients with an appropriate thickness of polyethylene added to the fixed degrader to

achieve the required residual range.
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Figure 2.3. (a) The helium ion beam delivery line at LBL along with the ISAH and (b) a
scaled diagram of the system (from Lyman et al, 1986).

Figure 2.a6) shows depth dose measurements of the 230 MeV helium ion beam with

the maximum range to the Bragg peak of 145 mm in water. As it is seen from this

figure, the peak-to-plato dose ratio is over 3. The distal border (the dose gradient

beyond the Bragg peak) lrom 9070 of the maximum to l07o is 6 mm. That is the beam

stops at the distal edge of the target. This is a big advantage and means that the integral

ISAH

Degrader
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dose is reduced by approximately a factor of two, compared to photon beam therapy.

Figure 2.4(b) shows the depth dose distributions of the beam with the stopping region

broadened by 21.6 mm, using the range modulator fan.

In treatment using heavy charged particles, inhomogeneities (bone and air) need to be

compensated for very accurately. This is performed using CZ scans by converting

photon equivalent thickness to the charged particle equivalent thickness during

ptanning. Therefore, the treatment planning process is much more difficult than in

linac-based or Gamma Knife SRS and might take one or two days.
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Figtre 2.4. (a) Depth dose measurements of the 230 MeV helium ion beam at the 184-

in Synchrocyclotron, with the maximum range to the Bragg peak of 745 mm in water

and (b) the depth dose distributions of the beam in Figure 2'4'(a) with the stopping

region broadenèd by 21.6 mm, using the range modulator fan (from Lyman et al, 1986).
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The beam shaping ability of the heavy charged particles eliminates the requirements for

using multiple isocentres. In this case apart from saving time required for additional set

up, the non-uniformity of dose distributions (hot and cold spots) which are inevitable in

multiple isocentre treatment in conventional SR^S are avoided. Moreover, the relative

risk of SRS with heavy-charged particles is in principle much less than with photon

beams due to the Bragg peak and a better beam shaping ability, which becomes very

important for large target volumes.

2.5. Linac-based SRS

Until the last decade stereotactic radiosurgery was limited to a few centers, due to the

high cost of cyclotrons and Gamma units and also the related technical difficulties.

Although the use of the linear accelerator in SRS was proposed by Larsson in 1974, the

first report on clinical linac-based,SRS was published in 1984 by Betti and Derechinsky.

The main advantages of using linear accelerators in SRS are the lower cost and

availability as well as the ability to conform the beam to the target volume. The

requirement is good mechanical accuracy of the linac. The three principle mechanical

axes (gantry, turntable, and collimator), as is shown in Figure 2.5, intersect at a

common point (the isocentre) and should remain stable during all rotations.

LE

Figure 2.5. The three principle mechanical axes in linear accelerator (gantry, turntable,

and collimator) intersect at a cofiunon point (isocentre) and should remain stable during
all rotations (from Lttz et al, 1988).
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Podgorsak et al (1990) and several other authors have shown the adequacy of linac-

based multiple arcs and dynamic rotation SRS in fulfilling the required criteria for SRS

as a practical altemative to the Gamma-Knife unit. Minor modifications are required to

make a linear accelerator suitable for ^SRS. In order to use the existing Siemens KD-2

linear accelerator at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAfÐ for ^SRS a collimator face plate,

SRS collimators, and a couch mount adaptor were required. There are cornmonly two

linac-based systems available: pedestal- and couch-mounted frame techniques. The

pedestal or floor stand is mounted to the couch floor plate to support the patient head

ring, while the patient's body is supported by the couch, as is shown in Figure 2.5. In

couch-mounted frame systems, the head ring is fixed to the couch using an adaptor.

The floor stand generally offers better frame stability, but providing that the couch

mounting adaptor is rigid and the couch has a good mechanical accuracy, the latter can

offer acceptable stability. Moreover, using the couch mounted system is more

convenient and provides more arcing options, since fhe gantry is able to go under the

couch. Also, this system is considerably safer than the floor-stand mounting since the

patients head and body are both on the couch, avoiding problems with inadvertent

vertical couch motions.

The SRS collimator diameter which are used in the iR,4Él system range from 5 mm to 23

mm, corresponding to 8.9 and 4I mm lield diameters at the isocentre. The conventional

collimating system in a linear accelerator jaws is not suitable, because the jaws produce

rectangular beams whose dose gradient is not as sharp as circular beams in the beam

delivery in SRS. The collimator central axis must be aligned with the line connecting

the radiation source to the isocentre. The treatment in our department is performed

conventionally using 6 non-coplanar converging arcs, each gantry arc is 140" and

corresponds to one of 6 table angles which are 30o apart. However, different

cornbinations of arcs and table angles are possible, depending on the lesion shape, site

and the position relative to critical organs.

2.6. T arget localization

Stereotactic coordinates are defined by the stereotactic head ring (see Figure 2.6) and

provide the basis for target localization. To calculate stereotactic coordinates in an

axial CT, scans are taken with four CT localizer plates (see Figure 2.7 (a)) attached to
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the head ring. The localizing wires (fiducials) in these plates are used as reference

points to calculate the coordinate transformation from the CZ system into the

stereotactic system, as is shown in Figure 2.7(b). The stereotactic coordinates of any

point in the CT scan can then be calculated as follows. The z coordinate of the point

(Zò is determined from the distance between fiducial markers in each CT localizer

plate. The x and y coordinates (Xr and Yr) are distances from the connecting lines

between the middle fiducials on the frontal and lateral localizers, respectively. The

tumour localization is performed by enhancement on CT magnetic resonance imaging

(MRn , magnetic resonance angiography (il4RA), or angiography. The Cl slice that best

locates the lesion is selected by the neurosurgeon and then the target center is digitised.

The stereotactic coordinates of this point are computed automatically as explained

before. MRI localizer plates have the same fiducial geometries as those for the CT

scans.

A +Y
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Figure 2.6. Definition of the stereotactic coordinate system, with respect to the
stereotactic head ring.

Radiosurgery treatment planning of AVMs normally is performed using angiography.

These lesions normally do not show up in a CT scan and the stereotactic coordinates are

I
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found from the angiograms (see below). Nidus boundaries are drawn on angiograms.

Using MRI or MRA colldbe a very useful adjunct to angiography (especially for nidus

larger than 2 cm) for the target definition and often gives additional information and

permits sparing of critical normal brain tissues (Sneed et al, 1995). Localization by

MRI or MRA scans have to be corrected for image distortions if they are to be used to

give accurate stereotactic coordinates (see chapter 7). The target coordinates for AVMs

are normally determined by digitising two pairs of orthogonal angiograms (AP and

lateral). Four x-ray localizer plates have to be attached to the head ring before

angiography is performed. Each plate has 4 landmarks in a square pattern, as is shown

in Figure 2.8(a), which form a reference for the stereotactic coordinate system.

(b)

:+Y

¡¡aa

R TX tatget L

TY

+X

Stz 4

I

a

a

(a)

Figtxe 2.7. (a) CT localizer plate and (b) fiducial markers as they appear in the

transverse CT to calculate the coordinate transformation from the CÎ system into the

stereotactic system.

When the two films are fixed on the digitiser tablet, fiducial markers and the centre of

the target on each film are digitised in a specific order corresponding to the cursor

position on rhe compurer laprop (see Figure 2.8 (b) and (a)). From this digitisation,

stereotactic coordinates of the center of the tafget k-ray focus) are calculated by

constructing two rays in stereotactic space which are directed from the x-ray source

through the target point onto the film (the intersection of the rays defines the target

coordinates). Also, the target magnification is calculated from the real and projected

CZfiducials
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positions of the digitised points. In the next step stereotactic coordinates of the centre

of the target and also the lesion size are entered into the CT scan transformation for

dose calculation.

2.7. SRS dose calculation

The treatment planning dose calculation in our ^SRS system (Fischer/Leibinger) is based

on measured data. However, as part of the author's project, Monte Carlo (MC)

techniques were employed to calculate the beam data for SR,S treatment planning

requirements and use them as references for the measured data (after checking MC

against ionization chamber dosimetry at field sizes where the latter is appropriate and accurate.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8. X-ray fiducial plate is used

as ref'erence of the stereotactic
coordinate system (a); stereotactic
coordinates of the target are determined
by digitising fiducial markers and the
target point (7) on the lateral (b) and
AP (c) angiograms.

R

ra)
A

(c)
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This is because the dosimetry of small SR.S fields, where lateral electronic

disequilibrium exists, is not very accurate, especially when detector is large relative to

field dimensions and/ or is not tissue equivalent. This will be discussed in details in

chapters 4 and 5.

The dose calculation in our SR^S system, like in other SR,S dose calculation algorithms,

is a compromise between acct$acy and calculation time. Use of only the external

outline of the head to define the inadiated medium speeds the dose calculation process.

However, the dose calculation is only applicable for convergent beam irradiations with

several arcs and small circular fields. To the knowledge of the author, there are no

inhomogeneity corrections available in commercially existing SRS software. In chapter

7 the validity of this assumption will be considered. Also the fact that SRS deals only

with small fields eliminates the correction which otherwise is required for beams

incident on sloped skin surface.

2.7.L. Dose calculation parameters

The required dosimetric parameters for the system are tissue-maximum ratios QMRr)

and off-axis factors (OAFy) at the isocentre for each collimator. TMRs are stored as

calibrated tissue-maximum ratios (CTMRß), which are the ratios of TMRs measured at

the isocentre to that of the calibration conditions. This is the equivalent of:

CTMR=TMRxOF,

where OF is the total collimator output factor (see chapter 1). Also, O,4Fs have been

measured at the isocentre level at 6 cm depth. For more information about SRS dose

calculation parameters refer to chapter 5.

2.7.2. Calculating the dose distribution

Different radiotherapy dose calculation techniques have been discussed in the previous

chapter. The dose calculation for SRS is rather simple because as mentioned before

there are no corrections for inhomogeneity and body contour. The dose at point P

relative to dose under the calibration conditions, for a single static field, DS@)

(dimensionless), with the geometry shown in Figure 2.9 is calculated from:

(2-r)
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DS(p) (d,r,r'.¡s¿) =( =M ,,\2 xcrun6¡@.,r)xoAF(r")
\FAD + d' )

(2-2')

where r is field size at isocentre, d is depth of P, FAD is the focus-axis distance,

d' = (d + ¡s¿ ) - FAD , and r' aÍtd r" are off axis distances of P at depths d-d' (isocentre)

and d respectively. Reminding that the Fischer SRS system requires a unique OAF for

all depths for each collimator. This OAF has been measured at the isocenter for an

ayerage target depth (6 cm). For each ganfiy arc there are very many beam entry

points, but for speeding the process, the dose calculation is performed for a few entry

points (normally 8 in our system), which are found from outline points derived from a

CT scan.

central

entry point

contour

r' isocentre

r"

Figure 2.9. A simple geometry for SRS dose calculation at point P for a single static

field.

The total dose at point P, D¡p¡, is the sum of single fields simulating the number of arcs,

m, and the number of entry points, n, for each arc of gantry rotation:

AXß

^+

d

d'

P
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Dp¡(r)=(*) x MU xD uu x ) )OS1p¡ (2-3)

mn

MU is the totat number of monitor units and D¡au is the dose per MU (cGy/M{) for the

calibration conditions. The above equation gives the total dose at any arbitrary point.

The target dose (Dr), that is the dose released at the isocentre, is readily calculated

from:

Dr = MU x D uu x (average CTMR at the isocentre) (2-4')

2.8. Choice of optimum energy

Choosing an optimum energy in SRS is one of the important factors contributing to an

optimum dose distribution in different ways. The energy should be high enough to

deposit a reasonable dose at average tumour depths (6-8 cm). Meanwhile, a very high

energy beam would have a high dose beyond the target as well as a high exit dose.

Also the secondary electron range increases with photon energy. This means that a

higher energy photon beam has a somewhat larger penumbra, which is not very

desirable for dose conformity and sparing healthy tissues. This is particularly important

when a critical organ like the brain stem is in vicinity of the target volume. The dose

distribution for different energies in the target volume and also outside the target can be

best described by dose volume histograms QIVHs) and /or by comparing isodose levels.

The effect of beam energy on DVHs for a five arc ^SRS technique is shown in figure

2.10. 
^2.5 

cm diameter spherical target was coveredby 907o isodose level for each

energy. The beam diameters (as measured at the 50Vo levels for a single beam at

isocenter) required for this coverage were 2.85 cm for 5 MV,3.0 cm f.or 8 MV and 3.1

cm f.or 16 MV photon energies. The differences in the beam diameters are due to the

increase in penumbra width for higher energies, due to increased secondary electron

range. This immediately suggests that lower energies witl be more suitable as a field

with a smaller FWHM (but the same 907o width) is satisfactory to give the required

coverage of the tumour. In this case more healthy tissue will be spared.
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From this figure, it is seen that the dose uniformity inside the target volume is

marginally better for higher energies, with a minimal clinical importance in most of the

cases. However, the dose outside the target volume is less for the 5 MY energy

photons.
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Figure 2.10. Dose volume histograms for a five arc ,SRS technique in treating a 2.5 cm
diameter spherical target volume using 5 (dashed lines), 8 (solid lines) and 16 (dotted

lines) MV x-røys (From Thomas, 1994).

Chierego et al (1988) defined a ratio to describe sparing healthy tissues around the

target volume as follows:
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(2-5')

In fact, the more the ratio A, the greater the dose gradient and the better dose

conformity. The variation of "A" with energy is shown in Figure 2.ll for Co-60 and

also for 4, 6, 10, and 18 MV photon beams. The maximum value for A and so the

optimum energy was found by above authors to be between 4-6 MV photon energies.

This is consistent wîthDVH shown in figure 2.10.

A

oPs

Figure 2.11. Variation of the ratio
"á" with energy f.or Co-60 and also

for 4, 6, 10, and 18 MY Photon
beams. This inversely indicates the

critical dose received bY healtþ
tissue (from Chierego et al, 1988).
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2.9. Dose fall off outside the target volume

One of the most important characteristics of SRS is the steep dose gradient outside the

target volume. The technique is ideal if the critical organs are avoided and there is an

isotropic dose fatl off anywhere else. To achieve this purpose in linear accelerators,

multiple arcs, based on the treatment couch and gantry rotations, are employed.

Circular tertiary collimators are generally used (except in the case of conformal therapy

with multileaf collimators and other collimating systems which will be discussed in

chapter 6) to give a sharper penumbra and high dose regions which are spherical, to

conform the shape of most tumours.

Dose fall-off characteristics outside the target volume were considered for four different

target sizes positioned in the midbrain with 1007o dose at the isocenter. Targets were

spheres of 9.2, 12,23, and 37 mm ín diameter, which they were encompassedby 907o
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isodose lines, using the existent 7, 9, 15 and 23 mm (drilled size) SRS collimators. Our

routine .SR.S ó arc technique was used for this purpose. To consider the dose

distribution around the targets, the maximum and minimum distances for the dose to

fall off from 907o (at the edge of the targets) to 507o, 207o and l07o were measured and

the results are shown in Table 2.1. As it is seen from this table, the penumbra width

increases with the field size. This puts even more pressure on SR,S of larger targets, as

is discussed in chapter 7. Also, the dose distributions resulted from different

techniques from various Gamma-Knife unit and Linac-based 
^SR.S centres in treating I

cm diameter targets (data from Pike et al, 1990), together with similar results lor a9.2

mm diameter target using our 6 arc technique, are presented in Table 2.2 for

comparison. The photon energy used in the centres mentioned in Table 2.2 is l0 MV,

except for our center which is 6 MV.

Table 2.7. The maximum and minimum distances for the dose to fall off from 9070 at
the edge of various spherical targets to 507o,207o and 107o.

The dose distribution outside the target volume for different techniques at various ^9RS

centres is shown in Figure 2.12. The most isotropic dose distribution, as it is seen from

this figure and also Table 2.2, could be achieved with a 4r distribution of beam entry

points. This is not of course practical because of the patient geometry but gives very

sharp penumbra as seen. The source distribution in Gamma-Knife units is over an

angular segment of 160" x 96" in the new generation of these systems. Generally, the

closer the minimum and maximum values are, the better the dose distribution is and so

better sparing of normal tissues is obtained. As it is seen from Figure 2.12, the

Adelaide technique gives better dose distribution than others, especially at 907o-207o

Target size
(mm)

Minimum distance (mm)

907o-5070 907o-207o 907o-107o

Maximum distance (mm)

907o-507o 907o-207o 907o-107o

9.2

I2

23

37

2.6

3.5

4

5.2

6.4

7.5

tt.6

15.3

9.9

IT.9

17.4

24

3.5

4

4.6

5.8

7.2

8.6

13.3

t9

12.4

15.5

26.7

38.6
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and 907o-1070. This is due to using 6 MV photon rather than 10 MV and also a smaller

targetvolume (9.2 as opposed to 1'0 mm).

Table 2.2. The maximum and minimum distances for the dose to fall off from 90%ò at

the edge of a 10 mm (9.2 mm for Adelaide) diameter targets to 507o, 207o and I07o.

Dose volume histograms are another useful method to show the dose distribution both

inside and outside the target volume. In this way the ability of a technique in releasing

a uniform dose across the target and in sparing normal tissues is shown graphically.

This method can be used to compare different treatment techniques and select the more

appropriate technique, as it was shown in Figure 2.10.

2.10. SRS quality Ítssurance

As mentioned before, SRS is a high precision radiation treatment technique in which a

large dose is delivered in a single fraction. The dose is high enough to destroy the

lesion. The dose deposition in this technique is highly focal with a sharp gradient (10-

l57o per mm) near the edge of the field. Therefore, accurate targeting and dose shaping

are of paramount importance and require an extensive quality assurance (Qr4) program.

Technique

Minimum distance (mm) Maximum distance (mm)

907o-507o 907o-207o 907o-707o 907o-507o 907o-207o 90%o-107o

4n geometry

Single plane
(transverse)

Boston
(4 arcs)

Adelaide
(6 arcs)

Heidelberg
(11 arcs)

MacGill
(dynamic)

Gamma unit
(Sheffield)

2.5 6 10.5 2.5 6 10.5

2 3.5

5.5

6.7

4

8

3.5 t4.5 33.5

2.5

2.8

2.5

3.5 8.5 19.5

10.5 3.6 7.6 13.3

5 8 3 8 14.5

2 4 4.5 3 9 20

2 3.5 4 4 11 22.5
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Quality assurance in SRS is necessarily a multidisciplinary program, not only for

radiation oncology but also for radiology and neurosurgery (Schell and Kooy, 1994').

bchnlque

Figure 2.12. The dose distribution outside a l0 mm (9.2 mm for Adelaide) diameter
target volume, as the maximum and minimum distances for the dose to fall off from
90Vo at the edge of the targetto 50Vo,207o andl07o.

Medical Physics QA programs apply to three stages according to the American

Association of Physicists in Medicine (A,APM) report No. 54 (1995), which are (i)

probable risk analysis (PR4); (ii) ttre routine Q,4 tests; and (iii) the QA for each

treatment.

2.L0.L. Probable risk analysis

The PR.4 is necessary for designing individual systems and implementing new

techniques. This includes a wide variety of procedures which involve patient safety,

target localization, head ring movements, verification of mechanical tolerance etc.

Proper interlocks have to be imposed to prevent any collision and unnecessary
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movements during treatment. This is sometimes of vital importance, for example in the

pedestal mounting techniques proper interlocks and even mechanical locks are used to

ensure that the treatment couch does not have any vertical movement during treatment.

Also of very high priorities are setting the secondary collimators (aws) to the required

size (in our system 7 x7 cmz) and checking that the tertiary ('SRS) collimator is the right

size and that the coordinates on the head ring localizer are correct.

2.10.2. The routine Q1

The routine QA program includes those generally related to the following steps:

(i) the stereotactic frame and localizer, including periodic checking of the localization

process for a target of known coordinates. In the target localization by CT, thin

enough slices through the target have to be used to minimise the localization elror.

(ii) the therapy machine, which includes dose calibration, checking stability of all

rotational axes of gantty, couch and collimator.

(iii),the diagnostic machines, including testing the CT couch-attachment device and

proper atignment of the SRS head ring with the diagnostic machines. Also CT scan

should be taken from below the lesion to the top of the skull to determine beam

entry points to the skull, which are required for the dose calculation,

(iv) the software, including verification of dose calculation, image transformation and

digitiser linearity.

2.10.3. The treatment QA

Due to the characteristics of SRS as a single fraction high dose technique and the related

comptexities, the QA program must provide a treatment procedure checklist. The

checktist should include the treatment step sequences, in order to minimise the risk of

any maladministration that might affect patient's safety. Laser alignment check and its

agreement with the beam, the required tertiary collimator size, jaw setting, anti-

collision interlocks and couch disabled (in case of pedestal mounting), patient set up,

targetcoordinates check on the target positioner frame and their alignment with lasers,
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and proper attachment of angiography fiducials to the head ring (for port film

verification) are examples of this kind.

2.10.3.1. Laser check

In a couch mount technique as in our department, the accuracy is derived from the laser

system. The laser system includes two cross wall lasers and a cross ceiling laser.

During routine Q,4 these lasers are aligned to the isocentre of the linear accelerator.

Also, before each treatment a set of films is taken for various couch and gantry angles

to confirm the agreement befween lasers and the radiation isocentres.

A verification film is sandwiched between two layers of perspex and placed

horizontally on the couch with the needle hole adjusted to the ceiling cross lasers. The

film is exposed at the couch angles 0o and 270o at gantry angle 90o using a 2 mm

stereotactic collimator. A second film is positioned vertically with the needle hole

adjusted to the ceiling cross laser at the isocentre and the film is exposed at gantry

angles 0o and 90o through the 2 mm collimator. Films are punctured through the needle

hole at the isocentre and also through a second hole at an off axis point as an orientation

reference, after each set of the test. After development, if the agreement is better than 1

mm the system is ready for the patient set up.

2.11. Pattent set up and target verification

The patient set up will proceed using the treatment protocol. Special attention required

to ensure that the patient head ring has not moved between its initial placement and

treatment (Tsai et al, L997). The patient lies on the couch in the supine position with

the head ring aligned and is firmly fixed to the couch-mount docking device. The target

positioner frame (see Figure 2.13) is firmly attached to the patient head ring and is

calibrated with respect to the stereotactic coordinate system. Then the vemiers on the

target localization frame are shifted to the target coordinates along x,y andz axes and

fixed at those positions. At this stage imaginary lines connecting opposite pairs of the

adjusted cross hairs on the positioner frame pass through the centre of the target. The

couch is shifted so that the laser beams fall exactly on the adjusted cross hairs. Now the
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centre of the target must be at the isocentre. At this stage the laser positions on the head

ring are marked and the target positioner frame is detached.

The target position verification is performed using orthogonal port films with four

angiographic fiducial plates embedded in the head ring. Lateral and AP port films are

taken, each with a double exposure, once when the appropriate SRS collimator is on and

the second time with a large open field (eg. 40 x 40 cmz). After development, films are

ptaced on the digitiser light box and the fiducial markers and centre of the SRS

collimator projections are digitised. In this way the stereotactic coordinates of the

centre of the collimated beam (isocentre) are derived. If the agreement between the

stereotactic coordinates of the target and the isocentre is better than 1 mm, the patient

irradiation is initiated, otherwise the set up process will be repeated.

Figure 2.13. The target positioner frame.

2.l2.Tlne accuracy of SRS

The overall accuracy of ,SRS is a combined effect of the technical limitations of the

diagnostic device, digitisation device, frame and treatment units, dosimetry, and dose

calculation technique. The accuracy is also affected by the current knowledge of the

neurological abnormality and its radiation response (Schell et al, 1995). The
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uncertainty of the target alignment with the isocentre is less with the Gamma-Knife unit

(0.2-0.4 mm) than for linear accelerator (about 1.0 mm) (Wu et al, 1990). However, our

clinical experience (with linear accelerator) shows a mean accuracy of 0.5 tnm, as far as

the setup in the previous section is concerned. Of course, the overal accuracy depends

on many factors, including the CT resolution and.the gantry walk-out during rotation,

assuming the clinical decision in outlining the lesion and determining its centre is

accurate.

2.12.L. Diagnostic resolution

The definition of a lesion with CT and or angiography (in the case of an AVM) depends

on the contrast and resolution of the image. However, this is greatly reduced by the

microscopic extent of the lesion. This is especially true for certain brain tumours and it

is caused by the invasive nature of malignancies. For example, from a study on

glioblastoma multiforme tumours in 11 patients, the autopsy results have confirmed that

in 9 cases the tumour extended beyond a I cm margin around the contrast enhanced

areas (Halperin et al, 1989 and Larson, 1994). The pixel dimensions in a CT image of

30 to 40 cm and a 512 x 512 matríx is about 0.7 mm and the slice separation is

minimum l-2 mm. Therefore, the uncertainty of an object location is more than 1.5-2

mm.

2.L2.2. Linear accelerator accuracy

A linear accelerator is acceptable for SRS if it has stable mechanical and radiation

isocentres. The mechanical isocentre of the gantry and couch were determined using

the isocentre pointer and a target point, respectively. In this way the mechanical

stability of the isocentre was determined and lasers were adjusted to that point.

The isocentre of the couch can also be found by attaching the 2 mm diameter

stereotactic collimator to the collimator holder plate. A verification film was placed

horizontally on the couch at the laser cross at the isocentre. Then film was irradiated at

various couch angles, while the gantry was at 90o. The isocentre was marked on the

film with a needle hole. This resulted in star shape tracks of the beams, with a center at

the needle hole for a perfect isocentric movement. The radiation isocentre was
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measured with the verification film in vertical orientation (parallel to the gantry rotation

plane) with the needle hole at the cross laser isocentre. The film was irradiated at

various gantry angles. The result was similar to the previous case and the irradiation

isocentre, which in a perfect condition should be at the needle hole. The deviations

from the needle hole for above measurements were measured and if not acceptable,

lasers adjusted to give a minimum deviation.

2.12.3. The centre of the dose distribution

The centre of the dose distribution was determined for multiple arcs, in a situation

similar to the treatment. A verification film was placed within a humanoid head

phantom and a 3 mm needle as the target was entered through the film. The head ring

was connected to the phantom and a complete set of CT scan (witn Cf fiducials in

place) with a 2 mm slice separation was performed from below the target to the top of

the skull. After treatment planning and determination of .SR^S coordinates, the target

was positioned in the cross lasers at the isocentre. Port film verifications showed the

setup accuracy to be better than 0.5 mm. After this, the target was irradiated with 6 arcs

as a routine treatment course. The processed film was scanned and the centre of

isodose curves showed an agreement better than 1 mm with the pinmark on the film.

2.13. Cost effectiveness of SR,S

As many as 507o of patients dying from cancer have shown brain metastases in autopsy

series (Flickinger et al, 1994). The lack of effectiveness of radiotherapy alone to

control brain metastases has been the reason to perform both tumour resection and post

operation whole brain radiotherapy Wnnn. This has significantly improved medial

survival and decreased local failure. Actual tumour control rates achieved at 70 weeks

were 57%o with surgery plus WRT vs I37o with WBRT alone (Flickinger et al, 1994)'

Despite such reports, surgery (S) is not acceptable or not offered to many patients, due

to the tumour location or patient's poor medical condition. In addition, some patients

refuse surgery to avoid the potential morbidity and hospital stay. SRS plus WRT is an

altemative which resolve some of problems associated with the former combination.
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The cost effectiveness of above treatment schedules for treatment of single brain

metastases was considered by several researchers (Sperduto and Hall, 1995; Rutigliano

et aI,1995; and Noyes et al,1996). Sperduto and Hall (1995) have considered the cost-

effectiveness of alternative treatments for a single brain metastasis. They have

compared (i) whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT), (ii) surgical resection pLus WBRT,

and (iii) WBRT plus SR,S. The reported average local controls are 48-757o, 78-807o,

and 82-99%io and the average total charges $3536, 836172, and $17127 for the cases (i)

to (iii), respectively. Noyes et al (1995) in a similar study have compared the cost

effectiveness and outcome of SR^S+IIzBRT and S+WBRT in similar group of patients

(113 vs 54 patients, respectively). These authors have shown that clinical outcome with

SRS is better than that of surgical resection, with a median survival 56 vs 40 weeks.

Other advantages of SRS compared to craniotomy include shorter hospital stay, lower

morbidity, no surgical mortality, and reduced cost (Flickinger et al,1994).

2.14. Discussion and conclusion

SRS is a high precision radiation treatment technique in which a large dose is delivered

in a single fraction. The dose deposition in this technique is highly focal with a sharp

gradient near the edge of the field. Therefore, accurate targeting and dose shaping are

of paramount importance and require an acurate dosimetry technique as well as an

extensive quality assurance program. It was shown that the optimum x-ra.y energy for

SRS is 4-6 MV, which in this case a better dose conformality and a better sparing of

normal tissue are achieved. Using heavy-chaged particle systems is generally better in

this regard, however the higher cost and nonavalability of those systems are prohibiting

factors. By comparing to the other techniques at different ,SR.S centres, it was shown

that the dose distribution of our ó arc technique is more uniform. This is mainly due to

the 6 MV photon energy which is used in our system, rather than a l0 MV for others.

It was shown that the biggest advantage of using linear accelerator over Gamma unit is

the ability of beam shaping and conformal SRS. The other advantage is that there are

more choice of collimator sizes in linear accelerators than Gamma Knife units. Due to

this fact the target dose is prescribed to a lower percentage of the maximum dose in the

Gamma Knife system. This would cause dose nonuniformity (hot spots) within the

target which is not desirable, especially in certain types of tumours in which normal
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tissues are embedded (see chapter 6). Gamma Kinfe units, however, have better

geometric accuracy. It was shown that using SRS is more cost effective than other

altemative techniques.





Chapter 3

Evaluation of Diamond Detectors for Megavoltage

Beams

3.1. Introduction

The most commonly used detectors for megavoltage photon and electron beam

measurements are the ionization chamber, the silicon diode and film. All have a

limited range of applicability which is dictated by their design and the intrinsic

properties of their respective detector elements. This investigation has been carried out

as part of work to determine the best detector for use in stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS)

as well as in conjunction with a project aimed at improving electron pencil beam dose

calculations around small inhomogeneities, where in both cases high-resolution

dosimetry is required.

The ionization chamber is able to measure dose distributions very accurately for

regions where the dose is not varying rapidly. The relatively large sensitive volume of

most chambers however, means that a significant spatial averaging, or smoothing, of

the true dose distribution occurs. In addition, the low density ionization chamber will

cause over-estimation of the penumbra width (Dawson et al, 1986). Ionization

chambers are therefore not suitable when high spatial resolution is required, such as in

accurate measurement of the penumbra region in conventional radiotherapy (Dawson et

at, 1986) or in dosimetry of stereotactic radiosurgery beams.

Silicon diode detectors have the advantage of a small sensitive volume and thus have a

high spatial resolution. A significant disadvantage in principle however, is the non

water (tissue)-equivalence of the silicon. Because of the high atomic number of silicon

(Z=14), silicon diodes have energy dependent collision mass stopping power and mass

energy absorption coefficient ratios relative to water (Z=7.4). In particular, the diode

detector has high photoelectric absorption at low energies, and so over responds to

lower energy scattered photons. For this reason diode detectors used for photon
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dosimetry are constructed with a shield at the base of the sensitive element to screen out

low energy back-scattered radiation.

Film has the advantage of simplicity in relative dosimetry and high spatial resolution

but again the energy dependence, due to the high atomic number of the emulsion

material (silver bromide, Z-4L), gives different collision mass stopping power and

different mass energy absorption coefficient ratios relative to water. Also differences

in individual films and in developing conditions make them unsuitable for absolute

dosimetry.

Diamond detectors are in principte attractive for high-resolution megavoltage photon

and electron beam measurements because of their small size and near tissue-

equivalence. Other advantages of diamond detectors include high sensitivity, low

leakage current (Kozlov et al, 1975) and a high resistance to radiation damage

(planskoy, 1980). All experimental work discussed in this chapter was carried out by

the author (unless otherwise stated).

3.2. Theory of diamond detector response

Diamond detectors can be considered as resistive elements (Burgemeister, 1981), where

for a given bias vottage, current is zero with no radiation and increases almost linearly

with dose rate. Also, for a given dose rate, current is proportional to bias voltage-this

is in contrast to ionization chambers, where if the operating bias voltage is high enough

to prevent recombination, any further increase in voltage does not significantly increase

current (until multiplication stage). Importantly, it is the presence of metastable states

(traps), provided by impurities in the crystal, which allows conductivity to vary linearly

with dose rate (see next paragraph). The basic theory behind radiation-induced

conduction in insulators, and an explanation for the observed dose rate dependence, is

given below. For a more complete explanation of the theory, see Fowler (1966).

As a result of ionization, free electrons are produced which are collected at the anode if

they do not first recombine with a vacant hole. The conductivity, a, is proportional to

the rate of free electron production , f, and the recombination time t:

ú*fr (3-1)
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The product/t is the equilibrium number of free electrons in existence, n. If there are

no traps, n is also the number of vacant holes. Since recombination time is inversly

proportional to the number of vacant holes, r nL/n. It then follows that n n.f "t and. r

n.f-"t, so o n f'/t. Now since f is proportional to dose rate D,

ú n D1/2 (3-2)

A pure diamond crystal is thus not a dosimeter which gives a linear dose rate response

as the increase in number of vacant holes with dose rate, and consequent decrease in

recombination time, causes the current to be proportional to the square root of the dose

rate.

If impurities are added, and hence traps introduced, the number of vacant holes existing

at equilibrium is the number of free electrons, n, plus the number of electrons in traps,

tn. Note that ll¿ increases with dose rate but much more slow|y than n. The

recombination time, r, is now proportional to I/m+n. lf m>>n (as is the case at low

dose rates), r is then approximately independent of n and therefore of dose rate. From

equation (3-1), it is obvious that conductivity in a diamond crystal with sufficient traps

is almost proportional to dose rate (since t is almost constant).

A general relationship of conductivity to dose rate for radiation induced conductors is

given by Fowler (19ó6) as:

onD ^ (3-3)

where

A= 0.5 if there are no traps (the same as in equation 3-2).

A =1 for low dose rates (z>>n) when a uniform and or quasi-uniform

distribution of traps is present.

As dose rate increases, n becomes more significant compared to m a¡d thus t decreases.

This causes A to reduce, until ultimately, when the dose rate is so high that traps are

unimportant (n>>m) L again becomes 0.5. Because of this reduction in A, it is

expected that there will be a sub-linear dose rate response as dose within a radiation

pulse is increased.
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As well as a sublinear increase in response as instantaneous dose rate is increased (by

changing dose per pulse), a decrease in the integrated current as the pulse frequency is

increased is expected. This is because of the fact that some electrons remain in traps

after each pulse has finished, leaving corresponding vacant holes (Fowher, 1966).

Thus, a small current (which decreases as traps empty) continues to flow between

pulses. Furthermore, if the trap proportion increases with absorbed dose, a reduction in

response is expected until an equilibrium trap population is reached.

It is important to note that the response of a diamond detector is critically dependent on

the tiketihood of electrons reaching the anode before they recombine. This likelihood

will increase as (i) the distance between electrodes is reduced and (ii) the bias voltage is

increased (until the maximum drift velocity is reached). From theory (Kozlov et al,

1975), it is predicted that for complete charge collection the detector thickness must be

less than 1.0 mtn. Konorova and Kozlov (1971) have found this thickness

experimentally to be 0.2-0.3 mm. PTW diamond detectors used in this work are 0.33

and0.25 ntm thick.

3.3. Physical properties of PTll diamond detectors

Diamond crystals suitable for dosimetry are of type IIa (Kozlov et al, 1975), meaning

that they are almost transparent to ultra-violet light. The degree of transparency

increases with a reduction in the concentration of nitrogen impurities, which provides a

basis for choosing crystals with a low nitrogen concentration. PTW diamond detectors

investigated in this work are stated to have a nitrogen concentration of less that 101e

"*-'. The effect of an increasing nitrogen concentration is to increase the number of

traps, increasing z (see 3.2) and thus reducing t and making it less dose rate

dependence. Too much nitrogen can lead to excessive loss of signal however, due to

the reduction in t.

The radiation sensitive region of the diamond detector is a low-impurity natural

diamond plate of thickness 0.33 mm and volume 14 mm3, sealed in a cylindrical

polystyrene housing of diameter 7.3 mm. Bias is applied through 0.05-0.6 ¡tm gold

contacts and 50 ¡rm silvered copper wire. The surface of the diamond detector is 1.0

mmbeneath the end of the housing. In Figure 3.1 is a comparison of the longitudinal
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cross sections of the diamond and diode detectors. Also the physical and operating

parameters of the diamond detector are given in Table 3.1. However, in most of the

experimental works only diamond detectors with smaller sensitive volume were used

(unless otherwise stated).

20 mm

" És*

Di¡mord

-€{ l*lo*

I
p-Si Diode

Figure 3.1. Longitudinal cross sections of the diamond and diode detectors.

3.3. 1. Current-voltage response

Because of the rapid rate of electron-hole recombination, a very high bias voltage is

required for complete charge collection to occur. Canali et al (1979) report that for a

0.!5 mm thick detector, complete charge collection occurs for applied electric fields

4

greater than 10- V/cm. In comparison, the PTW detector tested in this work is 0.33 mm

thick and the recommended operating voltage is 100 Z (3x103 V/cm). It is therefore

expected that the PTW detector does not operate with complete charge collection. The

current was measured using a Nuclear Enterprises 2570 electrometer (with bias

supptied externally) for bias voltages of 20 to 200 V, at a dose rate of 2.0 Gy/min and is

shown in Figure 3.2. The plotted current is the charge collected for a dose of 1.0 Gy

divided by the irradiation time of 30 s. Detector current is approximately 50 times that
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Table 3.1. Physicat parameters of diamond detectors (as supplied by PTW) for
diamond detectors No. 1 and No. 2, respectively.

Main impurities Nitrogen and Boron (.10tn atoms 
"m'3)

Sensitive volume
3

1.4 andl.6 rnm

Sensitive area
2

4.3 and 6.2 mm

Thickness of sensitive volume 0.33 and 0.25 mm

Operating bias +100V (!l7o)

Dark current
-l2

<10 A

60
Sensitivity to Co radiation

-7 -7
1.75x10 and 1.97x10 C/Gy

Pre-irradiation dose 2-5 Gy

of a Scanditronix RK ionization chamber as a consequence of a solid sensitive volume.

It is obvious from Figure 3.2 that charge collection is incomplete up to at least 200 l/.

It also appears that the rate of increase in

current with voltage decreases up to

approximately 100 I/, whereafter the rate of

increase is approximately constant. This is

consistent with the electron mobility p

(velocity per electric field strength) reducing

at high field strengths and with the reduced

number of charges available to be collected

(Kozlov et al, 7975 and Canali et al, 1979).

I
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Figure 3.2. Average diamond detector current
(ra4) versus bias voltage for a dose rate of 2

Gy/mìn.
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The electron mobility at room temperature is stated by Kozlov et al (1975) to be 2000

22
cm-/V and by Canali et al (1979) to be 2400 cm /V. The maximum electron drift

velocities given by these authors is 107 cm/s a¡d 1.5x107 cm/s, respectively and both

state that this maximum occurs at lla Y/cm.

3.3.2. Charge collection effrciency

The charge collection efficiency is the ratio of detector current to the rate at which

charge is produced in ionizations. This ratio is also known as the gain factor (Fowler,

1966). The rate of charge production in the crystal is readily calculated from

knowledge of the dose rate, D density, q and volume, 7 of the sensitive element and

the energy w required to produce an ion pair:

dQ (3-4)
dt

The density of diamond is 3.5 gl" 
t, 

the volume of the crystal is 1.4x10-3 ,*t (r""

Table 1) and w is approximately 16 eV (Koztov et al, 1977) so at a dose rate of 2.0

Gy/min(3.3x10-s J/gs) the charge production rate is 1.0x10-8 C/s. From Figure 3.2, the

detector current at2.0 Gy/min,with a bias of 100 V, is 5.8x10-e,4, which gives a gain

factor of 0.58.

The gain factor is less than unity because the recombination time is less than the transit

time required for an electron to pass from one electrode to the other. Note that the

transit time is equal to the maximum time required for a free electron to be collected.

The gain factor in equilibrium is in fact equal to the ratio of recombination to transit

time (Fowler,1966\. The transit time is simply the thickness of the detector, L divided

by the electron velocity, WU/L) and is thus equal to 4.5x10-e s. Using the gain factor

found above, the recombination time for a dose rate of 2.0 Gy/min and a bias of 100 Z

-9
is 2.6x10's. This value is close to those obtained by Planskoy (1980) for 0.1 cm thick

detectors operating at a bias of 150 lz (1.5x103 V/cm) with a dose rate of. L Gylmin The

values obtained for the detectors with the longest recombination time tested by that

author were 3.7x10-e s and 1.35x10-e s. Note that recombination time is approximately
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3
10 times less than the duration of a linear accelerator pulse, hence an equlibrium

number of free electrons during a pulse can be assumed. Konorova (1966) showed that

the upper limit for recombination time is 10-8 s (decreasing with increasing nitrogen

concentration) and that it is 10-e to 10-8 s if the nitrogen impurity is less than l}'e cm-t .

By equating the transit time to the recombination time and solving f.or L, a detector

thickness at which complete charge collection would be expected at 100 Z bias can be

obtained. Since recombination time is inversely proportional to electron velocity

(Fowler, 1966) and hence to electric field strength, it is proportional to detector

thickness for a constant bias voltage. This means that the recombination time for a

thickness I (in cm) is different by a factor L10.033 from that obtained above. The

thickness for complete charge collection is thus obtained from the equality:

L'z - 2.63xro-s L
Y1t 0.033 (3-s)

giving L = 0.019 cr¿. Note that if the reduction in recombination time as field strength

increases is ignored, a value of 0.025 is obtained.

Complete charge collection may be possible for a thickness of 0.033 cm by continuing

to increase the bias voltage (thereby reducing transit time), although sincc

recombination time is inversely proportional to electron velocity (and hence to bias

voLtage) when thcrc is a large trap population (Fowler, 1966), this may be difficult to

achieve. Furthermore, electron mobility, and hence the increase in rapidity of charge

collection with fietd strength, decreases at high voltages (Canali et al,1979).

3.3.3. Stability of detector current

The response of the PTW diamond detector was found to initially decrease with

absorbed dose. This is attributed to the reduction in the electric field caused by

increasing polarisation as traps fill (Kozlov et al, 1975). The reduction in

recombination time as the number of vacant holes increases is also likely to contribute

to this decrease. So that an equilibrium trap population is established before
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measurements are made, it is necessary to pre-irradiate the detector with the operating

bias voltage applied. The pre-irradiation dose recommended by PTW is 2.0-5.0 Gy.

With a bias of 100 V, the detector was irradiated at a dose rate of 2.0 Gy/mín in 1.0 Gy

steps until a steady charge reading was obtained. Prior to this, the detector had not

been r¡sed for approximately three weeks. A stable reading was obtained when a dose

of approximately 15 Gy had been delivered, after an exponential drop in response of

approximately I07o. In comparison, Planskoy (1980) reports a steady current after a

dose of lS-20 Gy in 
^ 

uo 

Co beam, with a decrease in that time of lHlí%o. The

detectors used in that work however did not exhibit such a drop in response unless they

had not been used for several months. The detector was again exposed to successive

doses of 1.0 Gy after it had been unused for only one day. A steady reading was

established in this case after 3.0 Gy had been delivered, indicating that the traps had

only partially emptied in a day. On the first of these two days, the bias was increased

to 200 V after a stable reading was achieved at 100 Z. An exponential reduction in

charge collected was observed in successive 0.5 Gy irradiations, with the reading

dropping by approximately 5Vo over 4 Gy. This indicates that an increase in the

equilibrium trap population occurs as bias voltage is increased, with a consequent

increase in the degree of polarisation until equilibrium is established. Consistent with

this is the fact that when the bias is again decreased to 100 V, the response increases by

approximately l\Vo over 10 Gy, indicating a reduction in the equilibrium trap

population from that at 200 V. Analysing the response of the diamond detector has

shown that (for the same irradiation condition) the equilibrium trap population is the

same when a certain bias voltage is used. This is shown in Figure 3.3 as the result of

the first day of these two days experiment. In this figure it is shown that the diamond

equitibrium response when the bias had been increased from 0 Z (before irradiation) to

100 Z has approached the same value as when it was reduced from 200 V to 100 V.

3.3.4. Constancy and linearitY

If a detector is to be used for absolute dosimetry it is important that the detector has the

same response for any specific dose, regardless of the radiation history of the detector

and other contributing factors. The constancy of response of the diamond detector was
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Figure 3.3. The diamond detector responses to different dose when the bias had been

increased from 0 Z (before inadiation) to 100 I/ has approached an equilibrium as when

it was reduced from 200 V to 100 V.

investigated by the author over a period of 3 months. Each time after enough pre-

irradiation had been delivered to achieve stable reading, the detector response for a

dose of 0.5 Gy (at 2.0 Gy/min') was recorded by a Nuclear Enterprises 2570 Farmer

electrometer. The experiment was performed for a 6 MY photon beam, 10x10 "*' fi"ld

size, FSD=100 cm and the detector at drr*'14 mm. The reading at a bias of 100 Z was

found to have a standard deviation of only 0.677o.

The diamond detector linearity of response to dose was considered for a dose range of

l0 to ll0 cGy. The experiment was performed with ó MV photon beams, p5¿=100

)
cm, l0xl0 cm- field size and the detector at 14 mm depth in solid water. The linearity

with dose was better than lVo (standard deviation less than 0.677o\.

3.3.5. Directional dependence of response

When performing dose profile measurements for both electron and photon beams, the

obliqueness of electrons on the detector increases with off-axis distance, so the

directional response of the detector is important. Directional response is also important
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in depth dose measurements because the angular distribution of electrons broadens with

depth as the abundance of scattered photons increases.

Polyethylene cylinders were drilled laterally so that the sensitive volumes of the

diamond and the electron diode (unshielded) detectors could be positioned on the

cylinder axis. With the axis of the cylinder at the isocentre of the linear accelerator, as

illustrated in Figure 3.4, detector response versus gantry angle could be obtained.

Response for 6 and 15 MeV electron beams was measured using cylinders of radius 14

and 33 mrn Íespectively, so that the measurement depth corresponded to dr.* in each

case (Heydarian et al, 1993). A 5.0 cm diameter beam was used so as to minimise

irradiation of the detector cable. Electrometer readings for each detector were taken for

angles from 0o to approximately 130' (restricted by collision of the applicator with the

detector stem) and averaged with readings at symmetrical angles about 0o.

ó5 mm diameær
polyethylene cylindø

270"+ <- 90

gantry rotation

Figure 3.4. Configuration for directional response measurements, where the sensitive

volume of the diamond and diode detectors is at the centre of the polyethylene cylinder
at the isocentre (from Heydarian et al, 1993).

6 MeV results are shown in Figure 3.5a, where the readings at 0o are normalised to

1007o. It can be seen that the minimum (at approximately 100") in the diode detector

response curve (12%io) is less than that for the diamond (87o), whtle the maxima (at

approximately 50') are equal (2%io) (Heydarian et al, 1993). Results for a 15 MeVbeam

are shown in Figure 3.5b where again the minimum in the diode response is less than

that of the diamond. Note that for both detectors, the curves are flatter at 15 MeV than

00

I
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at 6 MeY. The variation in response with incident direction is probably due to changing

interface effects (Rikner, 1983), where a varying degree of delta-ray equilibrium is

reached within the sensitive volumes (ICkU ß72).

Diamond detector directional dependence of response for photon beams have been

investigated by several authors and comparisons made with the corresponding results of

diode detectors (Rikner, 1983 and Rustgi, 1995). The diamond detector response has

been shown to remain nearly uniform for cobalt ó0 beam for angles up to 135" while

the response of a p-type diode photon (shielded) detector drops to 827o at 90" and 737o

at 135o relative to the 0o orientation, that is beam parallel to the detector stem (Rustgi,

1995). It has been shown by this author that the diamond detector has insignificant

directional dependence for ó and 18 MV x-ray beams for angles up to +135". For these

energies the diamond response increases up to 27o as the incident photon direction

moves away from 0o. The diode detector response drops continuousely to 78Vo and 85%o at

90o relative the value at 0o for the 6 and 78 MV x-raybeams, respectively.

0 30 60 90 120 150 0 30 ó0 90 120 150
angle (des) angle (deg)

Figure 3.5. Directional response of the diamond and diode detectors for (a) 6 MeV and
(b) 15 MeV electron beams, with the configuration shown in Figure 3.4 (from

Heydarian et al, 1993).

It can be seen that the silicon diode photon detector has more directional dependence

than the silicon diode electron detector. This is caused by the shield of the diode

photon detector. The back of the sensitive region of the detector is covered with a
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tungsten/epoxy layer to prevent the low energy back-scattered photons reaching to the

detector. This is intended to compensate for the increased response of the high atomic

number of the detector material to low energy photons. This is panicularly important in

low energy beams and reduces the over-response to the low energy back-scatter photons

which increase with depth.

3.3.6. Spatial resolution

The main reason for using a diamond detector rather than an ionization chamber is the

higher spatial resolution made possible by the smaller sensitive volume. The resolution

of the diamond detector, compared with the ionization chamber and diode, is

investigated here. 75 MeY profile curves were recorded at l0 mm deep in water,

beneath a 2 mm wide slit in a 72 mm thick cerrobend applicator insert. The

configuration used is shown in Figure 3.6. The diamond and diode detectors were

orientated both parallel and perpendicular to the beam axis as shown, while the ion

chamber axis was perpendicular to the page. Comparison was also made with film

dosimetry, using Kodak X-Omat V film and a PTW digital film image processing

system (F/PS) with a resolution of about 0.1 mm. Full width at half maximum

(FWHAI) of each curve is used here as a measure of detector resolution. This distance is

the minimum separation of the centres of two slits of this kind such that the detector

could resolve two peaks in the dose profile. The height on the profile curve at which

the width is measured is the mean of the baseline and peak levels, where the non-zero

baseline is due to bremsstrahlung dose. Profile curves measured with each detector and

with film are shown in Figure 3.7, where the diamond and diode were both used in the

parallel orientation. Note that the curves are not symmetric due to the fact that the slit is

not quite perpendicular to the scan axis. As detector resolution increases, and hence

less spatial averaging of the dose occurs in the peak region, the range of readings

between the baseline and the peak, for a narrow beam like that of above configuration is

increased. This has the effect of increasing the dose level at which the FWHM is

measured, thus reducing it. It is probably this phenomenon which is the main factor

determiningthe FWHM.

The FWHMs found here give an indication of the ability of the detector to give an

accurate measurement of penumbral width. In a more precise consideration, one can
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ll
2mm wide slit in
cermbend insert

dectron
applicator

/

water surface
(100 cmSSD)

dose profile

<+ <.+

perpendicular (diarrpnd and diode) parallel (diannnd and diode)

@
ion charnber

Figure 3.6. Configuration for profile measurements at l0 mtn deep in water beneath a 2

tnm wide slit in a 12 mrn thick cerrobend appticator insert. Orientations of each

detector during scans are as shown (from Heydarian et al, 1993).

define detector resolution as the detector ability to resolve the penumbral region. In

this case because of the steep dose gradient and presence of electronic disequilibrium,

in addition of the detector finite size, other detector characteristics are involved. For

example the high density material of the diode detector and the housing will lead to an

under-estimation of the penumbra width. This is due to the reduced electron range in

the high density materials of the diode and the housing and will be discussed, together

with other contributing factors, in more detail in chapter 5.

The FWHMs of the curves in Figure 3.7, as well as those for the diamond and diode in

the perpendicular orientation, are given in Tabte 3.2. The sensitive widths of the

diamond detector (as supplied by PTIII) and those of the ion chamber and diode

detectors (Scanditronix products guide) are also given in this table. Note that the

FWHM of the diode ( paratlel orientation) curve is slightly smaller than that of the

Y
€
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Figure 3.7. 15 MeY profile curves beneath the 2 mm slit, as measured with the

diamond and diode detectors, film and ionization chamber.

diamond (paratlel orientation) curve, even though its sensitive width is supposedly

greater. This suggests that the sensitive width of the diode is effectively less than that

of the diamond, mainly due to the reduced electron range in the high density materials

of diode and the housing. Both diamond and diode show much better resolution than

the ionization chamber, as expected from a comparison of the sensitive widths. The

film result, although produced with a pixel-based image processing system (FIPS),

does not show significantly better resolution than the diode. The most resolution is

obtained with the diode in the perpendicular orientation since minimal spatial averaging

of the true dose profile occurs. This is partly due to the reduced electron range in the

high density diode detector, as mentioned before. The resolution of the diamond

detector in the perpendicular orientation is also better than that of either detector in the

parallel orientation. It shoutd be pointed out, however, that since the directional

response of both detectors, especialty the diode varies sharply near 90o (see Figure 3.5),

profile curves measured with the detectors in the perpendicular orientation could be

affected by changes in the mean incident electron direction which occurs in the

penumbral region. The most reliable configuration for high resolution profile

measurements may therefore be a diode used in the parallel orientation and or a

diamond in the perpendicular orientation.
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Table 3.2. Profile widths (FWHM), for a 15 MeV electron beam in the configuration
shown in Figure 3.6, as measured by diamond, diode, ion chamber and film (from

Heydarian et al, 1993).

Detector fype Sensitive

volume (**t)
Detector

orientation

Detector width

(mm)

FWHM

(mm)

Diamond r.4 parallel

perpendicular

2.1

0.33

4.9

4.6

Diode 0.3 parallel

perpendicular

2.5

0.06

4.7

4.3

Ion chamber t20 perpendicular 4.0 5.4

Film perpendicular 4.7

Diamond detector spatial resolution for photon beams has been investigated by several

authors and comparisons made with the corresponding results of diode detector and

ionization chamber (Khrunov, 1990 and Rustgi, 1995). The diamond detector has a

spatial resolution comparible to that of the diode detector and superior to ionization

chambers, as is expectable from their relative dimentions. Rustgi has shown that the

diamond and the diode detectors exhibit similar spatial resolution with the latter being

slightly better. The resolution in this case was defined as the 907o-10%o dose level

penumbra widths. Resolutions were shown for 1x20 and 3x20 ,^' field sizes of a 6

MV photon beam to be 0.54, 0.57, and 0.78 and 0.67, 0.73, and 0.97 mm for the diode

and the diamond detectors and a 0.14 cm3 ionization chamber, respectively.

3.4. Dose rate dependence

The expected sublinearity of diamond detector response with dose rate (see section 3.2)

was investigated by (i) varying the dose per pulse of linear accelerators and (ii) varying

the frequency of pulses. The effect of the dose rate dependence on a depth dose curve

was also addressed. Dose per pulse was changed by varying (i) focus to surface

distance (FSD) and (ii) depth. Pulse rate was varied by changing the pulse repetition

frequency PnÐ of the linac.
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3.4.1. Changing F,SD

The dose rate for a 6 MV photon beam was varied from 0.98 to 4.77 Gy/min at a depth

of. 5 cm in solid water, by changing the l7SD from 140 to 60 cm. The field size was

kept constant at 20x20 cmz at isocentre (FAD=100 cml. These dose rates were

established using the Farmer ionization chamber readings at each FSD. The measured

pulse repetition frequency (PRF') corresponding to 200 MU/m¡æ was 206 pulses per

second, which means that the variation in dose per pulse over this range is 0.079 mGy

to 0.386 mGy. Measured pulse duration was 3.24 ms, so instantaneous dose rate (dose

rate during a pulse) varied between 24.5 Gy/min and 119.3 Gy/mín.

Readings were taken with the Rr( ionization chamber, diode and diamond, as well as

the Farmer ionization chamber. Readings at each FSD were divided by the Farmer

reading and these ratios normalised to 1007o at an average dose rate of 0.98 Gy/min.

Results are plotted in Figure 3.8, where it is seen that the relative response of the

diamond appears to be the same as the ionization chamber for dose rates up to

approximatety 1.5 Gy/min and then decreases steadily as dose rate increases. As

expected, the Rr( curve in Figure 3.8 remains close to unity. Interestingly, in contrast

to the findings of Rikner (1983), the diode shows a relatively large over-response as

dose rate increases.

The under-response of the diamond detector with respect to the ionization chamber as

dose rate increases is expected from the inverse relationship of recombination time to

the population of vacant holes. The number of holes is equal to the sum of the

equilibrium density of free electrons n and the equilibrium density of electrons in traps

z (Fowler,1966). Since conductivity in equilibrium is proportional to recombination

time, the increase in both m andn which occurs with dose rate will cause a sublinear

increase in conductivity with dose rate. Since in general m>>n and the proportional

increase in ¡2¿ with dose rate is much less than n, conductivity is not strongly dependent

on dose rate (Fowler, L966) but is nonetheless significant.

Detector current (normalised to that at the lowest dose rate) as a function of dose rate

(normalised to the lowest dose rate) as FSD is changed is plotted in Figure 3.9(a). A

line representing linearity of current to dose rate is shown for comparison. The

relationship of conductivity to dose rate for radiation induced conductors was given in
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equation (3-3) as o n DL. The value of A is near unity for the case m> >n, where m+n

is almost constant, and approaches 0.5 for the case n>>m (as in the case of a pure

crystal). As current is proportional to conductivity for a given bias, the normalised

current and dose rate are related by ino,- = (Dn*,)Ã. A plot of log(inor) against

log(Dno,) should thus yield a straight line with slope Â. Such a plot is shown in Figure

3.9(b), where a line of slope 0.98 is fitted to the points. The fit is very good indicating

rhar rhe relationship in equation (3-3) indeed applies. As noted by Planskoy (1980),

theory predicts that the value of A will decrease with increasing dose rate. A second

order polynomial fit to the points in Figure 3.9(b) gives a curve with slope 0.99-

0.02log(Dno,), indicating that A is slightly less than unity and decreases by

approximately 27o per decade increase in dose rate. In work by Planskoy (1980), mean

values of A for three different detectors were ascertained to be 0.91 , 0.96 and 0.98.

Furthermore, for the detector with a mean A of 0.91, À was shown to vary between 0.92

and 0.89 as dose rate was increased.

3.4.2. Changing depth

As with a variation in F.SD, depth variation alters the dose rate by changing the dose per

accelerator pulse. The sublinearity of response of the diamond detector should manifest

itself in a percentage depth dose curve by giving a falloff which is too shallow,

appearing to give an over-response as depth increases. Depth dose measurements in a

10x10 ,^', !00 cm FSD,6 MV photon beam were marie using the diamonci and diode

detectors, as well as the RK ionization chamber. Curves were obtained first using a

Scanditronix computerized water tank data acqusition system @FA-n and then with the

Farmer and a PTW lJnidos (20007) electrometers for depths to 35 cm. [n all cases,

background current was subtracted. The dose rate varies from 0.35 to 2.0 Gy/min

between 35 cm deep and d^o*. Results are shown in Figure 3.10, where the diode

detector's depth dose curve is in better agreement with that of the Rr( ionization

chamber (using RFA-7) than is the diamond detector curve. Electrometer measurements

were made at d^* (I.4 cm), I0, 20, 30 and 35 cm deep. In all cases results were

consistent with the two electrometers, within the reading accuracy. The electrometer

results are also shown in Figure 3.10. There was found to be close agreement between

the RFA-7 and electrometers for the diamond and diode, but the RK chamber gave higher
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Figure 3.8. Dose rate responses of RK ionization chamber, diode and diamond relative

to the Farmer ionization chamber. The dose rate for a 6 MV photon beam was varied

from 0.98 to 4.77 Gy/min at a depth of 5 cm in solid water, by changing the FSD from

140 to 60 cm.
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Figure 3.9. (a) Average diamond detector current (normalised to that for a dose rate of
0.98 Gy/min) as afunction of dose rate (normalised to 0.98 Gy/min') as FSD is changed

from 140 to 60 cm. A line representing linearity of current to dose rate is included for
comparision. (b) tog-tog plot of the points in (a).
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Figure 3.10. Percentage depth doses for a 10x10 ,*',I00 cm FSD,6 MVphoton beam,
measured in the water tank using the RFA-7 system with the diamond and diode
detectors, as well as the RK ionization chamber. The RK response, measured with the
Farmer electrometer is also shown.

readings when electrometers were used 
- 

putting the RFA-7 response for the RK ion

chamber under question. For example, at 30 cm deep, percentage depth doses measured

using the RFA-7 were 23.870 for the diamond and 22.27o for the RK chamber (7.670

absolute difference, 7.27o relative difference); when the Farmer electrometer was used,

the corresponding values were 23.77o and 22.87o (0.97o absolute difference, 3.9%o

relative difference). It thus appears that the difference between depth doses measured

with the diamond detector and Rr( ionization chamber is exaggerated by the RFA-7

system but is nonetheless still evident. Another consequence of the elevated reading of

the RK chamber when the Farmer electrometer is used is that the diode then has an

under-response with depth of about the same magnitude as the over-response of the

diamond detector. Note that the steep falloff rate of the diode curve is consistent with

the results in section 3.4.1: any increase in response with depth due to low energy

photons is outweighted by the super-linearity of response with dose rate.

If the normalised diamond detector current is plotted against normalised dose rate,

using values obtained from the Farmer electrometer readings, a similar sublinearity to

that in Figure 3.9(a) is seen. The slope of a line of best fit to a log-log plot of current

versus dose rate is A=0.98, in agreement with Figure 3.9(b). A second order fit gives a
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line with slope 0.98-0.0llog(Dns7v), again indicating some decrease in A with dose

rate (Hoban et al, 1994).

3.4.3. Changing pulse repetition frequency

By varying the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of a Varian 6/100 linear accelerator,

the mean dose rate is changed while dose per pulse remains constant. The diamond

detector was placed at d,** in a 10x10 "^', 100 cm FSD, 6 MV photon beam and

irradiated with 100 MU at PRFs corresponding to 50, 100 and 200 MU/min. The

associated dose rates were 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gy/min. PRF at2.0 Gy/mín was 150 pulses

per second, giving a dose per pulse of 0.22 mGt. Note that this pulse frequency is

different to that mentioned for the same dose rate in section 3.4.1 because a different

accelerator was used. Readings were taken with the Farmer electrometer, with

integrated dark current over the time of irradiation subtracted. The decrease in reading

at 1.0 Gy/min from that at 0.5 Gy/min was 2.5Vo and a further decrease of. I.87o

occurred between 1.0 and 2.0 Gy/min, giving a total decrease of 4.37o. By comparison

with the previous section, the under-response in the diamond reading is 3.9%o when the

depth is changed from 30 cm to d,.r, thereby changing the dose rate from 0.46 to 2.0

Gy min. Since a similar dose rate dependence exists whether the change is in dose per

pulse or pulse frequency, the dependence appears to be on average rather than

instantaneous dose rate. This impties that it is the increase with dose rate in the trap

population, m, rather than in the number of free electrons, n, which is important.

In the case of varying PRF, a further effect, known as amplified conduction, may be

significant. Amptified conduction occurs when vacant holes exist, leaving a conduction

path for electrons to pass from one electrode to the other (Fowler, 1966). This can give

rise to a gain factor greater than unity, since additional current to that due to ionizations

may flow. For example, gain factors of 103-10'have been observed f.or CdS detectors.

If even a small current flows between radiation pulses, the total integrated current for a

given dose will increase as the PRF is decreased, effectively giving a drop in response

with increasing dose rate. The fact that the degree of sub-linearity in the diamond

detector response is similar when PRF, FSD, or depth is changed however, suggests
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that amplified conduction is not very significant (since amplified conduction is only a

factor for variations in PRF).

A further consideration in the cause of the dose rate dependence is polarisation. It is

known that the population of electrons in traps (and hence polarisation) increases with

dose rate (Fowler, 1966) and that polarisation reduces the electric field strength. This

may also be a factor in the sublinearity of current with dose rate.

3.5. Evaluation of the diamond detector for photon beam measurements

3.5.1. Introduction

A significant advantage of the diamond detector over using diodes, apart from its tissue

equivalence, is that only one diamond detector is needed for both electron and photon

measurements, whereas separate shielded and unshielded diodes are required for photon

and electron beam measurements, respectively. The diamond detector should provide

an advantage in obtaining photon beam dosimetry parameters because carbon is more

closely tissue-equivalence than silicon. This has been verified for 
uoco b"u ,

(Khrunov et al, 1990; Vatnitsky and Järvinen,1993 and Rustgi, 1995) and for 6 and 18

MY photon beams (Rustgi, 1995). Although the effect of the high atomic number of

silicon will reduce for higher energies where photo-electric interactions become less

significant, it will appear again (to a lesser extent) at an increasing energy, because of

the pair production effect. Figure 3.11 shows variations in the ratios of mass energy

absorption coefficients of carbon, silicon, silver bromide, and air to water with energy

for the photon energy range of 0.002 to 20 MV. As it is seen from this figure the mass

energy absorption coefficients of air and carbon to that of water are constant for

energies higher than0.2 MeV and have little variations for lower energies. Also it can

be seen that the corresponding ratios for silicon and silver bromide have large variation

for low energies, due to their large photoelectric cross sections. As such, the change in

response of film and diode when energy is changing does not necessarily show the true

variation in absorbed dose to water. Change of photon energy with field size and depth

are examples of conditions where an energy-dependent detector could lead to an

inaccurate result, even for relative dosimetry.
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Figure 3.11. variations in the ratios of mass energy absorption coefficients of carbon,

silicon, silver bromide, and air to water with energy for the photon energy range of
0.002 to 20 MV.

Ionization chambers on the other hand are energy independent in photon beam

dosimetry, because their responses are basically due to the electrons originated outside

the air cavity and electrons energy spectrum is almost constant with depth. Problems

with ionization chamber dosimetry appear however when high spatial resolution is

required. Ionization chambers (because of the low density of air) have relatively large

sizes otherwise their output would be too small. As such ionization chambers are not

suitable for the conditions where lateral electronic equilibrium does not exist, such as in

accurate dosimetry of the penumbera region and for general dosimetry of small

stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) beams. Moreover, the presence of the low density air

cavity in a region of disequilibrium alters the electron fluence and thus gives a wrong

result for the dose to water.

In this section the diamond detector response to photon beams for different

experimental conditions is investigated and results are compared with the

corresponding results of the diode detector and ionization chamber. A further

E
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investigation has been carried out into the use of the diamond detector for dosimetry of

small-diameter radiosurgery beams where resolution is particularly important. The

result of that investigation and comparisons with the results of other techniques,

including Monte Cado (EGS4), is presented in chapter 5.

3.5.2. Ouþut factors

Collimator output factor (OÐ is the ratio of the dose per monitor unit for a collimator

to that of the calibration conditions (10x10 field, 100 cm FSD) (Holt et al, 1970). In

order to evaluate the diamond detector response to different field sizes, OFs have been

compared with the corresponding results of the kK ionization chamber. The

measurement was performed for field sizes 0.5x0.5 to 40x40 cmz in water using the

RFA-7 water tank for a 6 MV photon beam, F'SD=100 cm, detector at d,,,*. The

diamond detector was positioned with the detector stem parallel to the beam central

axis and the ionization chamber in its normal orientation (stem pe¡pendicular to the

central axis). The effective point of measurement of each detector was positioned at

the center of the field at d,,,*, and then the detector response to the same number of

MUs was recorded by the Farmer electrometer. The center of the field was found each

time using profiles ortogonal to the beam central axis (at¡ andy directions).

Figure 3.12 shows OFs for different field sizes measured with the diamond detector

and the ionization chamber, normalized to unity for the 10x10 ,*' fi"Ld,. As seen from

this figure there is very good agreement between the diamond detector and ionization

chamber results, for field sizes equal and or larger than 3x3 "*'. Fo, field sizes smaller

than 3x3 "^' the ionization chamber response is lower than the diamond detector (see

insert): this is due to the reduction in electron fluence caused by the presence of the air

cavity in a region of disequilibrium. In this situation the Bragg-Gray conditions are not

met (Johns and Cunningharn, 1933). In particular, the presence of the low density

ionization chamber will increase the degree of the lateral electronic disequitibrium (for

more information see chapter 5. On the other hand the diamond detector causes

minimal perturbation of the electron fluence due to the small size and near unit density.
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Figure 3.12. Collimator output factors for different field sizes measured with the

diamond detector and the ionization chamber, normalized to unity for the l0xl0 cmz

field.

3.5.3. Depth dose curves

Central-axis depth dose curves in water were measured for 10x10 "*' fields of 6 MV

photon beam, at 100 cm FSD. Comparisons between the diamond, the photon

(shielded) diode, and the RrK ionization chamber results are shown in Figures 3.10. The

diamond and diode were both orientated parallel to the beam central axis and the

ionization chamber in its normal orientation, stem perpendicular to the central axis.

The effective point of measurement for the diamond and diode is 1.0 mm and 0.6 mm

beneath the end of the detector housings, respectively. From Figure 3.10 it is seen that

the ionization chamber and diode agree moderately well, but the diamond detector curve has

a significantly shallower falloff. This shallow curve is as expected from the dose rate

dependence of the diamond detector discussed in section 3.4. Also, the ionization chamber

curye is stightly below its position when measured using the Farmer or the PTW

electrometers (see section 3.4.2), so the true over-estimation of dose at depth is not as large

as indicared by the comparision with RFA-7 curve. Depth doses measured with the

detectors using the Farmer electrometer have shown that diamond and diode curves have the

same deviation from ionization chamber, as it is seen from Figure 3.10. Figure 3.13 shows
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6 MV photon depth dose curves for a 0.5x0.5 "*t fi"Ld,, measured with the diamond,

diode, and ionization chamber in the water tank.
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Figure 3.13. 6 MV photondepth dose curves for a 0.5x0.5 "*' fi"Idand F,SD=I00 cm,

measured with the diamond, diode, and ionization chamber in the water tank.

As it is seen, diamond and diode depth dose curves are relatively at the same position as

for the 10x10 ,^' Li"ld,, but ionization chamber response has changed significantly.

Further experiments have shown that this deviation starts from field sizes smaller than

3x3 cmz (at this conditions) and increases with decreasing field size. This is due to the

large sensitive volume of the ionization chamber and the fact that a larger proportion of

the chamber is exposed with depth as the beam diverges.

3.5.4. Summary and discussion

It has been shown that the PTW diamond detector approximates a radiosensitive resistor

(Burgemeister, 1981), where (i) current varies almost linearly with bias voltage and (ii)

for a bias of 100 I/, current is only slightly sublinear with dose rate. The detector

operates with incomplete charge collection due to the electron-hole recombination time

being shorter than the transit time for electrons to pass from one electrode to the other.

+ ionization ch.
-+- diamond
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At a bias of 100 V, the recombination and transit times have been found to be

approximately 2.6x10-9 s and 4.5x10-9 s respectively. The ratio of these figures gives

the gain factor of the detector (the proportion of ionization charge that is collected).

Calculations show that a reduction in detector thickness from 0.33 to 0.19 mm should

give complete charge collection for a bias of 100 Z.

When the detector had not been used for several weeks, charge readings for successive

doses of 0.5 Gy were shown to drop by approximately lÙVo :urrtll a dose of 15 Gy had

been delivered. This is attributed to (i) polarisation effects, where electrons in traps

give rise to an electric fietd of opposite sign to that due to the bias voltage and (ii) an

increase in the equilibrium trap population (causing a reduction in recombination time).

When bias voltage is increased, current initially drops with dose delivered, indicating

that the equilibrium number of electrons in traps is increased with bias voltage, and

thereby increasing polarization and reducing recombination time (a large current flows

until equilibrium is reached). Consistent with this is the fact that a decrease in voltage

gives an initial increase in current, indicating a reduction in the equilibrium number of

electrons in traps.

It has been shown that the diamond detector has an under-response with increasing dose

rate, as is predicted by the theory of radiation-induced conductivity in an insulator. The

decrease in response is a consequence of a very short electron-hole recombination time,

which decreases as dose rate increases (thus increasing the degree of incomplete charge

collection). This behaviour is in contrast to the situation with an ionization chamber,

where recombination in the time taken for charge collection is insignificant provided

the bias voltage is sufficiently high. A similar dose rate dependence exists whether

dose per pulse or pulse frequency is varied, indicating that the dependence is on the

average, rather than the instantaneous, dose rate.

Of most importance is the fact that the diamond detector produces a depth dose curve

which has a significantly shallower falloff than that obtained with an ionization

chamber. This however only represents an over-estimate in percentage depth dose at

30 cm deep of approximately l7o, which is as good as the results with a diode, where

percentage dose at 30 cm deep is under-estimated by l7o. Use of the RFA-7 beam data

acquisition system gives a larger difference between RK ionization chamber and
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diamond depth dose curves than is the case when the Farmer or the Unidos electrometer

is used: this is because the.Rr( response, measured using the RFA-7, is steeper than that

measured using the lectrometers.

In comparing the diamond detector to a diode, it is worth noting that because of the high

atomic number of silicon, diodes are energy dependent as well as being dose rate

dependent. This means that a shielded diode is required for photon beam

measurements, necessitating two different diodes for photon and electron dosimetry.

The energy dependence of a diode also adds uncertainty to its results, since any

deviation from the ideal change in response as position is changed may be due to either

non-linear dose rate response or a change in the proportion of scattered photons at the

detector. The diamond detector on the other hand is only dose rate dependent, so a

correction factor based on dose rate alone may be able to be applied to diamond

readings. It has been shown by Rikner (1983) that a shielded diode (as used in photon

beam dosimetry) has significantly greater directional dependence than an unshielded

diode. Also it has been shown by Rustgi (1995) that the shielded diode detector has a

directional dependence up to 277o (at 135") for Co-60 and 227o and 757o for 6 and 18

MV x-ray beams, respectively. The directional dependence of the diamond detector for

above photon energies is mentioned to be better than 27o (Rustgi, 1995).

3.6. Evaluation of the diamond detector for electron beam measurements

3.6.1. Introduction

Diamond detectors look attractive in electron beam dosimetry because of their tissue

equivalence and their high spatial resolution. Figure 3.14 shows the collision mass

stopping power ratios of water to air, carbon, silicon, and silver bromide as a function of

energy ICRU,1984). As it is seen from this figure the ratios of collision mass stopping

porù/er water to silicon and silver bromide are not constant with electron energy,

especially at energies below 5 MeV. This ratio for carbon remains approximately

constant for energies higher than 1 MeV, wbich implies an advantage of diamond

detectors over films and silicon diodes for electron dosimetry. Figure 3.14 also shows

the decrease in the waterlair stopping power ratio with energy caused by the density

effect.
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Figure 3.14. The collision mass stopping power ratios of water to air, carbon, silicon,

and silver bromide as a function of energy (data from^ICRU,l984r.

In this section, comparisons of the diamond detector response to 6 and 15 MeY electron

beams are made with results obtained using a Scanditronix p-Si electron diode and the

RrK ionization chamber. Measurements were performed using the RFA-7 beam data

acquisition system and the Farmer electrometer, with the +100V bias being supplied to

the diamond detector, using an external power supply. The directional response and

spatial resolution for electron beams have been discussed as part of the diamond

detector characteristics in sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6, respectively. In here electron depth

doses for 6 and 15 MeV electron beams produced by a Siemens Mevatron KD-2 linear

accelerator are measured with the diamond detector and compared with the

corresponding results of other detectors.

3.6.2. Depth dose curves

Central-axis depth dose curves in water were measured for 10x10 "^t,6 and'15 MeV

electron beams, at 100 cm FSD. In Figure 3.15, a comparison between diamond, diode

and ionization chamber results is shown for 6 MeV, where the diamond and diode were

both orientated parallel to the beam. From the IAEA dosimetry protocol QAEA, 19871,

---r- waûer/silver bmmide
--f- water/carbon
+ water/silicon
+ wafer/air
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the effective point of measurement of the ionization chamber is 1.0 mm proximal to the

longitudinal axis of the chamber. The ionization chamber curve has been corrected for

stopping power ratio variation (seen in Figure 3.I4), using the protocol and is

considered here to be the correct result. It can be seen that the diamond detector curve

is in closer agreement than the diode with the ionization chamber curve. This is

expected since the variation in water/silicon stopping power ratio is greater than that of

the water/carbon stopping power ratio (see Figure 3.I4). As mentioned by Rikner

(1983), a stopping power ratio correction could be made to the diode result. Since the

water/silicon stopping power ratio increases with a decrease in energy, such a correction

would improve the agreement between diode and ionization chamber at depths greater

than d*, but worsen the agreement for depths less than d.*. Also, as mentioned in

section 3.3.5, the directional response also has an influence on the measured depth dose

curve. The initial increase in response with angle for both the diamond and diode

detectors (see Figure 3.5a) would correspond to an increase in response with depth, due

to increased obliqueness of the electron paths. This could be a contributing factor to the

buildup region of the diode curve, and to a lesser extent the diamond curve, being foo

steep.

Depth dose curves for 15 MeY are shown in Figure 3.16, where it can be seen that the

diode detector result is in closer agreement with the diamond and ionization chamber

results than is the case for 6 MeV: this is because the water/silicon stopping power ratio

becomes almostconstan[ above 5 MeV (see Figure 3.14). Note that the depth scale in

Figure 3.16 is smaller than that of Figure 3.15: any deviation from the ionization

chamber curve is therefore more noticeable for the 6 MeV curve.

lt can be coneluded that the diamond detector is preferable to the diode for low energy

electron beam depth dose measurements. The error in the diode results is small

however, particularly when considered in terms of the depth corresponding to a

particular dose level (because of the steepness of the fallofï part of the depth dose

curve). The diode detector under response for the 6 MeV case is about 1-270 and could

be related to the diode dose rate dependence (Hoban et al, 1994).
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Figure 3.15. A comparison between diamond, diode and ionization chamber depth

doses f.or 6 MeV electron beam, where the diamond and diode were both orientated
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3.6.3. Summary and discussion

There are two main features of diamond detectors which make them attractive for

electron dosimetry: (i) their small size and hence good spatial resolution; (ii) the near

constancy of the water/carbon stopping power ratio with energy.

Comparison of profiles measured beneath a 2 mm slit using ionization chamber,

diamond, and diode detectors, shows that resolution of the diamond detector is slightly

less than that of the diode (with detector stems parallel to the beam axis) and

considerably better than that of the ionization chamber. With the diamond and diode

detectors orientated perpendicular to the beam, resolution is better than in the parallel

orientation, with the diode again showing higher resolution. However, because of the

reduced electron range and the worse directional response, it may not be advisable to

use the diode detector in the perpendicular orientation. In term of directional response,

the diamond detector has been shown by this group to have less directional dependence

than an unshielded diode in electron beam dosimetry (Heydarian et al, 1993).

Depth dose curves at 6 and 15 MeY obtained using the diamond, diode and ionization

chamber show no significant difference at 15 MeY, but at 6 MeV the diamond results

are in closer agreement with energy-corrected ionization chamber results than are those

of the diode detector. This is expected since the water/carbon stopping power ratio is

almost constant for energies above I MeV, while the water/silicon stopping power ratio

varies considerabl)' up to approximately 5 MeV. The diamond detector is therefore

preferable to the diode for obtaining low energy electron beam depth dose curves.

Furthermore, curves measured with the diamond do not require an energy-dependent

correction, as is required for ionization chamber measurements.

3.7. Dose rate correction

The dose rate dependence of the diamond detector was investigated in section 3.4. As

was mentioned in that section, using the relationship of conductivity to dose rate

(equation 1-3), the dose rate dependence of the diamond detector could be corrected.

The value of A was found to be 0.98 (Hoban et al, 1994) from the plot of log(í,,)
against log(D,.) shown in Figure 3.9(b). Apptying this A value to the diamond
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detector response for different experimental conditions, Zahmatkesh (1995) has shown

that the diamond detector response could be successfully corrected. In this section the

diamond detector depth dose curves for 6 MV photonbeams of 10x10 and 3x3 ,*t field

sizes are corrected using above A value. Results are compared to the corresponding

depth dose curves, measured with the Rr( ionization chamber as a valid reference and is

shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18 for 10x10 and 3x3 cmz field sizes, respectively. In

these figures the electrometer readings of the RK ionization chamber have been used for

comparision with diamond measurements.

3.8. Conclusion

Diamond detectors are attractive for dosimetry of photon and electron beams, mainly

because of their small size and tissue equivalence. It was shown that carbon (diamond)

mass energy absorption relative to water is almost unity for energies above 0.7 MeV and

has small variation for energies below that. In comparision, the corresponding values

for silicon (diode) and silver bromide (film) show much more variation, especially for

energies less than 0.2 MeV (Figure 3.11). As such diamond detector response to the

conditions where the photon beam energy changes is more reliable than those of diode

detector and film. Ionization chambers in this respect are very reliable, for conditions

where lateral electronic equilibrium exist. On the other hand the presence of the

relatively large air cavity ionization chamber in the absence of lateral electronic

equilibrium will increase the degree of disequilibrium and lead to a reading which will

underestimate the dose without the ionization chamber present. Dosimetry in the

penumbral region, and indeed across the entire field for very small SRS beams are

examples of conditions where lateral electronic equilibrium does not exist.

It was shown that collision mass stopping power ratio of carbon to water remains almost

constant for a wide raîge of energies, while the corresponding ratio of air, silicon, and

silver bromide vary with energy (Figure 3.14). Therefore, ionization chamber response

to the conditions where electron energy changes has to be corrected for stopping power

ratio variation. Such a correction is routinely performed in electron beam depth dose

measurements. Also, it was shown that using an ionization chamber in dosimetry of

small SRS beams (narrow beams), where lateral electronic disequilibrium exists is more

complicated. In this case, because the average energy of the secondary electron at
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Figure 3.17. The diamond detector depth dose curves for a 6 MV photon beam, 10x10

"^t fi"ld, before and after correction for close rate dependence compared to Rr(
ionization chamber.
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the central axis is higher than in the case of electronic equilibrium, ionization chamber

gives an over-estimation of the dose (see Figure 3.14). On the other hand the presence

of the air cavity of ionization chamber will reduce the number of produced secondary

electrons at the central axis. This will act against the previous case and cause some

under-estimation of the dose. Diode detector shows almost the same over-estimation in

this aspect, and film is worse. In addition, only one diamond detector is needed for

both electron and photon measurements, whereas separate shielded and unshielded

diodes are required for that purpose, respectively.

From measurements it appears that the diode detector has a spatial resolution higher

than the diamond detector because of the smaller thickness of the sensitive volume,

when both used perpendicular to the central axis. In this case the diode profile is

skewed if it is shielded. Using both detectors parallel to the central axis the diode,

atthough wider than the diamond, still gives higher spatial resolution. However, this is

artificial and is due to the reduced electron range in the high electron density silicon

diode and the housing.





Chapter 4

Monte Carlo Dose Calculation

4.1. Introduction

The Monte Carlo (MC) teclnique was first applied to electron-photon shower study by

Wilson (1952). MC tectniques then developed by Kahn (19541, Berger (1963) and

others are mentioned in review articles by Raeside (1976), Turner (1985) and Rogers

and Bietajew (1990). MC methods have found widespread use in radiation transport as

well as particle physics, quantum chemistry, environmental engineering, mathematics,

economics and many other fields. MC applications in medical radiation physics include

nuclear medicine, diagnostic radiology, radiotherapy physics, radiation protection and

applications based on microscopic techniques.

The most widely used MC codes in radiotherapy physics are ETRAN or.IlS and EGS.

ETRAN (Electron TRANsport) codes were originally developed at the National Bureau

of Standard (NBS) by Berger and Seltzer ín 1973 (Rogers and Bielajew, 1990). ETRAN

then lead to the Integrated Tiger Series (/IS) codes developed at Sandia National

Laboratories. EGS3 (Electron Gamma Shower) was developed at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Centre (SLAC) by Ford and Nelson in 1978 to simulate electromagnetic

cascades at energiés up to a few thousand GeV and as low as 0.1 MeY and I MeY f.or

photon and electron/positron transports, respectively (Nelson and Rogers, 1988). The

need to extend the lower energy limits lead to development of the EGS4 system which

will be discussed later in section 4.5.

A Monte Carlo simulation code has four major components (Rogers and Bielajew,

1e90):

(il physicat data (such as cross sections) for all particles and processes being

considered in the simulation.

(ii) the algorithms used for particle transport.
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(iii) the methods used to specify the geometry of the problem and to determine the
physical quantities of interest.

(iv) the analysis of the information obtained during the simulation.

The underlying physics of the simulation is determined by the first two components,

while the third ensures that the transport parameters used and quantities recorded are

correct. Parameters can generally be specified which control the physical rigorousness

of the simulation and the computation time.

In the last few years the use of Monte Carlo techniques in radiotherapy physics research

has increased dramatically, largely due to the rapid developments in computer

technology, in terms of speed and lower cost. One of the main reasons for using Monte

Carlo technique in radiotherapy is to provide physically realistic dose distributions with

which to compare other, less rigorous but faster, dose calculations. Furthermore, MC

results can be used in place of experimental measurements when the simulations are

known to give realistic results, particularly when accurate measurements are difficult or

impo,ssible. There are also quantities which can be obtained using MC which can not be

measured experimentally, such as separate primary and scatter dose components, energy

spectra and distributions of particle directions. All distributions resulting for particle

transport, such as dose and particle energy, are the result of individual events in the

"history" of each parficle. Each history will be different, due to the (generally infinite)

variation in each event. The aggregate effect of a very large number of particles is

l^^,,'^,'^-.^^-^.l"^ikilit" ",Lora +hio affant ic nn.romorl lr" fha nnsail.rilift¡ r{icfrihrrfinnrr\JwçvçI luPruuuuturrrry, wrrvrw r¡rrù vrrvvr rù óvvvrrrvu vJ urrv Hvùirvrr¡LJ uru!rrvsL¡v¡¡

determining the outcome of individual events. The essence of a Monte Carlo simulation

is summarised in Figure 4.1.

In radiation transport, using the probability relationships of the discrete events and a

high-quality random number generator, the outcome of each event can be predicted.

The track length between interaction points for each particle, the type of an interaction

at each such point, the choice of energy and direction following a scattering interaction,

and the possible products as the result of an interaction all can be determined by

sampling a uniform random variable on the interval (0 , 1).
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Figure 4.1. Ftow diagram of the Monte Carlo technique (from Bielajew, 1992).

4.2. Sampling

The most cofiunon sampling method is direct sampling (also called the inversion

method) using a probability distribution function (PDF), to describe the likelihood of a

variable having a certain value. Two examples of quantities that are sampled using this

method are (i) particle energy and (ii) distance to the next interaction site. In particle

transport the normalised PDF of an interaction, f.(x), at the distance x is:

rk)-PLe-w'

where ¡r is the linear attenuation coefficient. Correspondingly, there is a comulative

distribution function (CDÐ, F(x) , which is defined as:

F(x) = ffv, 
,-'*'a*'=l-e-w ,

(4-2)

which is simply the probability of the interaction occurrence up to the distance x.

Variation of the cumulative distribution function with x is shown inFigure 4.2- From

this figure it is easity seen that F(0)=0 and F(x) monotonically increases with ¡ so that

F(*)=1. Also it is seen that dF(x) is determined by the slope of the PDF which in turn

is proportional to the value of Í(x). This is true for any interval with proper

normalisation. Therefore by selecting a number R, randomly between 0 and I for F(x),

the distance x to the next interaction will be obtained from:

(4-1)

R=F(x)=l-e-w (4-3)
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x = F-L(R) = -1r,(t- R)
l-r

Both R and (1-R) are distributed in the same way, therefore:

,=-!h*=-ÀlnR
l-l

(4-4')

(4-s)

1

)" = L is the mean free path, so the number of mean free paths to the next interaction
p

site is:

N), = -lnR (4-6)

1

dF(x)

CDF

dF(x)

dx dx'

distance x

Figte 4.2. The cumulative probability distribution obtained by integrating the

normalised PDF informula (4-1).

In some cases when the PDF can not be integrated or .r = F-l (R) can not be solvecl, a

rejection sampling is used. In this case using two random numbers on the x and y axes,

a point on the normalised PDF graph is randomly selected. If this point lies outside the

PDF then it is rejected and the process will be repeated, otherwise the x value is

accepted (for more information see Bielajew,1992 and Murray, 1990).
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4.3. Random number generation

The random number generator (RNG) is the "soul" of a Monte Carlo calculation

(Bielajew 1,992). The random nature of a MC simulation depends on the RNG. The

generation of a sequence of truly random numbers (ie. a random sequence of numbers

that never repeats itself) is difficult, therefore pseudo random number generators are

normally used for simulation. Good random number generators have large cycles. The

cycle of a RNG is the number of generated numbers before repeating. Using normal

RNGs coming with standard computing packages needs extreme caution, unless it is

known to work well and is widely tested. New forms of random number generators

based on lagged-Fibonacci sequences have been devised that have extremely long repeat

sequences with up to 2e26 real numbers.

4.4. Monte Carlo particle transport

In order to model a real physical process using a MC technique, all relevant processes

have to be simulated accurately. While explicit simulation of each interaction is

possible for photon and neutron transports, there is serious time limitation in

performing such an extensive simulation for electrons because of the great number of

interactions involved. The problem for electron transport, however, is reduced using

condensed-history technique in which the electron path is divided into a series of steps

and the effect of the large number of interactions occurring in each step grouped

together. In this case electron energy loss is calculated from stopping power {using the

continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) modelÌ, instead of from descrete

interactions. Grouping of angular deflections is performed using multiple scattering

theory (such as that of Moliere) which accounts for deflections caused by elastic

scattering.

MC codes are divided to class I and class II categories (Berger, 1963). In class I

models, all energy losses and angular deflections of individual events are grouped

together and the primary electron is not affected by the creation of individual secondary

particles. In class II models, the energy and direction of the primary electron are

affected by individual interactions when the energy loss is above a certain pre-
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determined threshold (production threshold), otherwise interactions are grouped

together as in class I.

4.4.1. Photon transport

As a photon beam passes through a medium a number of interactions will occur. The

type and probability of each interaction depend on the energy of the photon beam as

well as the medium properties, such as atomic number and electron density. The mean

free path of a photon, À, is defined as the mean distance which the photon travels in a

given medium between two successive interactions. As mentioned in section 4.2, the

number of mean free paths to the next interaction site, ly'À = -lnR, is determined by

sampling a random variable, R, uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Having found

the interaction site, the type of photon interaction is determined again by a random

variable and using the relative probabilities of all types of interactions for the current

particle energy and current medium. Possible photon interactions include Compton

(incoherent) scattering, the photoelectric effect, pair production, Thompson scattering

and Rayleigh (coherent) scattering. The definition and the importance of each

interaction for different energy and materials have been discussed in chapter 1.

Figure 4.3 presents a flow diagram for a MC simulation of photon transport (Rogers

and Bielajew 1990). "DETERMINE ' in this figure means that the quantities of interest

are found by sampling from the relevant probability distribution, using one or more

random numbers. Also the "stack" is used for storing the parameters of particles,

whose histories are not complete, generated during simulation. Photon histories are

terminated if the photon leaves the region of interest or its energy falls below a pre-

determined cutoff value (PCUÛ. In the latter case the energy is deposited locally.

4.4.2. Electron transport

In section 4.4, class I and class II models of electron transport are mentioned briefly.

Class II algorithms are, in principle, more accurate than class I, because they include

correlations between primary and secondary particles and introduce inherent

randomness via the distribution of secondary particle energy (and other parameters).
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PHOTON TRANSPORT

Y

Figure 4.3. Logic flow of a Monte Carlo simulation of photon transport (Rogers and

Bielajew 1990).
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particle production threshold, the closer the restricted stopping power approaches the

total stopping power. Those relatively rare interactions which produce secondary

particles with energies above the production thresholds are treated individually. These

types of interactions are called "catastrophic" interactions. Figure 4.4 shows electron

transport in a class II algorithm, in which the eiectron moves in short and straight steps

along which the continuous energy loss is considered to occur. The deflection angle for

each step is selected using multiple scattering theory. The model assumes that energy

deposition by these low energy particles is on the path itself, although in reality the

energy is deposited in the shaded area about the path by secondary particles with

energies less than the production thresholds. In EGS4, the production thresholds for (i)

delta rays (knoch-on electrons) and (ii) bremsstrahlung photons are known as AE and

^áP, respectively. In a catastrophic interaction, a secondary particle with energy above

AE or AP is produced , whose history will be followed.

MULTIPLE SCATTERING STEP

DISCRETEEVENT
KNOCK-ON

FOLLOWED
SEPARATELY

ENERGY IS LOST CONTINUOUSLYTO
LOW ENERGY ELECTRONS AND X-RIYS

Figure 4.4. The class II algorithm in which discrete and continuous energy loss are

combined together. Discrete interactions create knock-on electrons (delta-rays) or

bremsstrahlung photons with energies above AE or ^4P, respectively (from Rogers and

Bielajew, 1990).
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Figure 4.5 shows effect of various approximations on calculation of electron depth dose

distribution. Simulations are for a broad beam of 30 MeV electrons, perpendicularly

incident on a semi-infinite water medium.

depth

Figure 4.5. Depth dose curves of a broad 30 MeV electron beam in semi-infinite water

-"diu*, calculated using Monte Carlo, with different approximations (from Murray,

LeeL).

In the case of CSDA (straight ahead), because no scattering and delta-ray were

modelled, all electrons reach the cutoff energy at the same depth, where their residual

energy is deposited. In CSDA with electron multiple scattering included, the dose is

deposited laterally as well, and so the depth dose is shallower. In a class II type

simulation, energy loss straggling is taken into account and the result is much closer to

the physical reality. The dotted-line on this is when straggling occurs but there is no

knock-on transport (electrons undergo random large energy losses but no secondary

electrons are created). when knock-on transport is included (straggling curve), the

build-up part of the curve is affected by the transport of delta-rays (similar to photon
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curve). A simplified logic-flow diagram for simulating electron transport, using class I

and class II Monte Carlo algorithms is shown in Figure 4.6. "DETEfuMINE' has the

same meaning as in Figure 4.3.

ELECTRON TRANSPORT

Figure 4.6. Logic flow of a Monte Carlo simulation of electron transport (Rogers and

Bielajew 1990).
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4.5. The EGS4 system

The current version of the .EGS system , EGS4, was developed by Nelson, Hirayama and

Rogers and is particularly suited to the energy and configurations in medical physics.

EGS4 has the advantage that actual physical processes are simulated as closely as

possible. This makes simulations time consuming, but runs can be sped up by

introducing variance reduction (not built-in) (Nelson et al, 1994). Also common

geometries in radiotherupy arc easily set up. The computational task of EGS4 is divided

into a preprocessor code, PEGS4, and the main EGS4 code. PEGS4, which was created

for efficiency reasons, uses theoretical and empirical formulae to compute the various

physical quantities, such as cross sections, branching ratios, scattering coefficients,

photon mean free path, electron stopping powers, etc. PEGS4 prepares these data in a

form for fast numerical evaluation by EGS4. This together with the user supplied data

and routines are used for EGS4 simulation. In fact PEGS4 is created for efficiency and

runs only once to generate data sets for each material used in the simulation. The

following input file, for example, is used to generate data for water for energies between

l0 keV and 25 MeV:

FILE NAME: waÍer-Z5.pegs4

COMP
&INP NE=2,RHO=1'.0,P2=2,I &.

WATER HzO
HO
ENER

&INP AE=O.521,U8=25.5I1,4P=0.010,UP=25.000 &
PWLF

&INP &
DECK

&INP &

The entire EGS4 code system is written in a FORTRAil-like language, called

MORTRAN3, which has been developed by Cook and Shustek at SLAC (Murray, 7991).

MORTRAN3 contains macro-facility that is very useful and it is shorter and more

readable than FORTRAÌ{. The general structure of the EGS4 system is shown in Figure

4.7. This consists of the EGS4 system code (below the dotted line) and the EGS4 user

written code. The user code calls two subroutines, HATCH and SHOWER, which are

for retrieving PEGS4 data and initiating each incident particle's history, respectively.

The user code consists of MAIN, HOWFAR and AUSGAB. MAIN is a driving program
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and initialises the media and particle parameters, cutoff energies and geometry of the

simulation. MAIN then calls the HATCH to read-in media data, and calls SHOWER

once for each incident particle to generate.E'GS history. SHOWER and its subroutines

simulate the particle and its resultant beams until they leave the region of interest or fall

below the cutoff energy. HOWAR andAUSGAB are frequently called by EGS4 system

code to get information about the geometry and to record (score) quantities of interest,

respectively.

Figure 4.7. The general structure of the EGS4 system. This consists of the EGS4 code,

the user code, and their various subroutines (from Bielajew, 1992).
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4.ó. Dependence on electron step-size and energy cutoff parameters

Step-size selection can dramatically affect both the accuÍacy and the computation time

in a simulation. EGS4, as mentioned before, is a class II model in which small

collisions are grouped together, while large collisions are treated individually. The user

can have some control and effect on simulation by selecting the simulation parameters.

Definitions of user controlled parameters of energy cutoffs, production thresholds and

ESTE1E, are summarised in Table 4.1. Energy cutoffs are used in both class I and

class II, whereas the production thresholds apply only to class II algorithms. [n this

tableAE is the threshold for delta ray production in which the collisional energy loss by

the primary electron is relatively large. .4P is the threshold for bremsstrahlung

production.

Table 4.1. Definitions of the user control parameters in EGS4 particle transport

As mentioned above, electrons and photons produced as the results of electron energy

losses above AE and,4P thresholds will be treated by EGS4 individually. Therefore the

choice of these thresholds is important. If they are set too low the simulation time will

increase unnecessarily, while if they are set too high it will lead to an inaccurate result.

For most applications in medical physics a choice oT l0 keV kinetic energy (I0 keV and

5ll keV lor AP and.4E, respectively) will produce satisfactory results. [n this table also

Parameters Symbol Meaning

+

glgenergycutoff
ECUT electron/positron energy is deposited locally

below this

photon energy cutoff PCUT photon energy is deposited locally below this

+

g I g production threshold
AE low energy threshold for discrete

electron/positron collision loss
(delta-ra

photon production threshold AP low energy threshold for discrete

electron/positron radiation loss
(bremsstrahl

energy in electron steP ESTEPE fractional energy loss per electron step
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PCUT and ECUT are photon and electron/positron cutoff energies, respectively, below

which the energy is deposited locally.

InPEGS4, data is not produced for electrons of energy less than AE and for photons of

energy less than 1P. ECUT and PCUT must therefore be greater than or equal to AE

and AP, respectively. ECUT and PCUT can be larger than AE and AP in which case,

some discrete interactions will occur where there is no secondary particle transport.

In the condensed-history technique which is used by EGS4, the electron path is divided

into a series of steps. The maximum fractional energy loss in each step is called

ESTEPE. The smaller ESTEPE is set, the more realistic the electron track will be,

however simulation time is increased. Since each electron step is a straight line, where

in reality electron paths are very tortuous, choosing a large ESTEPE will cause an

underestimation of the true electron path length per step distance. This causes the

energy loss per step to be too small (this always occurs but the situation is worse for

larger step sises). To account for this, a pathlength correction factor (PLC) has to be

applied to modify the straight-line step length to the curve's step length. This is an

element of the PRESTA (see below).

/ -sPLC--
s

(4-7)

In this equation, / is the average true pathlength for an electron step and s is the step

distance in straight line.

4.7. PRESTA

The occurrence of electron step-size artefacts, as mentioned above, are related to the

change in the path length in electron transport, or to the abuse of the multiple-scattering

theory in the vicinity of boundaries of the simulation media. Choosing the right value of

ESTEPE for different simulations is difficult. The Parameter Reduced Electron-Step

Transport Algorithm (PRES01.) has been developed by Bielajew and Rogers (1987) to

address these problems. PRESTA dynamically selects a suitable step-size which

provides accurate results as well as fast simulation. Basic features of PRESTA are as

follows:
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(i) The path length correction (PLC'), mentioned above, based on Moliere

multiple-scattering theory. If the true curved path length in a step is t, then

the straight line step length is s and the path length is reduced by (t-s)/s. PfC

increases with increasing step-size (and so increasing energy loss per step),

but decreases with electron kinetic energy.

(ii) The lateral correction algorithm ØCA) to account for the lateral displacement

which occures in each step (only important for large steps).

(iii) The boundary crossing algorithm @CA). Using a large step-size near a

boundary may mean that part of the step should be within a different

medium. In this case the transportation is not accurate, the medium is

different across the boundary. PfuESTA uses a large step-size when electron

is transported far from a boundary, but it reduces step-size near the boundary,

such that the step length does not exceed the perpendicular distance to the

boundary (Figure 4.8). When the distance to a boundary falls below a certain

pre-defined minimum, this minimum is used as the step length.

MEDIUM ( 1)

Figure 4.8. PRES?)4's boundary crossing algorithm (BCA') uses a large step-size when

transports electron far away from a boundary, and a small step size when close to the

boundary.

MEDIUM ( 2 )
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4.8. Variance reduction techniques

Variance reduction techniques are those techniques which may be used to make

calculations more efficient, that is to reduce the computation time for a given simulation

and, a statistical uncertainty. The efficiency of a calculational technique, e, is defined

by:

1
E=-Ã ,

(4-8)

where Z is the computing time (e.g., CPU seconds) and s2 is the variance of the result.

This quantity is constant for a given simulation. For example, to reduce the uncertainty,

.ç, by a factor of 2 the number of histories has to be increased by a factot of 4.

Comparing equation (4-8) for different variance reduction methods gives a quantitative

expression of the efficiency resulting from a specific technique'

There are different variance reduction techniques which can be employed for different

conditions. These techniques have been discussed extensively by Bielajew and Rogers

(1987). The new electron transport algorithm PRESTA, which was discussed in the

previous section, is an example of these kind of techniques. PRESTA, using large

electron steps only where needed, saves computing time and therefore is a variance-

reduction technique. Photon interaction forcing, russian roulette, use of pre-computed

results, use of geometry-Symmetry, and geometry-equivalence or reciprocity are

^-.^*-t^- ^f -,^-:^-^^ -^1.'^+i^- ranlrniarras lElioloiprt, onrl Pnoprs 1qR7\ Thp pffent nf

two different electron transport algorithms on the tracks is shown in Figure 4.9. In this

figure two 10 MeV photon beams forced to interact at the origin of a water medium.

Electron tracks are simulated (i) using the standard algorithm, FIXTMS, in which

ESTEPE is set to a constant fraction (270 in here) of the current electron energy, and (ii)

using the PRESTA algorithm. The simulation efficiency using PRESTA is 4.3 times

more than the standard algorithm.
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Figure 4.9. The effect of two different boundary crossing algorithms on the electron

transport. Using PRESTA (upper track) is more efficient than the standard algorithm

(lower track). The original photon beams with their straight tracks are also shown in

this figure (from MurraY, 1991).

4.9. Reciprocity technique

Central axis depth dose calculation in the case of normal incidence of a circular beam

on semi-infinite geometries, with or without semi-infinite inhomogeneities, can be

performed more efficiently using a simple variance reduction technique, called

" geometry - equívalence" 01 " reciprocíty" .

In a full simulation to determine central axis depth doses for above conditions, a

uniform photon beam across the beam boundaries enters the medium and the energy

deposition is scored in small voxels in the central axis of the beam. In this case, of

course, all interactions and trajectories of particles have to be calculated, even though

only small part of them contribute to the dose deposition in central axis voxels.
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Therefore, most of the computation time is wasted. Using the geometry-equivalence

(reciprocity) technique, shown in Figure 4.10, a modified beam-detection voxel

configuration was employed by Hoban (1991) to quantitatively evaluate the efficiency

of this tcchniquc. In Figure 4.10(a) a circular photon beam with a uniform flucncc, $,

and a radius I cm enters perpendicularly to a medium.

photon fl

0

Energy.E
deposited

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10. .bnergy deposition by a parallel photon beam oi 7 cm diameter in a

cylindrical voxel of 0.1 cm diameter (a) is the same as that of a parallel photon beam of
0.1cm diameter in a cylindrical voxel oî.I cm diameter (b) (from Hoban, 1991).

According to the reciprocity theorem, the energy deposition in the scoring voxel of

radius 0.1 cm and thickness 0.5 cmisthe same as the energy deposition in the scoring

voxel of radius I cm and thickness 0.5 cm in Figure 4.10(b) with the incident beam of

the same fluence and 0.1 cm radius. The number of photons, in the second case is

reduced by a factor of 100 (the ratio of areas). The efficiency gain can be calculated

using equation (4-8) as follow:
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'?r,

(4-e)

The efficiency gained in above example would be 100 if the variance is the same for

both cases. This is not necessarily true, because the number of particles contributed to

the energy deposition voxels is not the same for the both cases. The variance ratio of

the full simulation to that of the reciprocity technique for above example was found to

be 0.52 (Hoban 1991) and hence the efficiency gain by using reciprocity technique and

equation (4-9) is 52.

Using reciprocity technique is very efficient in central axis dose calculation of multiple

beam diameters. This can be performed for several beam diameters in a single

simulation, as it is shown in Figure 4.11. In this figure Tissue Maximum Ratios

(TMRs) have been calculated using reciprocity technique, for circular beams of 3, 5, 10,

20, 30, 40 cm diameters. The related simulation input file, together with the

introductory cornments (on the right), is shown in Figure 4.12.

0510 15 20

depth (cm)

Figure 4.11. Tissue Maximum Ratios, calculated using MC reciprocity technique in a
single simulation for circular beams of different diameters.
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6 MV Tissue Maximum Ratios
WATER
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
35.0,-2,46

0,1,20,7,7.0,0.56 1,0.050

0.5,66, 1, 1.0,0.561,0.050

0.0

2.5

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

-1,0.0,0.561,0.050

simulation title
material 1

material 2 (not used)

material 3 (not used)

material 4 (not used)
phantom thickness (cm), number of depth groaps (
indicates groups follow), number of radial scoring
regions

depth increment, number of depth regions in current
group, material index, density, ECUT, PCUT

depth increment, number of depth regions in current
group, material index, density, ECUT, PCUT
inner radius for the first radial region (cm)

inner radius for the second radial region (cm)

inner radius for other radial regions (cm)

K.E. of ir,"i¿"r,, punicle G indicates that spectrum
followed), ANGSIGMA, global ECUT and PCUT

lower energy of lst spectral bin
upper energy of 1st spectral bin, spectral weight

upper energy ol2nd spectral bin, spectral weight
3rd spectral bin
4th spectral bin
5th spectral bin
6th spectral bin
7th spectral bin
8th spectral bin
9th spectral bin
1Oth spectral bin
1 1th spectral bin
iZth spectrai bin
indicates end of spectrum

central axis depth dose curve for parallel finite radious
beams

radious of the scoring region
number of histories, charge of incident beam, monitor
routine off (normal output), CPU limit (hrs), histogram
plot off, random number seed

depth limit (cm), survival probe of Russian roulette

for a default PRESTA run (IPLC, IBCA, ILCA,
IOLDTM, BLCMIN turned on)

output options - total dose table, tables for primary
dose, scattered dose and kerma, no region masses, no
DOTPLOT, RAWDATA ans IGETSPEC

0.0
0.75,20.0
0.9,20.3

1.1,25,47.0

1.375,48.8

1.75,80.0

2.25,84.5

2.75,61.2

3.5,61.7

4.25,31.0

4.75,77.6

5.5,8.9

6.O,7.9

0.0

3

0.01
4000000, 0,0,ó000000.0, 0,123 456773

35.0,0.2

0,0,0,0,0.0

1,0,0,0,0,0,2,0

Figure 4.12. The EGS4 input file for generating TMRs shown in Figure 4.11. The
simulation was performed in water for the pre-determined 6 MV photon beam spectrum.
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4.10. Benchmarking EGS4

Electron and photon transport includes extremely complicated physicat processes and

the Monte Carlo codes are also very complex. Therefore it is essential to evaluate these

codes for different situations. The evaluation is performed by benchmarking MC

calculations against high-quality experimental data. The comparison was made by

Rogers and Bielajew (1990) for various simulations, including detector response

functions, photon and electron depth dose curves, bremsstrahlung production and dose

at an interface. From these comparisons, they have shown that ETRAN and EGS4 codes

are generally quite accurate. However, this does not mean that they can always be

trusted. For example, even if a specific benchmark proves the accuracy of the code, the

situation might change for different energy or material. This is because various

components of the transport algorithm have different importance in different energy

regions or materials. In the following section the MC calculation of depth doses is

compared with the corresponding measured depth doses for 6 and 23 MV photon beems.

4.10.f. Depth doses

Benchmarking EGS4 calculation of depth doses against experimental results was

performed for various clinical beams, along with (i) the known falloff rates for the

corresponding depth dose curves and (ii) the falloff rates for the beams to be modelled.

The effective 6 and 23 MV photon beam energy spectra, produced in a Siemens KD-2

linear accelerator, have been determined by the author using the published effective

energy spectra (Ahnesjo et al,1992). For more information see chapter 5. Figures 4.13

and 4.14 show the energy spectra for above beams. The same spectra were used for

both field sizes modelled here.

EGS4 calculation of depth doses in water was performed for above spectra and 10x10

"^' fi.ldt at.FSD=100 cm. Comparisons have been made with the corresponding depth

doses, measured with the RK ionization chamber and the Farmer electrometer. Results

of these comparisons are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 for 6 and 23 MV photon

beams, respectively. As it is seen from these figures, EGS4 calculated depth doses are
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in very good agreement with the corresponding measured depth doses. This confirms

the energy spectra and the validity of EGS4 simulations.

0.0

1 2 34
energy (MeV)

Figure 4.13. The effective 6 MV photon beam energy spectrum, produced in a Siemens

KD- 2 linear accelerator.

10 15
energy (MeV)

20

Figure 4.14. The effective 23 MV photon beam energy spectrum, produced in a

Siemens KD-2 linear accelerator.
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100

0102030
depth (cm)

Figure 4.15. A comparison of the EGS4 calculation and the RK ionization chamber

measured depth doses in water for 6 MV photon beams, 10x10 "^t fi"ld' at FSD=100

cm. EGS4 calculation was performed using the energy spectrum in Figure 3.13.

100

0102030
depth (cm)

Figure 4.16. A comparison of the EGS4 calculation and the RrK ionization chamber

mðasured depth doses in water for 23 MV photon beams, 10x10 "^' field at FSD=100

cm. EGS4 calculation was performed using the energy spectrum in Figure 3.14.
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Having confirmed the energy spectra and EGS4 simulations, they can be used as valid

references for conditions where measurements are not possible and or are not reliable.

For example, the dose distribution in a medium due to the primary and scattered

photons can be scored separately using MC techniques. Figure 4.17 shows the relative

contribution of primary and scattered photons to the total dose for different field sizes.

The calculation was performed using the reciprocity technique in a single simulation for

the 6 MY photon beam at d=14 mm in water. From this figure it can be seen that lateral

electronic equilibrium for the 6 MY photon beam is not achieved for beams smaller than

3 cm in diameter. Therefore, ionization chamber-measured depth doses for very small

fields such as those in stereotactic radiosurgery (SR,S), where lateral electronic

equilibrium does not exist- especially when beam is smaller than the detector, are not

correct. This is shown for a 0.5x0.5 cmz field size, 6 MV photon beam in Figure 4.18.

In this case the measured depth dose is much shallower than EGS4 result, because of

the large size of the ionization chamber and the fact that presence of the low density

ionization chamber increases the degree of disequilibrium and further away from the

Bragg-Gray theory.
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Figure 4.17. The relative contributions of primary and secondary photons to the total

dose for different field sizes. The calculation was performed using the EGS4
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Chapter 5

Evaluation of Dosimetry Techniques in Stereotactic

Radiosurgery

5.1. Introduction

Radiosurgery in its routine role as single fraction treatment procedure is limited to

lesions as large as a few cm ín diameter and has most benefit in treatingAYMs, due to

their late-responding characteristics and the related radiobiological principles (Brenner

et al, l99l and Hall and Brenner, 1993). Also in past few years there has been

increasing interest in fractionated-radiosurgery-that is stereotactic radiotherapy (SRZ)

for treating larger lesions and solitary malignant brain tumours or single metastases,

using advantages of fractionation in sparing late-responding normal tissues and

increasing the effectiveness of treating hypoxic tumours (Huíz et al, 1990; Dellannes et

al, !991and Halt and Brenner,1993').

In this department the LeibingerlFischer stereotaxic system is used with a Siemens

Mevatron KD-2linear accelerator with some minor modification to the linac. A 6 MV

photon beam is used for this purpose, with an output of 200 cGy/min under calibration

conditions (at d^* in water, 10x10 ,^' fi"ld. size and FSD=100 cm). The Fischer

treatment planning requires Tissue Maximum Ratios (TMRs), Off Axis Factors (OAFsl,

and Collimator Output Factors (OFs) for different stereotactic collimators. These

collimators provide SRS fields which are 8.8 to 41.0 mm i¡ diameter at the isocentre

(FAD=700 cm).

Accurate dosimetry of small field photon beams used in stereotactic radiosurgery can be

made difficult because of the presence of lateral electronic disequilibrium and steep

dose gradients. Detector response characteristics have an impact on dosimetry in these

conditions and measuring penumbra (Metcalfe et al, 1993). In the published literature

most data acquisition in radiosurgery is based on diode, film, and partly

thermoluminescent dosimetry QLD) (Arcovito et al, 1985; Rice et al, 1987; Podgorsak
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et al, 1988 and Beddar et al, 1994). However, these detectors are energy or dose rate

dependent and the latter suffers from relatively high statistical uncertainty. There is

little evidence of using TLD lor dosimetry in the region of electronic disequilibrium

(Podgorsak et al, 1988 and Kron et al, 1993). Ionization chambers on the other hand

are especially inadequate for dosimetry of stereotactic radiosurgety (SRS) fields because

of their relatively large dimensions and thus poor resolution in the penumbral region.

Additionally, the presence of the large volume of air cavity will increase the degree of

lateral electronic disequilibrium. In this case average electron fluence across the

detector will be reduced so that it can not be used for absolute dosimetry or measuring

the collimator output factors.

In measuring depth dose, when field size is smaller than sensitive volume of the

detector, the problem is worse. In this case the detector will not show dose variations

related to inverse square fall off, since a larger proportion of the detector is covered by

the field as depth increases. However, in SRS in measuring TMRs, the problem related

to the inverse square fall off does not exist and there is less deviation.

In recent years, state of the art diagnostic tools (MRl, CT, angiography, etc.), 3-D

treatment planning systems with very accurate dose calculation algorithms, and modern

radiosurgery hardware have been employed to diagnose, plan, position, and treat a

lesion to a geometric accuracy of better than I mm. Since field positions and sizes are

chosen so that the high dose region closely matches the tumour volume, any inaccuracy

in the calculated dose distribution will mean that the tumour coverage may not be

adequate. Also, dose to normal tissues may be higher than it appears on the plan. This

becomes very important when the lesion is close to a critical structure. Because of the

above-mentioned dosimetry difficulties there are potential errors in measuring the

required quantities, namely OFs, TMRs, and OAFs. The error in the OAF measurement

particularly could have a large effect on the dose to the target volume as well as healthy

tissue, because of the steep dose gradients encountered in SRS fields.

In this chapter small field dosimetry difficulties are pointed out, problems associated

with detector non tissue-equivalency and detector finite size are discussed and

quantified and their impacts on 3-D dose calculations are investigated. Also PllT Riga

diamond detectors, and Monte Carlo @GS4) techniques have been added to the above
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tools to measure and calculate treatment planning requirements in -1-D dose calculations

and results are compared to each other. The validity of the energy spectrum used in the

EGS4 simulations has been confirmed by comparing EGS4 depth doses to those

obtained with an ionization chamber, where the field size is large enough for electronic

equilibrium to be established at the central axis. The close match between ionization

chamber and EGS4 depth dose curves for above conditions indicates that the 6 MV

photon energy spectrum used as input to the Monte Carlo simulations is correct. The

EGS4 generated TMR data for small SRS fields, where electronic equilibrium does not

exist, can then be considered as valid reference.

Using EGS4 calculations, the beam characteristics under the experimental conditions

have also been quantified. The energy spectra of photons and secondary electrons at

different depths and field sizes have been calculated and their impact on the responses

of different detectors has been investigated. EGS4 simulations were performed using

cylindrical geometry. Energy cutoff parameters used were ECUT=AE=0.52I MeV,

PCUT=AP=O.0I MeV. The PRESTA algorithm was employed.

5.2. Small field dosimetry difficulties

The main problems associated with small field dosimetry are the lateral electronic

disequilibrium, steep dose gradient and the related detector convolutions. The lateral

electronic equilibrium will generally be achieved when the radiation field diameter is at

least twice that of the maximum lateral range of the primary electrons which in turn is

almost equal to the depth of the maximum ionization (d^o). In the presence of

electronic equilibrium there is an electron energy spectrum at the beam central axis

which contains electron energies from zero to a maximum equal to the maximum

photon energy. On the other hand for very small fields (narrow beams), when the lateral

electronic equilibrium does not exist, there is lack of a lower energy electrons which

otherwise could have reached the central axis from points at distances just smaller than

the maximum electron range (Wu et al, 1993). In this case the electron energy spectrum

at central axis will change in the favour of higher energy electrons and the average

energy in the spectrum will increase. In this case the detector gives an incorrect

response if it is not water equivalent and its restricted stopping power relative to water

changes with energy. This will be discussed in the following sections.
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5.2.1. Energy spectrum

Determination of the photon energy spectrum is important to quantify the energy

dependence, when a photon detector is not water-equivalent (Miller and Mclaughlin,

19821. In this case the ratio of the absorption coefficient of the detector to that of water

will change with any change in the beam energy spectrum which naturally occurs by

changing depth and field size. Also, determination of the electron energy spectrum,

produced as a result of the photon interactions with the medium, is important for

electron detectors when the restricted stopping power ratio of the detector relative to

that of water varies with energy. This becomes more significant when lateral electronic

equilibrium does not exist (as in the penumbra region) as any change in the degree of

disequilibrium changes the spectrum.

Parallel polyenergetic photon beams with the determined effective energy spectrum

were incident perpendicularly to a semi-infinite water medium. The energy spectra of

both the photon beam and the resultant electrons will change with depth in different

ways. Change in the energy spectrum with depth and the variation with field size will

be explained in detail in the following sections. The energy spectra were recorded at

central axis at different depths for circular beams of 1.25 and 4.1 cm in diameter

(projections of the 7 and 23 mm SRS collimators at the isocentre, respectively) as well

as for 0.5, 10 and20 cm díameter beams. Because the detector response depends on the

overall energy spectrum, the primary and scattered photons were scored together. The

photon and electron energy spectra were scored at the surface, d,n*, and every 5 cm up

to 35 cm depth and their energy spectra were divided to 0.2 MeV segments.

Results of the MC @GS4) calculated photon and electron mean kinetic energy and their

variations with depth and field diameter at the isocentre are shown in Figures 5.1(a) and

5.1(b), respectively. In each case a 6 MV spectrum was used, with a mean energy of

2.ll MeV. Fluence was norrnalised to unity at each depth. In these figures it is shown

that the photon and the resultant electron energy spectra for broad beams are softer than

those of the narrow beams and have less variation with depth. This is the result of a

large scatter contribution at depths beyond dr-* to the total dose in the case of broad

beam. The mean energy of narrow beams shows a larger increase with depth, as the

result of the reduced scatter contribution (harclening of the primary beam dominates).
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Also, the electron energy spectra for 0.5 and 10 cm diameter photon beams at 20 cm

deep are compared in Figure 5.2. Frcm this figure it is obvious that the electron energy

spectrum of the narrow beam is harder than that of the broad beam. This is due to the

lack of lateral electronic equilibrium as well as a smaller low energy photon contribution

(resulting in a smaller number of low energy secondary electrons). The same input

photon energy spectrum with the average energy of 2.7I MeV was used for different

field sizes. The energy spectrum was assumed to be uniform across the incident beam

and the variation caused by the flattening filter was not included.
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Figure 5.2. Normalized electron energy spectra af 20 cm deep in water, produced as the

result of 0.5 and 10 cm di,ameter photon beam interactions using the MC (EGS4-

reciprocity) technique.
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varies with any change in stopping power of the detector element relative to the

medium (water). Under the conditions of the Bragg-Gray theory the dose to a point in

water is related to the dose in the detector element at that point by the following

equation:

Dw _(s/e),
Dd (Vq)¿

(s-1)

where (Vq)* and (-S/q)¿ are the average mass collision stopping power ratios for the

medium and detector over the electron energy spectrum, respectively. In the case of an

ionization chamber Dd=Dair=(Qlm)(Wle). The above equation is approximately

valid even in the case of electronic disequilibrium, if the cavity is small enough such

that the change in the electron fluence is minimal and the correct electron energy

spectrum is used in determining the average collision stopping powers. Q is the

ionization produced in the air in coulombs, m is the air cavity mass in kg and w/e is the

average energy required per unit charge of ionization. In this case Do¡, is injoules/kg or

grays (Gy).

According to the adaptation of the IAEA International Code of Practice QAEA

Technical Reports Series No 277,1987) the dose to water D* at the effective point of

measurement P"¡ is determined as follows:

D * (P"þ = M, N ol(S I p) *,r,,)u, u r"",., (s-2\

where Mu is the meter reading corrected for deviation from standard conditions of

temperature, pressure, humidity, ionic recombination and polarity effect. N¿ is the

absorbed dose to air factor (per meter reading-traceable to a National Primary Standard

Laboratory). [(-t/n)*,.,rJu 
tt ,n" ratio of average mass stopping powers in water and

air, and pupcet. is the product of the perturbation correction factor and the correction

for the central electrode.

Using the above relationship, the ratio of absorbed doses for two different field sizes at

d**in the medium can be determined from the ion chamber readings at the same point

and under the same conditions by the following formula:
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(s-3)

where Dr(n) and Dr(c) are doses at dnar( for a narrow beam and the calibration (broad)

beam, respectively. The dose of the narrow beam, D*(n), is slightly overestimated by

an ionization chamber because, as was shown in Figure 3.74, the 
[(-S/q)*,^,r]n

averaged over the electron energy spectrum of a narrow beam is slightly less than the

[(Vn)*,",.]" 
ut".ur"d over the spectrum of the calibration beam'

Using the Monte Carlo calculated mean electron energy spectrum for our 6 MV photon

beam (see section 5.2.7), the ratio of the stopping powers waterlair of the narrow beam

(0.5 cm diameter) to that of the calibration beam was found to be 99.63 7o at 8 cm deep.

This is almost the same as the spectrum presented by Wu et al (1993). These authors

usingthepublishedphotonenergyspectra for6,10, and 15Mll beamsbyMohanetal

(1985), have shown that the mean stopping power ratios waterlaft for a narrow beam at

depth 8 cm in water would decrease to 99.7,99.1, and 99.0 7o of the corresponding

values of a broad beam for these energies, respectively. The error is larger for higher

energies because of the increased degree of lateral electronic disequilibrium. The error

in ionization chamber reading of the dose at 8 cm deep is about 1 7o for 15 MV x-rays'

Also, referring to Figure 5.1(b) and also Figure 3.14, this error will be more significant

in depth because of the decrease in stopping power ratio wateriair with increasing depih.

This decrease in stopping power ratio has two reasons. Firstly, because of beam

hardening with depth and secondly, because of multiple scattering of low energy

photons and the fact that these low energy beams predominantly scattered out of the

central axis of small fields (Andreo and Brahme, 198ó)'

In cases of other detectors the absorbed dose in the medium (water) is calculated from

equation (5-1). Similarly, the equation is approximately valid in the case of electronic

disequilibrium, if electron fluence is not perturbed too much by the detector and the

correct electron energy spectrum is used in determining the average collision stopping

powers in equation (5-1). The ratio of absorbed dose in water for two different field

D*(n)
Dr(c)
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sizes and under the same conditions is calculated from the detector responses at those

conditions by the following formula:

[{s rq),,¿D*(n) _ D¿(n) --- D*(c) D¿ (c)
(s-4)

(S lp)*,¿

Therefore, using this formulaandrefer to Figure 3.l4it is concluded that the dose in the

case of narrow beam, D*(n), is also slightly overestimated by the diode detector and

needs to be correcred by [tt]nlr,r]n,¿ using the correct energy spectrum. The diode

overestimation is similar to that of the ionization chamber, due to the similar gradients

in stopping power ratios of silicon and air to that of water. This is in addition to the

diode detector dose rate dependence and diode density effect especially in the

penumbral region which both will be discussed in the next section. On the other hand,

again referring to Figure 3.14, it is seen that the collision stopping power ratio

water/carbon is constant with E Therefore the diamond detector response is

independent of energy for a wide range of energy and does not need any correction in

this respect. This is referred to the diamond detector tissue equivalence which is

discussed more in the following sections. However, the diamond detector dose rate

dependence still exists and has to be corrected using method discussed in chapter 3.

5.3. Small flreld dosimetry parameters and techniques

As it was mentioned above, the lateral electronic disequilibrium and steep dose

gradients are characteristics of small SRS fields. Obviously ionization chambers,

because of their large sensitive volumes compared to the very small beam diameters

used in radiosurgery, are not suitable. Film dosimetry could be the preferred technique

in dosimetry of these fields, but there exists film energy dependence and also variations

in the film coating and film processing conditions which make it more difficult and

sometimes unreliable.

Using radiochromic films in SRS can overcome some of the problems associated with

conventional radiographic films. Better tissue equivalence, higher spatial resolution,
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and non sensitivity to room light are the biggest advantages of radiochromic films

(Mclaughlin et al 7994). The main disadvantage of these films is nonlinearity of the

response for doses in clinical range (Ramani et al and Mclaughlin et al, 1994). To

achieve acceptablc precision (127o, I o ), much higher doses are necessary (more than

100 Gy for conventional GafChromicrM DM-1260 film and over 25 Gy for

GafChromicrM DM-55), which in some cases is not desirable.

Silicon diodes, because of their small size of the sensitive volume (60 pm thickness and

2.5 mm width), are the common choice in dosimetry of SRS beams (Rikner, 1983; Rice

et al, 1987; Haworth and Peny 1993; Beddar et al, 1994). However diode detector

energy, dose rate, and directional dependence of response are negative factors in this

sort of application (Dawson et al, 1984; Beddar et al, 1994 and Wells et al, 7994). Also

considered were two PTW Riga diamond detectors. Because of the near tissue

equivalence of carbon, these could act as a suitable detector, although the dose rate

dependence of diamond detectors (Fowler, 1966 and Hoban et al, 1994) could affect the

result, if not corrected. In addition to the above methods, Monte Carlo @CSI)

techniques have been used to simulate SRS fields in calculating the dosimetry

parameters. To examine the validity of the 6 MV photon energy spectrum used as input

to Monte Carlo simulations and the EGS4-generated data and also to assess detectors

performances in small field dosimetry in general, small field depth dose curves have

been measured and calculated with these techniques and results compared. Detail of

this cnmnarison is discussed in the nex-t section.

5.3.1. Depth doses

Depth dose curves have been measured in water using a Scanditronix RFA-7 beam data

acquisition system and a Farmer 2570 electrometer with (i) a Scanditronix RK 83-05

ionization chamber, (ä) a PTW Riga diamond detector, and (iii) a Scanditronix p-type

photon (shielded) silicon diode. Measurements were performed for 6 MV x-rays,

FSD=100 cm and 10x10, 3x3 and 0.5x0.5 "*t fi"ldt The diode and diamond

measurements were performed with detector stems parallel to fhe beam central axis; the

ionization chamber was in its normal position with the stem perpendicular to the central
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axis. Also, EGS4 depth doses for these fields have been calculated using the 6 MV

photon energy spectrum obtained by comparison of an RK ionization chamber-measured

depth dose for a 10x10 "*t f.i"ld with the depth doses of the beams for which spectra

have been calculated (Ahnesjo et al,1992). Figure 5.3 shows comparisons of the results

for above mentioned field sizes using above techniques. Depth dose for a l0xl0 cmz

field is shown in Figure 5.3a. As it can be seen from this figure there exists some over

response with depth for the diamond detector, compared to the ionization chamber,

which is referred to as the dose rate dependence of diamond detectors. In fact, this is an

under-response of the diamond detector as dose rate increases, because of the reduction

in recombination time with increasing dose rate (Hoban et al, 1994). Similarly, there is

some under response with depth in the diode depth dose which is the result of diode

supralinearity of response to higher dose rate in shallow depths (Rikner, 1983). The

diamond and diode depth doses show the same magnitude of deviation from the Rr(

ionization chamber depth dose, measured with the Farmer electrometer. This is in

contrast with the fact that diode dose rate dependence has been shown to be twice as

much as diamond (Hoban et al, 1994). The reason for this difference is that the diode

under response with depth is partly compensated by the increased response due to

scattered photons. Also, it can be seen from this figure that EGS4 depth dose is in very

good agreement with ionization chamber.

In Figure 5.3(b) is the same comparison for 3x3 ,^'field using different techniques.

The lateral electronic equilibrium still exists at this field size and thus the ionization

chamber still gives a reliable result. It is especially important to notice that the Monte

Carlo technique shows the same relative response as Figure 5.3(a) and agrees very well

with ionization chamber. The achieved agreement between the Monte Carlo technique

and ionization chamber will confirm the validity of the photon energy spectrum and

EGS4 simulation. This means that the Monte Carlo generated depth doses for small

SRS fields, where lateral electronic equilibrium does not exist, can be used as reliable

reference for dosimetry purposes. Figure 5.3(c) compares depth doses for a 0.5x0.5

,^' fîeld and shows how unreliable the response of a big detector like an ionization

chamber can be in measuring small fields. The main reason for this large ionization

chamber deviation is that the beam does not cover the whole sensitive volume of the
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detector and a larger proportion of the chamber is irradiated at deeper points: the inverse

square law will thus lose its effectiveness. It is important to notice that the relative

position of the Monte Carlo depth dose compared to those of diamond and diode

detectors is the same as for larger fields (where it agrees with ionization chamber) in

Figures 5.3.(a) and 5.3.(b).

5.3.2. Tissue maximum ratios

Tissue maximum ratios for SR,S collimators were measured in a water tank with

diamond and diode detectors. Detectors were orientated parallel to the beam central

axis and their sensitive point of measurement positioned at the isocentre, while the

water level above detector was pumping out from 200 mm to 0 (FSD varied from 80 to

100 cm, respectively). The detector responses to the radiation have been recorded every

I mm by means of the RFA-7's TMR accessory (floating level detector). TMR

measurements were also performed with X-Omat V Kodak film in RM1 solid water

slabs, while films were positioned at different depths at the isocentre with enough
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backscatter material. The film exposure level was chosen in the linear range of the film

characterisfic curve and films were developed in an autoprocessor system (Protec M45).

Film results have been analysed using a PTW film image processing system (FIPS) and

Scanditronix RFA-3 film scanners. Also, EGS4 calculation of TMRs for SRS

collimators was performed in a single simulation using the reciprocity technique.

Results are presented in Figure 5.41or 7 and 23 mm collimators. As can be seen from

this figure, TMRs measured with diamond and diode detectors reflect their dose rate

dependence. Also, from this figure it is seen that film had a different response

compared to other techniques. This could be due to the film energy dependence and

also variations in the film coating and processing conditions.

5.3.3. Off axis factors

Off axis factors for SRS collimators have been measured at the isocentre at 6 cm deep in

water with diamond and diode detectors and in the solid water with the film. Also,

these profiles have been calculated using Monte Carlo (EGS4) simulations.

Diode measurements were performed with the detector stem parallel to the radiation

beam. The shield at the base of the sensitive element would cause a skewed profile if

the detector were used in the perpendicular orientation. Similar effect has been reported

by Rikner (1983) as a practical problem associated with diode orientation when it is

energy compensated (shielded). The diode profile measurement is affected by different

trt r' ' -r - rl- ^^ ^ f^ ^¿^-- t-¿ ^^¡^^^-i^^ -l^^^-l:-^ ^- tL^i- ^11¡n¡ nn thotactors. wg olvtog lflcsg laL:tulS llltu twu uatçËurrçù LlvPçrr\¡rrrë, urr Lrrçrr urruur v¡r u¡rv

penumbra width: those factors which make the measured penumbra broaden and those

which cause the measured penumbra to narrow.

Those factors contributing to the penumbral broadening are (i) the finite size of the

detector, (ii) ttre detector directional dependence and (iii) the change in electron energy

spectnrm which occurs for small SRS fields (narrow beams). The penumbra broadening

due to the finite size of the sensitive volume of detector (Dawson et al, 1984 and Beddar

et al, 1994) at this orientation (2.5 mm wide) is the most important factor. In this case

the penumbra broadens because the detector will average dose across its sensitive

volume. The variation in detector directional response is another contributing factor

(Wells et al, 1994). In profile measurements because the angular distribution of
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scattered electrons varies across the beam, the directional response of the detector

needs to be considered. The diode directional dependence has been reported to be 87o

and 67o for angular orientations up to 90 and maximum l27o and, 7Vo for 105'

orientation for 6 and 15 MeV electron beams, respectively (Heydarian et al, 1993). The

directional dependence of the diode for 18 MeV electrons has been reported to be about

57o f.or angular orientations up to 90" (Cygler et al, lg87). As a result of the diode

directional dependence the detector response will drop too much toward the edge of the

field, where angular distribution of electrons increases. The third factor which will

contribute to the penumbra broadening comes from diode non-tissue equivalence and

the fact that the electron energy spectrum will change for narrow beams (see section

5.2'). In this case the average mass collision stopping power ratios for diode and the

medium (water) varies across the profile with a larger response at the central axis. This

will lead to the profile broadening for small SRS fields when it is measured with diode

or ionization chamber.

Those factors which make the penumbra narrower are the dose rate dependence of

diode detector and change in the electron transport in diode and the surrounding

envelope. The diode detector dose rate dependence will cause an under response to

lower dose rates. This, which is referred to the diode supralinearity of response, will

force the profile to drop too much and as the result the penumbra width will decrease.

Also, the silicon substrate is of a higher atomic number and density than water, the

electron range in them is less than in water and so the lateral electron transport in

penumbra region is reduced. This will lead to the sharpening the measured beam

profile in a symmetrical fashion (Beddar et al, 1994).

The higher density of the silicon results in the detector acting more like a photon

detector, since a larger proportion of the signal will be due to photons interacting in the

silicon than is the case for a water-equivalent detector. Since the photon fluence profile

is sharper than the dose profile, this will cause a narrowing of the measured penumbra

compared to if the detector were water-equivalent. Other factors may oveffide this

effect however. The overall effect in measuring OAFs with diode at parallel orientation

depends on the SRS field size and the penumbra definition. This will be discussed in

details later in this chapter.
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Profile measurement with a diamond detector was performed when the detector stem

was perpendicular to the central axis of the beam. The diamond detector at this

orientation gives a sharper penumbra due to the small thickness (0.25 mrn) of the

diamond chip. Diamond (carbon) is more tissue equivalent than silicon diode and so

there is little change in electron transport. Meanwhile, the change of electron energy

spectmm for the narrow beam will not affect the profile measurements with a diamond

detector (see section 5.2). Also, the diamond detector has less directional dependence

than a diode and so there is less penumbra broadening due to this phenomenon. The

diamond detector directional dependence has been reported to be 67o and 37o for

angular orientations up to 90" and maximum 87o and,47o f.or 105 orientation for 6 and

15 MeV electron beams, respectively (Heydarian et al, 1993'). FiIm OAF measurements

were performed at the isocentre at 6 cm deep with X-Omat V Kodak films in the solid

water slabs. The film exposure level was chosen in the linear range of the film

characteristic curve and films were developed in the autoprocessor system. The results

were extracted using the RFA-3 and FIPS film scanners.

Monte Carlo @GS4) calculation of profiles was performed using a finite source size,

determined to be 1.8 mmby a pinhole camera method (Loewenthal et al, t992). Figure

5.5 shows the comparison of the Monte Carlo and measured profiles for 7 and 23 mm

SRS collimators. As is seen from this figure, EGS4 and all measured profiles have

almost the same width in terms of FWHM but different penumbra widths. Diode

profiles have larger penumbra than those achieved with diamond and EGS4, due to the

larger width of the sensitive volume. This is consistent for different SRS collimators, as

is shown for 7 and 23 mm collimators in this figure. The profile parameters including

FWHM,80%o-207o and907o-107o penumbra widths are summarised in Table 5.1.

5.3.4. Collimator ouþut factors

Collimator output factor, or as sometimes referred to, total scatter correction factor, is

the dose per monitor unit for that collimator (Hott et al, 1970). OFs for different SR,S

collimators were measured at d,-, at the isocentre in water tank with diode and diamond

detectors. OFs were determined by finding the ratio of the measured data R(r) lor

field
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Figure 5.5. Off axis factors at the isocentre at 6 cm deep, measured with diamond,

diode and film and calculated using the MC (øGS4¡, for (a) 7 mm and (b) 23 mm SRS

collimators.
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Table 5.1. OAF parameters for SRS fields, measured and calculated at the isocentre
(FAD=100 cm) at 6 cm depth.

Collimator 7 mm collimator 23 mm collimator

Detector
FWHM

(mm\

Penumbra
width(mm\
(80-207o)

Penumbra
width (mml
(90-lÙVo)

FWHM
(mm)

Penumbra
width (mm)

(80-207o)

Penumbra
width (mm)

(90-107o)

Diamond 12.5 1.85 4.t0 41.3 2.7 6.23

Diode t2.3 2.45 4.27 40.9 3.5 5.86

Film 11.8 2.7 4.s5 41.0 4.2 7.37

EGS4 12.35 2.01 2.84 41.0 2.23 s.15

sizes r to that of the calibration condition R(c) (l0xI0 crnz field at 100 cmFSD):

OF(r)= R(r) / R(c)

The collimator output factor, OF, can be separated to the collimator scatter factor, CF,

and the phantom scatter factor, PF, by the following formula (Khan et al, 1980;

Arcovito et al, 1985 and Haider and El-Khatlb,1994):

OF(r)=CF(r)xPF(r)

(s-6)

(s-7ìi

CF(r) is the ratio of reading of the collimated beam to that of calibration condition,

when measurement is performed in air with enough build up material to provide

electronic equilibrium. CF represents the relative photon fluence output at each field

size. PF(r) is the phantom scatter contribution at d,,* and represents the variation in

scattered photon fluence with field size. The separation is important when blocked

fields are used, since then the photon fluence depends on the beam jaw setting and

photon scatter depends on the field size at the patient. We separated the OF here to use

MC-generated PF values in the calculation of OFs for irregular field dosimetry (see also

chapter 7).

CFs for different SRS collimators were measured using 1.7 gr ,^-' thi"kbrass build up

cap with the RK ionization chamber, diamond and diode detectors at FSD=158 cm.

This thickness of brass was enough to provide electronic equilibrium. The extended

FSD was chosen so that the smallest SR,S field could cover the whole build up cap.



Resulting CFs have been normalised to unity for the largest SRS collimator for relative

comparison. As is seen from Figure 5.6, there is very good agreement between

diamond and ionization chamber measurements.

t54
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Figure 5.6. Collimator scatter factors (CFs) for different SRS collimators, measured

with the kK ionízation chamber, diamond and diode detectors using 1.7 gr crn-2 thick

brass build up cap at FSD=158 cm. Results are norrnalised to unity for the largest

collimator.

The measured and calculated collimator output factors (OFs) are shown in Figure 5.7.

The measured output factors are diode results in a water tank and calculated OFs are the

result of Monte Carlo PFs multiplied by the corresponding measured diamond CFs.

Again the result is normalised to unity for the largest collimator. Absolute values of

CFs and Or's were established from their relative values and the corresponding

measured values for the largest collimator at the isocentre, relative to the calibration

conditions. The maximum deviation between measured and Monte Carlo generated

OFs is about ZVo. This deviation is reflected from the diode measured OFs (see the

corresponding results in Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.7. Measured and calculated coltimator output factors (OFs) for different,SRS

collimators, normalised to unity for the largest collimator.

5.4. Discussion

The findings of this study indicate that in the absence of lateral electronic equilibrium

the detector response could cause errors in dose calculations. This will arise as the

result of detector tissue non-equivalence, and will be worse as detector size increases.

It was shown that, although the diode detector held perpendicular to the central axis has

small thickness, it would under-estimate the penumbra width because of the reduced

electron range in the diode and the housing. As a result, the actual volume within the

907o isodose would be over-estimated, if the diode in this orientation is used to measure

OAFs. Additionatly, skewness will appear when measuring profiles with a (photon)

diode in this orientation. Here, the diode detector was held parallel to the central axis

and did not show these problems. Moreover, the reduced penumbra width almost was

cancelled out by the penumbra broadening due to the larger size of the diode in this

orientation. Because of their large sensitive volumes, ionization chambers have the

opposite effect and will under-estimate the actual treatment volume.
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It was shown that Monte Carlo techniques can be used as reliable references for

dosimetry of the SR^S beams, especially where lateral electronic equilibrium does not

exist. Diamond detectors have been shown by this group to have less directional and

dose rate dependence than diodes (Heydarian et al,1993 and Hoban et al,1994). Using

experimental results and the MC calculations of the energy spectra of the photon and

resultant electrons, it was shown that diamond detectors, if corrected for dose rate

dependence, produce better results than more commonly used diode and film dosimetry

techniques.



Chapter ó

Advances in Stereot actic Radio surgery/Radiotherapy

Treatment Techniques

ó.1. Review of the existing techniques

Stereotactic radiosurgery (^SRS) is a precise technique for treating intracranial lesions.

The most pronounced characteristics of this technique are geometric acßuracy and steep

dose gradient outside the target volume. For a spherical target volume the use of

circular tertiary collimators is appropriate to conform the radiation dose to the shape of

the target. However, target volumes encountered in radioswgery often are not spherical

and hence a significant volume of normal tissue will be included in the treatment

volume, if the target is receiving a uniform dose. This is not radiobiologically

acceptable, especiaily when the target volume is large or a critical structure is nearby.

Several treatment techniques, together with the appropriate software, have recently been

developed to give more conformality of the dose to the shape of non spherical targets.

This includes beam shaping techniques using circular collimators with customised

gantry and couch rotations, using more than one collimator size for the target as well as

using multileaf collimators and non coplanar irregular shaped fields, which conform the

beam profile to the target cross-section in the "beam's eye view". Sophisticated

conformal treatment planning and delivery systems, such as Peqcock (Carol, 1996) and

Cybertcnife (Adler and Cox, 1996), have been introduced which significantly improve

the conformality potential to the targets with very odd-shapes. Also, radiobiology of

SR^S, as a single fraction treatment technique, and dose response of benign lesions as

well as malignancies are discussed. The rationale for stereotactic radiotherapy (SRfl, as

a fractionation technique, in treating lesions such as malignancies is discussed.
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ó.2. Dynamic stereotactic radiosurgery

The dynamic stereotactic radiosurgery (D.SRS) technique was developed in 1986 at

McGill University (Pike et al,1987; Podgorsak et al, 1988 and Podgorsak, 1996). The

characteristic of DSRS techniques is synchronised rotations of the linear accelerator

gantry and treatment couch. As a result, there is a continuous beam path which enters

the skull and converges at the target volume, as opposed to discrete arcs as in normal

SRS. Figure 6.1shows beam entry patterns on a patient's skull for various radiosurgical

techniques, including multiple non coplanar arcs and DSRS. The beam entry trace on the

skull in DSRS is a peculiar trace as is shown in this figure. A remote controlled

motorised couch-rotation capability with a variable speed control and an angular position

readout on the machine console are required for DSRS. The beam energy in the McGill

DSRS system is 10 MV and the secondary collimators (aws) are set to 4 x 4 cmz. The

SRS (tertiary) collimators have cylindrical apertures with circular field diameters ranging

from 0.5 cm to 3 cm (in0.5 cm steps) at the isocentre (Podgorsak et al, 1988).
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Figure 6.1. Beam entry patterns on a patient's skull for various radiosurgical techniques
(From Schell et al, 1995).

In dynamic rotation all beam entry points are in the upper hemisphere of the skull. The

gantry and couch angular ranges are 300o and 150o, from 30o to 330' and 75o to -75"

respectively, as is shown in Figure 6.2. As a result, there is no parallel-opposed beam to

degrade the optimal steepness of the dose gradient outside the target volume. To
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compare the dose profiles for different techniques, the dose distribution through a target

volume and surrounding area were measured by the McGill group in a humanoid head

phantom using TLD teclniques. A 0.5 cm radius spheric target, which was assumed to

be at the centre of the phantom, was irradiated with a l0 MV, I cm diameter circular

field. Figure 6.3 shows the worst and best dose profiles obtained in a single plane and

dynamic rotations. The worst and best cases are where the directions of profiles contain

the entering beam and perpendicular to it, respectively. Dose profiles at any other

direction through the centre of the target volume lie between the two extremes for the

corresponding technique. This is shown for the dynamic rotation as the shaded area in

this figure.

180'

Plane of gantry rotation

- 90' 90'
ór ó¡

\
Plane of couch rotation

0i 01
0

Figure 6.2. The gantry and couch motions for the single plane and dynamic rotation
techniques. For the single plane technique the couch is stationary (S=g¡ and the gantry

rotates 3ó0o. For the dynamic radiosurgery the gantry and couch angular ranges are

300o and 150o, from 30o to 330o and 75o to -75o, respectively (From Podgorsak et al,

1988).

In Figure 6.4 the single plane rotation and the dynamic rotation dose profiles are

compared f.or l, 2, and 3 cm field diameters. The solid curves represent ?ZD

measurements for the dynamic rotation in the head phantom in the direction of the in
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coming beam. The dashed curves are calculated profiles in the rotation plane for the

single plane rotation. As it is seen from this figure, the dose profiles in the single plane

are much shallower than the dynamic rotation, because it is in the plane of rotation.

However, the dose profile in a plane normal to the rotation plane is much sharper (see

Figure 6.3). Consequently, the dose distribution outside the target volume is much

more isotropic in the dynamic technique than in a single plane technique, as is expected,

and is comparable with that of multiple noncoplanar arc technique.
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Figure 6.3. Measured dose profiles in several directions in a humanoid head phantom

for single plane and dynamic rotations (From Podgorsak et al, 1988).

6.3. Conformal SRS

SRS is conventionally performed using circular collimators because of the high

precision and stability of the collimation system as well as sharper penumbra. Use of

circular collimators gives good conformation to the spherical targets. However, taryet

volumes often are not spherical and treatment using circular collimators will frequently

include normal tissue in the treatment volume. Because of the large single doses which

are normally delivered to the macroscopic target volume, the potential radiation toxicity

to the adjacent normal tissues and critical structures is high.
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Figure 6.4. The single plane rotation and dynamic rotation dose profiles for l, 2, and 3

cm field diameters. The solid curves represent TLD measurements in a head phantom

in the direction of the incoming beam for the dynamic technique, while the dashed

curves are the calculated profiles in the rotation plane of the singte plane rotation (From

Podgorsak et al, 1988).

The use of field shaping techniques is required to conform the beam to the target and

reduce radiation toxicity. Using multiple isocentres in linear accelerator or Gamma-

Knife units can be very effective in conforming the high dose to the target volume,

especially for small non-spherical volumes. This will have some field shaping

advantages and allows treatment of these lesions. The disadvantages of multiple

isocentre techniques, however, are the wider penumbra of the combined field and

nonuniformity of the dose distribution. Multiple isocentre treatment normally results in

the generation of hot spots in the target volume. This is not considered to be a major

problem when they occur within targets which do not contain functional brain (e.g.,

brain metastases and gtioblastoma), whereas hot spots located in a tatget which contains
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functioning brain tissue (e.g., low grade astrocytoma) are to be avoided. Moreover, due

to the higher integral dose and the existing hot and cold spots, multiple isocentric

treatment techniques cause more complications (Nedzi et al, 1993 and Ramani et al,

1995). This necessitates using better field shaping techniques for selected radiosurgical

lesions with a maximum dimension greater than 3 cm (Kooy et al, 1996).

Conformal stereotactic radiosurgery (C,SRS) refers to the techniques which conform the

beam profile to the target cross-section in the "bearn's eye view". C.SRS would improve

the dose delivery in approximately 40-707o of the SR,S caseload (Schell et at, 1995).

Using CSRS techniques it is possible to treat more extreme cases, such as large

nonspherical targets in the vicinity of critical structures. Apart from a reduced integral

dose, using C^SRS techniques results in a reduction in the number of isocentres. In this

way nonuniformity of dose distribution to the target volume is improved and also a

lower dose outside the target is achieved. CSR,S will permit an additional25To reduction

of normal tissue volume between the 807o-50%o dose levels (Schell et al, 1995) and

reduce treatment complications. The treatment time and also time required for patient

set up (which is necessary for each isocentre) and for treatment planning, including

determination of location of isocentres, field size and optimum arc geometry are

reduced considerably using C^SR^S.

Several conformal therapy techniques have been proposed and considered, including: (i)

single eltiptical apertures; (ii) static field conformal SRS; (iii) set of two parallel

independent jaws; (iv) set of rectangular independent jaws; and (v) set of four

independent rotable jaws. Using single elliptical apertures is suggested when it is

necessary to encompass the maximum projection of the target volume throughout

treatment. However, in many cases the projected cross-section of lesion changes even

during a single arc, and therefore dynamic field shaping is necessary to have a good

conformality.

Static irregular shaped field conformal SRS techniques has been shown to give a better

dose uniformity across the target, especially if a large number of fields are used (Rhein

et al, 1995 and Bourland and McCotlough, 1993). The former group (from Heidelberg)

uses 14 non coplanar irregular shaped fields, distributed in 5 separate planes (equivalent

to the couch positions -15o, -52",90",52", and 15"). Irregular shaped fields are
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collimated with a micromultileaf collimator (MMLC). The high resolution of the leaves

(1.5 mm width at the isocentre) makes it possible to form a curved beam outline and

define arbitrary irregular fields of just a few mm in diameter. By comparison with the

multiple isocentric technique, this group has shown that the maximum dose could be

reduced from 7607o (median) to 1007o using this technique, in all 46 patients treated by

them. Also, the dose concentration and the dose gradient outside the target volume is

comparable to the 9 convergent non coplanar arcs.

In the four independent rotable jaws (four vane collimator system), each jaw has an

independent computer controlled translational motion (in-out) and circular rotation

(around the target to isocentre axis). In this way part of the standard circular field,

projected by the cylindrical collimator, is blocked by these jaws to trim and shape the

beam more closely to the target (Leavill et aI,I99I). Figure 6.5 shows the longitudinal

and transverse cross sections of the collimating system in the four independent rotable

jaw system. Although this technique is suitable for many irregular shape tumours, it is

unable to match the concave cross sections of some targets such as peanut shapes. In

this case multi-vane collimators with a narrow vane projection (1.5-2 mm) will improve

the conformality.

A recently-developed 3-D conformal treatment planning and delivery system

(PEACOCK), uses beam intensity modulation with gantry rotation, through a dynamic

ML collimator (Carol et al, 1996 and Mohan, 1996). This technique may allow

radiosurgery to be applied to a wider range of targets in a greater number of locations

than currently possible. Also, in a proposed method called TOMOTHERAPY, a linear

accelerator configured similarly to a CT scanner is used, where the waveguide/target are

mounted on a ring perpendicular to the patient axis (Mackie et al, 1993). The dose

distribution would be conformed to the target using temporally-modulated collimators as

the beam spirals along the axis of the patient. Before treatment delivery the machine

would obtain a 3-D CT image (using a diagnostic x-ray tube) and determine the required

beam intensity profile at each gaîtry angle via an optimisation technique (Holmes and

Mackie, 1994).
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Figure 6.5. Longitudinal and transverse cross sections of the collimating system in the

four independent rotable jaw system (from Schelt et al, 1995).

6.4. Cyb erknife z lmage- guided,SRS

In a novel treatment machine (Neurotron 1000') a mini-linac is mounted on a robotic

arm and specially designed for frameless image-based radiosurgery (Cox et al, 1995 and

Haneman et al, 1995). The machine provides 6 MV photon beams and an access to 3¡r

steradians about the head. The prototype system of this (see Figure 6.6) was installed at

Stanford University Medical Centre in 1993. This system will be replaced by an

improved model called Cyberknífe.

One advantage of Cyberknife is that it does not require skeletal fixation. Instead, a real-

time imaging system is used to direct the beam to any part of the target. The imaging

system is shown in Figure 6.6(b) and includes two pairs of real-time diagnostic x-ra!

sources and digitat x-ra! cameras which are fixed at known positions in the treatment

room. Assuming that the target position is fixed relative to the skull, the imaging

system provides a stationary frame of reference for locating the skull and has a known

relationship to the robot. Image correlation is used to determine the skull location with
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respect to the Cl coordinate system that is utilized in treatment planning. A specialised

treatment planning system has been developed to take advantage of the Cyberknife

radiation delivery. The target position is determined using the skull location in the

camera coordinate system. In this system any movement of the patient can be detected

by the imaging system and the target new coordinates are continuously recalculated and

updated by looking at the treatment planned CT scan and sent to the robot.

t- Dlagnostlc
x-ray aourco

lsocenter of
imaglng system

Dlgltal
x-ray camefa

(a)
(b)

Figure 6.6. (a) A photograph of the "Neurotron 1000" system. The LINAC, robot,
diagnostic x-ray cameras and the end of the couch are seen in this figure. (b) A
schematic diagram of the imaging system (from Adler and Cox, 1996).

The Cyberlotle uses a lightweight 6 MV linear accelerator which weighs just 135 ,tg

(less than one-tenth of a conventional linear accelerator). The performance of the mini-

linac is similar to conventional linear accelerators, despite its much lighter weight. A

set of circular collimators are used to provide field diameters of 5 to 60 mm at 80 cm

from the source. The dose rate of the system at this distance is 300 cGy/min. Also, the

treatment time for a standard radiosurgical arcs takes less than 8 min. The system dose

delivery precision is +l%ó (Adler and Cox, 1996).

The beam isocentre may travel within the treatment lesion and the SAD vary to change

the field size. In this case some conformality is achieved by manipulating the beam,
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rather than using complex collimation. The robot can rapidly direct the beam from

some arbitrary points aboui ihe head to arbitrary points within the target, in delivering

the prescribed dose. The pointing accuracy of the robot is better than 0.6 mm and the

precision of localization is comparable to what can be achievcd with stereotactic frame.

Characteristic abilities of the system can be summarised as (Adler, 1995):

(i) targeting precision comparable to SRS fixation frames.

(ii) fractionated radiosurgery of larger tumours.

(iii) improved dosimetry for complex irregular shaped tumours.

(iv) radiosurgery of extracranial lesions including the spine.

6.5. Miniatvre x-ray radiosurgery

A miniature )c-ra! device has recently been developed, where 40 kV x-rays are produced

at the tip of a 3 mm diameter, l0 cm long cylindrical probe. X-rays are generated by

electrons accelerated along the probe, using a9 V battery located in the control console.

The output dose in this device is monitored using an internal scintillation detector

whose output is proportional to the x-ray output, regardless of whether the probe is in

air or any other medium. The output of the system has been shown to be stable within

27o at various current settings and within 27o of. the response of a thin window parallel

plate ionization chamber (Biggs et al, 1995). Dose rate varies almost inversely with the

cube of the distance from the tip. The dose rate in water at I cm from the tip, f.or a 20

¡r.á current at 40 kV, was found tobe 1.67 cGy/min. Also the equivalent energy of the

beam in air and at L cm depth in water was found to be 10 keY and 20 keY, respectively.

The background exposure of the system is minimal and therefore no special shielding is

required (Cosgrove et al, 1995). The system behaves essentially as a point isotropic

source, therefore it is suitable when only the minimum dose in the tumour is of

consideration, as the dose at the probe tip will be many times higher than that at the

tumour margin.

6.6. Body stereotactic radiosurgery

,SRS techniques have been developed for treating intracranial lesions, because of the

required high geometric accuracy. Also, the skull is a relatively easy part of the body to
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immobilise and to attach a localizing frame. However, in past few years the extension

of SRS techniques to other parts of the human body, including the spinal region has

been investigated. Introducing advanced radiation delivery techniques such as

Cyberløife (see section 6.4) and special stereotactic frames have played important roles

in this innovation.

Hamilton et al (1995a) have developed a prototype device for linac-based SRS for

spinal and paraspinal tumours. Eight patients with vertebral metastatic disease in

different regions were already treated with spinal stereotactic radiosurgery. All patients

in this trial had undergone standard surgical evaluation, where appropriate and had

received standard regimes of external fractionated radiotherapy up to or close to the

spinal cord tolerance. The tumours were treated generally with one isocentre and a

median single fraction dose of l0 Gy. No unacceptable morbidity or radiosurgery-

related complications have been noticed for this group, as the first clinical application

of SRS in the spine. This demonstrates the technical feasibility of spinal radiosurgery

(Hamilton et al, 1995a'). Also, in a series of experiments, Hamilton et al (1995b)

compared the localization ability for a segment of spine, using standard radiographic

bony or implanted fiducial landmarks in the spine. This group has shown that fiducial

markers will likely provide more than twice accuracy in localizing the spine, compared

to the standard bony radiographic landmarks.

Also, a method for stereotactic high-dose radiotherapy of malignancies in the abdomen

has been developed by Lax et al (19941. These authors used a specially designed

stereotactic frame and fixation device for body SRS. This resulted in a reproducibility

of liver and lung tumour positioning within 5-8 mm for 90%ò of the patient set-ups. In

this technique eight non-coplanar individually shaped fields have been used for the

treatments.

6.7. Radiobiology of radiosurgery

SRS is a single fraction technique in which a high radiation dose is delivered to a small

(less than 4 cm in diameter) intracranial lesion to treat the lesion. SR,S has been used

extensively, particularly for treatment of arteriovenous malformations (AVUs). In more

recent years 
^SRS has been adapted for the treatment of small primary malignancies or
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metastases in the brain. This is despite the fact that different radiobiological principles

apply to the treatment of AVMs and maiignancies (Hail and Brenner, 1993r.

SRS should cause sufficient cellular damage to the vasculature of AVMs, such that after

months the nidus will disappear and the deformity is corrected. However, the use of

SRS, as a single fraction technique, for treating malignancies is contrary to the

radiobiological principles for optimising effect (Hall and Brenner, 1993).

6.7.1. Radiobiological principles

Two well-established radiobiological principles in radiation therapy are as follows.

Malignant tumours, even with a limited size, usually contain a proportion of hypoxic

cells which are relatively radioresistant. Therefore, the treatment schedule should allow

for tumour reoxygenation. This is one advantage of fractionation. Second, there is a

difference in the dose response characteristics of early-responding tissues and tumours

to that of late responding tissues (Hall and Brenner, 1993). This difference is derived

from the linear-quadratic relation, in which the surviving fraction, ,SF, of cells from an

acute irradiation of dose, D, is calculated from:

SF = exp(- a.D -þ.Dz) (6-1)

This equation describes cell kilting as a result of the interaction of two sublethally

damaged sites (DN,4 double strand breaks). The linear and quadratic terms in this

equation describe the damage produced by the same radiation track or by two different

tracks, respectively (Brenner et al, 1991). The ratio a/þ is the dose at which the

contribution to cell kill is equal for the linear and quadratic terms. For a fractionated

course of n fractions, a dose per fraction d and assuming complete repair of sublethal

damage between fractions, the SF is derived from:

,SF = exp[- n(a.ct +þ.(tz)] (6-2)

The a/þ ratio is approximately 3 for late-responding tissues such as AVMs and normal

tissues, 5 for meningioma and acoustic neuroma and 10 for early-responding tissues

such as metastasis and glioblastoma (Larson, 1996). Late-responding tissues are more

sensitive to fractionation changes than early-responding tissues. That is the same dose
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in many small fractions, instead of a single inadiation, gives a much higher cell

survival for late responding tissue. For early responding tissue there is little difference.

Consequently, a fractionated regime spares late-responding normal tissue, while not

reducing, and or even increasing (due to reoxygenation) the killing of tumour cells

(Hall and Brenner, 1993). The therapeutic ratio (effect of inadiation on tumour divided

by that on normal tissue) can be quantified using the biologically effective dose (BED)

as a method of assessment of different fractionation schemes. The negative exponent in

equation (6-2), n(a.d +þ.dz), can be referred as the effectiveness of radiation cell

kitling (Lee et al, 1995)-fromthatBED can be defined so that:

BED(n)=@#Ø=d?.h) (6-3)

From this equation, BEDrrg",(n) which is related to local control and BEDoor,,-¡(n)

which is related to complications can be calculated (Larson, 1996). The therapeutic

ratio is then achieved from TR (n) = B ED ø,s"th) I B ED no,,-,(n).

The effect of fractionation is shown in Figure 6.7 for different kind of tissues. Figure

6.7(a) shows how total dose increases with number of fractions for nonproliferating

targets, to give the same BED as a single radiosurgery dose of 20 Gy. These targets

contain both target cells and normal cells. Noncompact AVMs, acoustic neuromas and

infiltrating astrocytomas are examples of this kind. In SRS of these targets any

complications are assumed to arise from damage to normal tissue within the target

volume, since the dose to normal tissue is equal to that of the lesion. On the other hand,

target volumes such as compact AVMs and most metastases contain little functional

normal tissue. Any complications in these targets is due to the damage to normal tissue

within a rim of tissue surrounding the target volume. For late responding tissue

(a/B=3¡, the total dose increases because of sparing due to small dose per fraction. For

early responding tissue (ú13=t0), dose required to give the same BED increases less

because a small dose per fraction does not produce much sparing.

Figure 6.7(b) shows the variation of. BEDnon.,¡, related to the complication rate, with the

number of fractions for cases where complications arise only from damage to normal

tissues within the target volume. Figure 6.7(c) shows the same relationship, for cases

where complications arise only from damage to normal tissue beyond the target
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volume. From Figures 6.7(b) and (c) it is seen that for late responding tumours (low

a/p values), where no normal tissue resides in the target volume, SR^S is preferred to a

fractionated scheme. Also, it is seen that in fractionation treatment of early responding

tumours (high q/þ values) normal tissues are spared. The rate of a reduced

complication with fractionation is more for those targets which contain normal tissue.

Also, fractionation is better for medium responding lesions (alB=5¡ if they include

normal tissue. The benefits of fractionation in sparing late responding normal tissue are

somewhat lost when the volume of normal tissue irradiated is increased due to

uncertainty in repositioning. Remembering that BED varies with dose per fraction (as

well as the number of fractions) and the biological parameters (e.9., a and B values in

the LQ model) related to the structure in question. Therefore, using a subscript is

recommended to make such a distinction (Lee et al,1995). For example in Figure 6.7,

Gy3 is for BED based ona/þ of 3 Gy.
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Figure 6.7. (a) The total dose as a function of number of fractions for a constant local

control. BEDro,,,-¡(n), which is related to complications, as a function of number of
fractions for different a/þ values and with the normal tissue effects confined to the

target volume (b) and to a rim beyond the target volume (c) (from Larson, 1996).
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In calculating the biologically effective dose the following equation has been used

(Larson et al, 1993c):

BED = RS, x [1+ RSo /@/p)]

- TFox [1 + d 4ø /í3)] - n x 0.693 /a , (6-4)

where RSp , d, and TFo are radiosurgery dose, dose per fraction, and total fractionated

dose respectively and n is number of cell doublings. In plotting this figure it was

assumed that the last term of the above equation was negligible, otherwise the total

fractionated dose, corresponding to a given radiosurgery dose, would be somewhat

larger.

Radiosurgery, as a single fraction scheme, is limited to the target sizes smaller than a

few crn, as mentioned earlier. This is due to the large volume of normal tissue

receiving significant radiation dose and so a large integral dose. Despite the steep dose

gradient of SRS fields, a significant dose is delivered to a thin rim of normal tissues just

beyond the target periphery. The volume of this rim is proportional to the square of the

target radius. Also, in radiosurgery of targets embedded in normal tissue (such as in

case of malignancies), a significant additional dose is delivered to the normal tissue

residing within the target volume. This volume is proportional to the cube of the target

radius. Therefore, the volume of the normal tissue receiving a significant dose rapidly

increases with the target size. This causes the "volume effect" which is a prohibiting

factor for SRS of the larger lesions, so that for the larger tumours, the prescribed dose

has to be reduced. The NTCP could be kept constant by decreasing the dose as the

volume inadiated is increased (Fowler, 1993). Therefore, larger targets should be

treated using fractionated techniques.

6.7.2. Dose response of ,4VM and benign lesions

AVM histology was briefly discussed in section 2.2. In treating AVMs an inflammatory

reaction is intended in the vessel walls of the lesion, by irradiating the constituent

epithetial cetls (Hall and Brenner, 1993). This is a late response (low value of a/þ<3)

which occurs weeks to months after the irradiation. The complete response rate

following ,SRS for small AVMs is usually greater than 757o at 2 years, depending on

AVM size, with permanent neurologic complication rate of about 57o (Larson et al,
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1993c). AV ,f haemorrhage risk after SRS is the major risk. However, Pollock et al

(1995) in a study on 314 AVM patients, before and after,SRS, have shown that SRS did

not significantly increase the annual risk of haemorrhage which existed before SRS

(2.47o) and no gain was achieved before complctc nidus oblircration. Howcvcr, no

haemorrhage has occurred after a confirmed obliteration. Normal tissues consist mostly

of late-responding tissues (glial cells, for example), therefore, have almost the same

radiobiological respon se as AVMs. Consequently, in treating AVMs, there is nothing to

be gained by fractionation of the dose. Moreover, because the AW nidus does not

provide nourishment to the embedded adjacent tissues, it is probable that some glial

cells within and near AVM are in a hypoxic condition which favours their

radioresistivity. Therefore, there is a strong rational for radiosurgery of AVMs.

Stereotactic radiosurgery is used in treating a variety of benign intracranial tumours,

including pituitary adenoma, acoustic neuroma and meningioma. With the same

principles as for AVMs, it is unlikely that a therapeutic gain would be achieved by

fractionation in treatment of benign brain lesions, due to their late-responding

characteristics. In fact where a{3 is small the opposite would be true and the cell kill

will be reduced due to recovery. This is an example of a late-responding lesion

surrounded by late-responding normal tissue, which considering the steep dose gradient

of SRS fields, can receive much higher dose than the surrounding normal tissue and so

could have a high therapeutic ratio. Acoustic neuromas account for 8 to l07o ol primary

intracranial tumours and a preservation of useful hearing can be accomplished in a

significant proportion of the patients using SRS (Foote et al, 1995).

The total obliteration in SRS of small AVMs (< 5 cc) with a peripheral dose > 20 Gy, has

been reported to be 407o in the first year (Friedman, 1995) and aboú 8670 within

two years after treatment (Friedman, 1995 and Hirai et al, 1995). There is much less

success in treating larger AVMs (> 6 cc), especially where the peripheral dose is less

than 18 Gy. In this case 81.87o of the AWs became smaller but obliteration of the

nidus was uncommon within two years following the treatment (Hirai et al, 1995).

Schwartz et al (1995) have defined an obliteration prediction index (OPD by dividing

the peripheral dose (in Gy) by the lesion diameter (in cm) to estimate the treatment

outcome. They have shown that all AVMs with a mean OPI of 10.6 were obliterated in

two years, whereas those with a mean OPI of 7.6 dld not disappear completely. ,SRS
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treatments with an OPI between these tn'o have certain success probabilities of

obliteration.

6.7.3. Dose response of malignancies

Malignant tumours are eaily-responding tissues (alp = 10) containing hypoxic cells,

whereas the normal brain is a late-responding tissue (d43< 3) which is composed

entirely of well oxygenated cells. Therefore, fractionation increases the damage to the

tumour because of the reoxygenation. At the same time fractionation reduces the

damage to late-responding normal tissues because of the difference in shape of the

survival curve and their greater sensitivity to changes in fractionation. This is especially

pronounced for cases which the early-responding target is embedded within normal

tissue. Low grade astrocytoma is an example of this kind of tumour. A big gain in

therapeutic ratio is expected when SRI is used in this case.

There is another category, in which the early-responding tissue is surrounded by normal

tissue and the target volume contains mainly malignant cells. Glioblastoma and

metastases are examples of this kind of tumour. In this case ,SRZ does not give such a

large increase in therapeutic ratio (see Figure 6.7c). However, there are indications of

an improved control rate with the combined fractionated radiotherapy with SRS (Larson

etal,l993c and Gannett et al, 1995).

Flickinger et al (1994) in a multi-institutional experience have shown that SRS is

effective in treating solitary brain metastases with a low morbidity. In that work they

have reviewed 116 patients with solitary brain metastases who underwent Gamma

Knife SRS at five institutions. The primary tumour histology distribution for these

patients is shown in Table 6.1. Minimum tumour doses were 8-30 Gy (mean 17.5 Gy).

Median survival was 11 months after radiosurgery and 20 months after diagnosis.

Follow up documented local tumour control in 99 patients (857o), tumour recurrence in

17 (157o) and one radiation necrosis (17o). Also, Loefler et al (1995) in a report of 672

metastatic tumours in 381 patients who underwentSRS in the Joint Center in Boston,

have stated that radiosurgery is an effective treatment for small intracranial metastases

and provides local control rates equivalent to those of surgical series and is an attractive

treatment option for patients with surgically inaccessible lesions, or with histology
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resistant to the conventional radiotherapy. They used whole brain radiotherapy in

adjunct to SAS for all the patients.

Tablc 6.1. Histology of solitary brain metastases (from Flickinger et al, 1994).

Primary histology No. (7o)

Lung, non-small cell

Malignant melanoma

Renal cell carcinoma

Breast cancer

Unknown primary

Colorectal cancer

Other miscellaneous tumours

Total

4t

28

t4

13

7

(3s)

(24)

(r2)

(1 1)

(6)

(s)

(6)

(1oo)

6

7

tt6

6.8. Dose to the critical organs

The dose distribution in SRS spares normal tissues, compared to other radiotherapy

techniques, for an acceptable dose distribution across the target volume. Normal tissues

can be spared more using greater degree of arcing. Also, critical organs can be avoided

by changing the arc geometry. In a typical .SRS using a linear accelerator or Gamma

units, the surface dose is generally less than l7o of the dose at the isocentre. The

lpol¿qo,o rlnsp fn fhe cve lens is nhnut O lVn httt if the heam na.s.ses throush the lens theE----- - --Q

dose increases to about 2.57o of the dose at the isocentre, which is still well below the

cataract formation threshotd (Podgorsak et al, 1990). Gamma Knife and linac-based

SRS systems have very similar scatter and leakage dose. A summary of the total

amount of scatter plus leakage dose to critical organs, using the measured data by

Chierego et al (1989) and Podgorsak et al (1990), is shown in Table 6.2. 
^Il 

values are

almost insignificant.

6.9. SRS limitations

The steep dose gradients characteristic of SRS fields make the treatment of lesions close

to the critical organs possible. The treatment is limited to a maximum lesion size of a
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few cm (3-4 cm\. This is based on the clinical evidence that radiosurgery complications

are much more strongly associated with the target size than dose (Larson et al, 1993c).

This is known as the "volume effect" and is related to the volume of normal tissue

receiving significant radiation dose (see section 6.7.1 for more detail).

Tabte ó.2. SR't scatter and leakage dose to critical organs.

Position Dose%o (relative to isocentre)

Thyroid 0.17

Neck 0.14

Spinal cord 0.11

Eye lens 0.08

Eye surface 0.09

Gonades 0.02

Breast 0.06

The other limitation in SRS is the tolerance of the adjacent critical organs. Tishler et al

(1993) have investigated the tolerance of cranial nerves of the cavernous sinus to

radiosurgery. The study was performed lor 62 patients treated for lesions within or

near the cavernous sinus. They have shown that a single dose up to 40 Gy is a safe

technique and SRS should be considered a viable alternative to the surgery or

radiotherapy for cavernous sinus lesions, when the optic apparatus is located in a

sufficient distance (>5 mm) from the target volume. They also recofiunend that the

dose to the optic structures should be limited to less than 8 Gy, whenever possible.

Also, Nedzi et al (1991) have studied variables associated with the development of

complications from radiosurgery of. 64 intracranial tumours in 60 patients. They have

shown that maximum dose and dose inhomogeneity within tumours treated with

radiosurgery are important variables associated with complications. Also, they pointed

out that Slll (727o) of the patients with tumour volumes >10 cc treated to maximum

tumour dose >25 Gy developed complications. They concluded that SRS of intracranial

tumours has a low risk of complications for lesions <10 cc, maximum tumour dose <25

Gy and a tumour dose inhomogeneity 40 Gy. The last two factors cause a significant

dose to the normal tissue within the target volume.
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The required dose homogeneity within the target necessitates a prescribed dose to the

90-957o isodose contour. This is more achievable with linear accelerators with a larger

range of collimator sizes available, which is an advantage of linac-based SRS over

Gamma Knife units.

6.10. Stereotactic radiotherapy (SR?)

It is now well established that SRS, as a single fraction technique, represents a

suboptimal treatment technique in treating malignant tumours, compared with the

fractionated techniques. Fractionation decreases the level of damage to normal tissue

for a given tumour local control. This occurs for several reasons related to the

radiobiological principles (Larson, 1996): First, the rate of repair of radiation damage

in normal tissue (inter fraction repair of sublethal damage) is greater than for target

cells. Second, reoxygenation of the hypoxic cells which exist in some lesions. Third,

reassortmant of cells into more sensitive phases of cell cycle. Moreover, a fractionated

scheme is recommended for larger lesions or where a critical structure is nearby, since

critical location and volume are two of the most important parameters associated with

SRS complications (Loeffler et al, 1996). Using SR? has become practical in the last

few years with development of relocatable head frames (Brenner and Hall, 1994a and

Loeffler et al, 1995). SRln is a fractionated technique which combines geometric

accuracy and dose distribution characteristics of SR^S with the radiobiological

acivaniages of fraeiionation.

There are different arguments related to the optimal number of fractions in SRZ.

Logically, referring to the previous discussion, any multifractionation scheme (with an

appropriately chosen dose) would be expected to be superior to SRS in treating

malignancies. This is because apart from sparing late-responding normal tissue, if a

tumour contains hypoxic cells, it is most unlikely that it could be sterilised by a single

dose irradiation (Brenner and }lall, 1994a).

When critical structures (such as optic nerve) are likely to receive a large dose, large

fraction numbers are advisable in treating malignant tumours. However, when critical

structures are not at risk an accelerated fractionation regime could be the treatment of

choice to avoid tumour repopulation (Brenner and Hall, 1994a). Brenner and Hall
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(1994b) suggested that an optimal stereotactic protocol for a large intracranial tumour

reasonably could involve as many as 20 fractions in two weeks, although reports of 33

fractions for SRZ of malignant tumours (Loeffler et al, 1995) might be a more

conservative approach. It is important to mention that the majority of benefit occurs

over 5 to 10 first fractions in treating tumours witha/þ = 5 and in2 to 5 first fractions in

treating tumours with a/þ = 10. The complications become worse with fractionation for

lesions with a/p ( 3, since a high total dose is necessary.

6.10.1. Patient repositioning techniques

SR? requires a precise relocatable technique with a minimal degradation of patient

positioning accuracy as well as minimal personal time. Different relocatable techniques,

including mask systems, relocatable frames, magnetic field sensor and computer

controlled relocation (using radiographic markers embedded into the scalp) are

commercially available (Gill et aI, I99l; Schell et aI, 1995 and Kooy et al, 1996). The

acctJracy and long term stability of mask system and relocatable frames for fractionated

SR? have been confirmed (Engenhart et al, 1995 and Vanden berg et aI, 1995) and

shown to have a mean and maximum displacements of 0.4 and 0.7 mm, Íespectively (Gill

et al, 1991). Also, a system consisting of a bite plate and a separate head support and

restrain has shown a reproducibility of 0.5 mm with a standard deviation of 0.1 mm

(Bova et al, 1995).

In another patient repositioning technique, three gold radiographic markers are

embedded into the skull and during the first patient set-up radiographs locate the three

markers in space. The set-up for other fraction sessions is performed by taking similar

set of radiographs and using a computer program to determine the required movements

to get to the original set-up (Schell et al, 1995). In another technique a special low-

frequency magnetic field in the linac gantry and a field-sensor as an integral part of the

stereotactic head ring are used to digitise the patient's spatial coordinates (Schell et al,

r9es).
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6.16. Discussion and conclusion

Stereotactic radiosurgery is a precise treatment technique with a steep dose gradient

outside the target volume. This is a double sided characteristic with a very attractive

outlook, in terms of quick dose fall off outside the target volume and hence sparing

normal tissue. Meanwhile, this could be very dangerous due to the possible errors in

dosimetry and spatial positioning (which in this case is more critical, due to the small

field and a single fraction high dose), and dose calculation procedures. Because of

various reasons, which have been explained throughout the thesis, the treatment volume

could be easily over- or under-estimated - 
both result in a reduced therapeutic ratio

and a poor treatment outcome. The current developments on conformal treatment

planning and dose delivery systems together with their features have been discussed

with the general idea of conforming the dose to the shape of the target. Also, advanced

treatment techniques, such as Tornotherapy and Cyberknde have been introduced.

Using the radiobiological principles it was shown that SRS, as a single fraction

technique, is appropriate for treating AVMs and most benign lesions. Also, it was

shown that SR,S is a sub-optimal technique for treating early-responding tissues and

malignancies, whereas stereotactic radiotherapy (as a fractionation scheme) is highly

recommended. Fractionation increases the damage to the tumour due to the

reoxygenation and reduces the damage to late-responding normal tissues due to the

difference in shape of the survival curve and their greater sensitivity to changes in

fractionation. Differeni patieni reposiiioning techniques were also discussed.



Chapter 7

SRS Treatment Planning and MC Dosimetry of

Irregular Fields

7.1. Introduction

Treatment planning for stereotactic radiosurgery and stereotactic radiotherapy normally

involves (i) importation of CT, MRI and angiographic images (CT at a minimum); (ii)

registration of fiducial markers to transfer image coordinates to the frame of the

stereotactic system; (iii) outlining of the skull, target and critical structures to form 3-D

structures (iv) selection of beam diameter, couch angles and gantry arc limits for each

treatment isocentre; (v) dose calculation and plan evaluation. The latter two stages are

performed iteratively to ensure that the best treatment configuration is chosen, in terms

of target volume coverage and avoidance of normal tissue (in particular critical

structures such as the brain stem)(see Figure 7.15r.

In,SRS, as a high technology treatment technique, many assumptions have been made to

speed the dose calculation process. Included in these assumptions are tissue

homogeneity, assumptions related to the body contour, and an invariant dose profile for

different depths. In this chapter the validity of these assumptions are investigated using

measurements and Monte Carlo simulations, and the effect of any deviation will be

quantified.

A method of calculating beam data using sector-integration of Monte Carlo-generated

pencil beam kernels is presented, which can be used both for circular and irregular

fields. Also, bioeffect planning as a new means for assessment of the treatment plans is

introduced. Using this modality, the effect of dose and fractionation regime on the

tumour and normal tissue can be shown by isoeffect lines, based on radiobiological

models such as the linear quadratic model. In this way treatment plans are assessed

according to the bioeffect distribution rather than a physical dose distribution. This is a

useful tool for evaluating treatment plans and deciding between the rival plans.
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7.2. Tlne vatidity of SRS treatment planning assumptions

7.2.1. The effect of tissue heterogeneity on SRS dose calculation

Currently, dose calculation in stereotactic radiosurgery is performed with no

inhomogeneity correction. While this assumption seems to be valid in treating most of

the brain tumours, it may produce undesirable consequences when the approach is

applied outside the brain in regions such as the sinus and nasopharynx (Solberg et al,

lees).

Lateral electronic disequilibrium, which can extend to the central axis for small SRS

fields, increases drastically in presence of air cavities. Monte Carlo simulations were

performed as part of this project to show the effect of air gaps on absorbed dose for

these conditions. TMRs were calculated at the isocentre for semi-infinite layers of

water-air-water. Air gap layers of 5, 10, and 20 mm thick were positioned at 26 mm

deep, after d^* for our 6 MV photon beam spectrum. Remembering that the d^*, for

this configuration is more than the original value, due to the presence of air gaps and the

lack of back scatter contribution. Calculated TMRs for above configuration are shown

in Figure 7.I for 7 and 23 mm SRS collimators, with 12.4 and 41.0 mm beam diameters

at the isocentre, respectively. Also, the corresponding TMRs in water are shown for

comparison.

As it is seen from this figure, compared to a homogenous medium, the TMR drops just

before the air gap and after passing a minimum gradually builds-up again until reaches a

maximum in a few mm after the air layer. This "secondary build-up" is due to the re-

establishment of electronic equilibrium after the air gap. Depth dose afterward stays

higher than the depth dose in the homogenous medium due to the reduced attenuation in

the air layer. As is seen from this figure, the drop in depth dose depends on the field

size and the thickness of air cavity. This drop depends on the degree of electronic

disequilibrium and therefore is more for smaller field size and larger air cavity.

Calculated TMRs for the above configurations showed that depth doses immediately

beyond the cavity dropped by 457o, 6570 and 757o, respectively for 7 mm collimator and

I97o,307o and 457o for 23 mm collimator, relative to the homogeneous medium. TMRs

after the second build-up stay approximately 2.57o, 3.57o and 7%io higher than those for

the homogenous mediumforthe 7 mm collimator and 270,3.57o and íTohigherlor
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the 23 mm collimator, for 5, 10 and 20 mm thickness of air gaps, respectively.

Apart from changes in the central axis depth dose, the dose profiles also vary due to the

increased lateral spread of secondary electrons. MC simulations were performed to

calculate dose profiles at the isocentre at 6 cm depth in water, where a 5 mm air gap was

positioned after 54 mm depth in water. The result is shown in Figures 7.2 and 7 -3 fot 7

and 23 mm SRS collimators, respectively. Note that the dose was scored in water just 1

mm after the air gap and in an electronic disequilibrium region, therefore dose is

relatively less compared to the homogeneous medium, as is shown in Figure 7.26) for 7

mm collimator. The other reason for dose reduction in the central axis is that in

presence of the air cavity electrons have more lateral spread, due to their increased range

in air. This is clearly seen from Figures 7.2(b) and7.3, where the relative percentages of

the dose profiles are compared. The increased penumbral width due to the presence of

the air gap is shown in Table 7.1. As a result, the dose spread beyond the cavity would

be under-estimated if a homogeneous medium is assumed.

The presence of an air cavity will cause an under-dose to a target located just after the

cavity and an over-dose to the normal tissue adjacent to the target volume. The

deviation is greaúer for smaller fields and larger air cavities. Of course using multiple

non-coplanar arc techniques, as in normal SRS/SRÎ, will reduce the importance of the

effect. However, the effect will be significant when a few (irregular) static fields are

used to conform the beam to the target shape in the "beam's eye view". This is of

particular importance when a critical structure is adjacent to the air cavity.

7.2,2. Assumptions related to the body contour

In SRS dose calculation, a normal incidence of the beam on the body surface is assumed.

This is a valid approximation due to the small field sizes encountered in this technique.

Also in calculating the number of monitor units (MUs) per arc, the average depth of the

beam entries is used to obtain a TMR value. This value is found from the TMR input

files which are already measured at the isocentre for different depths. The resulting

TMR value will be very close to the average TMR va\rc. since the TMR curve has an

almost linear falloff. Ideally, the average TMR for an infinite number of beams
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Table 7.1. The increased 907o-50Vo, 907o-207o and 90Vo-L0%io penumbra widths at the

isocentre for the 7 and 23 mm collimators, due to the presence of 5 mm air gap just 1

mmbefore the scoring region, calculated by the Monte Carlo (EGS4) technique.
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Figure 7.3. Comparison of dose profiles for the 23 mm collimator in water and when a

5 mm air gap is placed just 1 mm before the isocentre. Profiles normalised to 1007o at

the central axis. This was performed at the isocentre at 6 cm depth using MC (EGS4)

simulations.
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would be used. In the Leibinger (Fischer) treatment planning system, instead of using

infinite beam entries (the reality) for each arc, a finite number (eight) of the beam entry

points to the surface is assumed, to speed the dose calculation process. The validity of

this assumption was investigated for three patients with different tumour locations by

increasing the number of entry points by a factor of 4 (32 entry points). The maximum

difference in the average TMRs was found tobe 0.37o, which is insignificant.

7.2.3, Invariant dose profile with depth

As mentioned before, the I-eibinger treatment planning system requires a beam profile

measured at the isocentre in an average tumour depth which was assumed to be 6 cm.

However, in a real clinical case the tumour depth could vary from a few cm to more than

15 cm. Strictly speaking, the dose fall off (profile shape and penumbra) is not the same

for all depths. The penumbral shape is due to a geometric and a physical penumbra.

The former is constant in this case but the latter increases with depth. This is a result of

the increased proportion of dose due to scattered photons. To quantify the change in

profile characteristics with depth, profiles lor 7 and 23 mm SRS collimators were

measured at the isocentre at 2, 6 and 15 cm depths in solid 
"vater, 

using Kodak X-Omat

V films. The measured dose profiles for the above conditions are shown in Figures

7.4(a) and (b) for 7 and 23 mm collimators, respectively. Also the dose profiles were

calculated using MC simulations with an 1.8 mm effective radiation source size (see

t,, -L- , Í r^.^ ,--^^^ :-t^---^.:^-\ îtt^ ìt7 ^^l^..1^+^l l^-^ ^*^f:l^. .L^-,^.t ^^^¡SIIAIJtgl J IUI IIIUIç IIllUt¡lr4trurr,r. t ttç lyt\¿ U4lr-t¡r4lçrr urJùu Prur¡rvù ùrrvwvu Ëvvu

agreement with the measured profiles.

Also, the measured 9070-507o,90%io-207o and 907o-I0%o perutmbra widths are shown in

Table 7 .2. Ãs seen from this table, the penumbra width increases with depth as well as

field size, due to the increased scattered photon contribution in both cases.

Consequently, in treating lesions at different depths, the volume within a high isodose

surface will be under- or over-estimated if the lesion site is shallower or deeper than ó

cm, respectively. As with any source of error in the true penumbral shape, this may lead

to incorrect choice of collimator size or prescription dose at the planning stage. If so,

then the dose to the critical structures such as the brain stem will be different compared

to what is seen in the plan, and similarly for the target volume. This would affect
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the tumour control probability QCP) as well as normal tissue complication probability

Q\ffCP) and is more importanf in treating larger lesions, relating to the volume effect.

Volumes receiving 9070-507o, 90%o-207o and 907o-I07o of the dose at the isocentre will

increase with the target depth. Figure 7.5 shows the increased proportion of the

volumes within above isodose surfaces, due to the change in the penumbra width with

depth, for 7 and 23 mm collimators. As is seen from this figure, the volume within a

certain isodose surface increases with depth

7.3. Treatment planning verification

The overall accuracy of the treatment planning dose calculation was investigated by

simulating the whole,SRS process which is normally performed in a real clinical case. A

humanoid head phantom was used for this purpose. The ^9RS head ring was fixed to the

rando head with TLD capsules at different positions within the phantom, including the

centre of an imaginary target. A complete set of CT scans was taken from below the

target to the top of scalp with a 2 mm slice distance, while the CT fiducials were

attached. After determining the stereotactic coordinates of the target, the treatment

planning was performed using the routine 6 arcs technique, the 23 mm collimator (41

mm at the isocentre) and 1000 cGy dose to the centre of target. The rando head was

fixed to the treatment couch and the target was positioned at the isocentre, using the

treatment protocol and the target positioning frame. To verify the treatment set-up, r-

ray fiducial plates were attached and two double exposure films ØP and lateral) were

taken, each of which once with the 23 mm collimator attached and once with an open-

large field (e.g., 35x35 cm). After development, the fiducial markers and the centre of

the target were digitised on the digitiser laptop and showed an accuracy of better than

0.5 mm. After this the treatment proceeded using the treatment protocol.

The target ?nZD showed an averaged dose which was almost 470 more than the prescribed

dose. It should be noted that the dose calculation in this case was performed in the

routine way, that is using the data which has been measured by a diode detector. The

treatment planning dose calculation was exactly repeated with the diamond detector data

file, after they corrected for dose rate dependence (see chapter3 and 5 for more detail).

The number of the monitor units was required in this case was 3.4%o less than that of the
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Tab\e 7.2. Measured 90Vo-507o, 907o-207o and 907o-107o penumbra widths for 7 and

23 mm SRS collimators at the isocentre at2,6 and 15 cm depths in solid water.
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previous case (using diode data file), which is in a better agreement with the released

dose at the isocentre (measured by TLD). This can be attributed to the diode detector

under response with depth in measuringTMRs which was discussed in chapter 5.

In a different approach, to validate the treatment planning calculation of the dose

distribution, comparisons were made with the corresponding measured dose

distributions for a SRS 6 arcs technique. This was performed for the 7 and 23 rnm

collimators. For each collimator a piece of Kodac X-omat V film was cut and fit

between two layers of the rando humanoid head phantom. Each time the target was

marked with a small pin hole on the film and the head was covered with a dark tape to

prevent the film exposure to the light. The whole SR,S process, from CT scan to the

treatment, was repeated as above. However, to keep the film exposure in the linear

range of the film response, a7.2 mm thick lead block was placed just before the tertiary

collimator. In this case the exposure was reduced to approximately 2.6Vo. After the

irradiation, films were developed and scanned using the RFA-3 film scanner and results

were compared with those of the treatment planning calculation.

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the comparisons of the dose profiles on the sagittal and

coronal directions, in a transverse plane which contains the target centre for 7 and 23

mm collimators, respectively. As is seen from these figures, the calculated dose profiles

are generally wider, with a greater difference is the coronal section for this combination

of arcs. The treatment planning calculated dose distribution was performed under the

same conditions of the film irradiation in the phanto by accounting for the lead

btock effects on the radiation (e.g., the increased scattering and beam hardening). To

do this, the TMRs and profiles were measured with films as required for the treatment

planning data file (see chapters 2 and 5) but with the lead block mounted before the

tertiary collimators. Films were scanned using RFA-3 and the data have been loaded

into the treatment planning system for the dose calculation.

To quantify and compare the calculated and measured dose distributions, the half

widths of the profiles at different dose levels were measured and summarised in Table

7.3. As mentioned before, the calculated dose profiles are somehow wider than those

measured. In this case the treatment volume would be over-estimated by the treatment

planning system. The over-estimation volume in cc as well as its ratio to the volume of
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the target (encompassed by 90Vo isodose surface) is shown in Table 7.3. As seen from

this table, there is a big difference between the target volume (calculated 90%o) and the

treated volume (measured 907o). This means that a large proportion of the target

volume does not received the prescribed dose. Taking into account the number of

clonogens which exists in this portion will show the danger of this underdose. To

account for this over-estimation, the safety margin around the tumour has to be

increased. The difference between the lower isodose levels is more. This could

indirectly affect the choice of the collimator and the dose to the target volume,

regarding the maximum permissible dose to the critical structures.

Table 7.3. The treatment planning calculated and film measured dose profile

characteristics in the coronal plane for a routine SR'S 6 arcs technique, as the half widths
(mm) of dose profiles at 907o, 807o, 507o, 207o and l07o of the maximum dose, for 7
and23 mm SRS collimators.

7.4. Optimum number of arcs

To investigate the optimum dose distribution in our SRS system, different techniques

with different numbers of arcs were employed in treating an average midbrain tumour

(23 mm in diameter). The tumour was encompassed by the 907o isodose, while 1007o

dose was selected at the isocentre. The aim of this investigation was to spare normal

tissue by providing a reasonably uniform and low dose outside the target volume, with

minimum dose calculation and treatment times. In this work parallel-opposed fields

were avoided and the table angles were chosen to give maximum practical dose spread

around the target. The number of employed arcs in different techniques were 3, 4, 6,9

and, 12. The gantry and table angles and also the average CTMR (calibrated tissue

7 mm ^SRS collimator 23 mm SRS collimator

90%io 80Vo 507o 207o l07o 907o 807o 507o 207o l07o

Calculated 4.4 5.6 7.8 11.3 15.1 20.3 21.6 24.8 34.7 43.3

Measured 3.2 4.6 7.0 10.6 l4.l 17.6 19.6 23.2 32.0 40.6

Over-estimation
volume (cc) 0.22 0.33 0.55 1.06 2.68 12.21 10.67 L1.59 37.76 59.73

Ratio of over-
estimation to the

target volume

0.61 0.92 1.54 2.96 7.51 0.35 0.30 0.33 1.08 1.70
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maximum ratio-see chapters 2 and 5 for more detail) corresponding to each technique

are shown ïnTable 7.4. As is seen from this table, different techniques resulted in

almost the same CTMR values, confirming that the table angles were uniformly chosen

to give as much dose spread around the target as possible for these techniques.

To show the dose distribution around the targets, the maximum and minimum distances

for the dose to fatl off flom9\Vo (at the edge of the target) to 507o, 207o and lïVo wete

measured in three transverse, coronal and sagittal planes and the results are shown in

Table 7.5. Generally, the closer the minimum and maximum values the better dose

distribution and so the better sparing normal tissues.

Table 7.4. The treatment couch and gantry angles for different SRS arc techniques and

the resultant average CTMR for each technique.

Technique Table
Gantry arc
from to

Averase
depth Uñm)

Average
CTMR%ò

3 arcs
-ó0.0

0.0
60.0

-20
20
20

1

1

20
ó0
60

73.5
77.3
70.7

76.2

4 arcs
-70.0
-23.3
23.3
70.0

-20 -1ó0
-20 -160
20 1ó0
20 160

71.6
78.4
72.8
70.0

76.3

6 arcs
-ó0.0
-30.0

0.0
30.0
ó0.0
90.0

-20
-20
20
20
20
20

-160
-160
160
160
160
160

73.5
77.6
77.3
77.6
70.1
69.4

76.3

9 arcs
-80.0
-60.0
-40.0
trì rl
0.0

20.0
40.0
60.0
80.0

-20 -1ó0
-20 -160
-20 -160
-)^ _1Á,ñ

20 160
20 16020 160
20 160
20 160

70.4
73.5
77.0
79.5
77.3
73.6
71.4
70.7
69.0

76.2

1 2 arcs
-E4.0
-68.7
-53.5
-38.2
-22.9

-7.6
7.6

22.9
38.2
53.5
68.7
84.0

-20 -160
-20 -160
-20 -160
-20 -160
-20 -160
-20 -160
20 160
20 160
20 160
20 160
20 160
20 160

69.6
77.6
74.6
77.1
78.4
81.8
75.7
73.0
71.7
70.7
70.0
69.3

76.2

The dose distributions are also shown in Figure 7.8. As seen from this figure, the 907o-

507o distance is almost the same for different techniques, however the 907o-207o and

907o-107o distances are more different. Significant improvement in the dose distribution
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Table 7.5. The maximum and minimum distances for the dose to fall off from 907o at

the edge of. a23 mm diameter target to 50%io, 20%ò and lïVo, i¡ different techniques.

Technique

Minimum distance (mml

907o-507o 907o-207o 907o-l0Vo

Maximum distance (mm)

90Vo-507o 907o-20Vo 90%o-107o

3 arcs

4 arcs

ó arcs

9 arcs

12 arcs

4.0

3.8

4.0

3.7

4.0

10.ó

10.2

rt.6

11.0

tl.2

15.4

17.8

17.4

18.8

19.0

4.7

4.7

4.6

4.7

4.7

15.0

13.6

13.3

t2.7

12.9

38.7

33.5

26.7

25.t

25.3

16

34691.2
number of arcs

Figure 7.8. The maximum and minimum distances for the dose to fall off from 907o (at

the edge of the target) to 507o, 207o and 107o. Distances were measured in th¡ee

transverse, coronal and sagittal planes, in the treatment planning system.
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Figure 7.9. Isodose distribution in a CT
transverse plane in treating an average

midbrain tumour (23 mm in diameær)

using 3, 4, 6, 9 and 72 noncoplanar
uniformly distributed arcs (a) to (e),

respectively. The tumour is

encompassed by 907o isodose lines,

while 10070 dose was selected at the

isocentre. 9070, 507o, 2070 and I07o
isodose lines are shown for comparison.
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Figure 7.10. Dose volume histograms corresponding to different arc techniques

is achieved by increasing the number of arcs up to ó, but as is seen, there is not much

more improvement afterwards.

The dose distribution can also be considered using isodose charts. Figure 7.9 shows

907o, 50%o, 2070 and 107o isodose lines for above techniques, when 1000 cGy was given

to the isocentre. Dose volume histograms coffesponding to the above treatment

techniques are shown in Figure 7.10, in order to compare the integral dose. Again

improvement is achieved by increasing the number of arcs, but considering the required

treatment time, there is not much advantage in increasing the number of arcs to more

than 6. As is seen from this figure, a significant volume is receiving a dose of 5-147o of

the maximum dose in 3 arcs technique compared to when more arcs are used.

\
\

3 arcs

4 arcs
6 arcs
9 arcs
12 arcs
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7.5. Monte Carlo dosimetry of irregular field stereotactic radiosurgery

7.5.L. Introduction

For standard circular-field SRS dose calculation, measured beam data is stored for each

available collimator, where the required information is (i) an output factor (OÐ relative

to a calibration field; (ii) a tissue-maximum ratio (TMR) curve; (iii) an off-axis factor

(OAF) curve at a single depth, measured in the plane of the isocentre. Beam data is

usually measured in a water-phantom using a high resolution detector. A high

resolution detector ensures that (i) the penumbra of the dose profile is measured

accurately, and (ii) output factor measurements are not erroneous due to the presence of

electronic disequilibrium (which exists when very small fields are used).

A system based on a Monte Carlo pencil beam kemel is proposed here to calculate

TMRs and OAFs. Since OFs depend on incident photon fluence, these require some

measured data unless a full Monte Carlo simulation of the treatment head is carried out.

Monte Carlo-based dosimetry has the advantage that finite detector size and lack of a

tissue-equivalent detector are not issues. Most importantly, if the shape of treatment

fields is determined during planning, based on the "beam's eye view" of the target from

various portals, then pre-measured beam data does not in general provide the dose

distribution for the chosen beams. In this case, either (i) measured beam data must be

corrected to account for the irregular field edge, or (ii) basic sets of computer-generated

ãora mrref ho rrsad fn ¡nnsfnr^f fhc rlnsc rlisfrihrrtions such as when a conVOh¿tiOnu4l4 ¡¡¡uÙL vv uovg lv vvrrulr vslrv¡rvt

method is used. Convolution calculations have previously been used in stereotactic

radiosurgery, both using 3-D kernets (Kubsad et al, 1990) and 2-D pencil beam kemels

(Treuer et al, 1993).

7.5.2. Method

An alternative to normal convolution calculations is to use a sector-integration based

method, where dose at a point is calculated using a Monte Carlo-generated pencil-beam

kernel H(z,r) (a function of depth and radius) and a set of sectors radiating out from the

calculation point. At each depth, the kernel contains cumulative energy deposited

within each radius. The computational task is to find the distances 4 along the bisector

of each sector from the calculation point to the beam boundaries and then to obtain the
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kernel value for the current depth and radius r¡. The dose is integrated by summing

over each sector, where the dose contribution from the sector is divided by the number

of sectors. This is analogous to the Clarkson's sector integration method (Johns and

Cunningham, 1983), where the kernel takes the place of the tissue-air ratio table.

Sector integration is in principle faster than pencil-beam convolution, since the number

of iterations to find the dose at each point is equal to the number of sectors, rather than

the large number of elemental pencil beams incident on the surface. Furthermore, the

number of sectors is constant with beam size, whereas in convolution calculations the

number of elementary kemels increases with beam area (2-D convolution) or inadiated

volume (3-D convolution).

For a field of arbitrary shape, the outline is defined by a set of line segment.s, where

each has an associated equation defined by a y-intercept and a gradient. Intersection

points of sector bisectors with the outline are found algebraically. There may be more

than one intersection for each sector and, as with Clarkson's method, kernel values are

added or subtracted to give an aggregate kernel value depending on whether the bisector

approaches the intersection from inside or outside the field respectively. Mathe-

matically, the summation is as follows, where D(x,!,2) is a dose per incident fluence

(later to be renormatised) and K, is the aggregate kernel value for sector n.

(7-1)

where

M
Kr(x, y, zl = lc*n (z,r*,r,^) (7-2)

m=l

M is the number of intersections for sector n at x,y and C^ is equal to 1 or -1 for

intersections from inside or outside the field, respectively.

For a circular beam, the method involves initially finding a non-diverging 3-D dose

distribution where the values are normalised to incident photon fluence. From this can

be extracted a central-axis depth dose curve (infinite FSD) and a dose profile at each

depth. When normalised to its maximum, the depth dose curve in this case is a TMR

curve and the maximum value represents the phantom scatter factor (PF). The PF can

be normalised to a calibration field size. To give the OF, the PF must be multiplied by

D (x, y, z) = # 7:, 
(x, y, z),
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a collimator scatter factor (CF) to account for the variation in photon fluence incident on

the surface. The CF can be measured by a diamond detector or a small ionization

chamber, encapsulated in a dense (brass in this case) build-up cap at an extended ^FSD

(so that electronic equilibrium is established at the detector-see chapter 5 for more

detail).

For irregular fields, sector integration using Monte Carlo kernels was used to obtain

relative dose distributions as for circular fields, except that at each depth dose must be

calculated for points in a plane instead of a line. The field is initially considered to be

non-diverging so that bisector-outline intersection points for a calculation point x,y,z are

independent of z-this greatly reduces computation time as intersection points need only

be found once for each x¿ and sector number. Dose at each depth is later transformed

radially according to beam divergence. To find output factors for irregular fields, some

measured data is required to reflect the variation in CF, however measurement in the

irregular fields themselves is not an option since field shape is decided just prior to

treatment. Here, the measured Of's for circular fields were used in a sector integration-

the circular field OFs replaced the Monte Carlo kemel data in the summation. This

assumes that the contribution to dose on the beam axis due to a sector in an irregular

field is equal to that from a sector of a circular beam whose radius is that of the sector.

7.5.3. Results

For circular fields, TMR, OAF and OF data were calculated and compared with

measurement. The TMR curves agree well with results obtained with a PTW diamond

detector, after corrected for dose rate dependence (see chapters 3 and 5 for more detail).

This indicates that the correct spectrum was used in the formulation of the Monte Carlo

kernels (see chapters 4 and 5). OAFs also agreed well with experiment, but it was found

that the projection of the measured effective radiation source with a Gaussian shape

with FWHM =1.8 mm (see chapter 5 for more information) had to be convolved with the

calculated results to slightly broaden the penumbra, so as to improve agreement with

experiment. The most interesting results of the circular beam calculations is the output

factor determination. In Figure 7.11, EGS4 calculated PF's, diamond detector measured

CFs and the resulting calculated O,Fs are shown along with diode measured OFs. The

calculated OF's are the result of the Monte Carlo PF's multiplied by the corresponding
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measured diamond CFs. These results are for the Fischer collimators at the RAH and

are plotted versus physical hole diameter. Measured and calculated output factors are

very close as can be seen. All curves are normalised to the value for the largest SRS

collimator (23 mm drill diameter).

Irregular collimators in the shape of a cross, zed and dumbbell were manufactured from

a lead composite ØMA) at Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney. Four sizes were made for

each shape, where the field area at isocentre is equal to that for circular fields of

diameter at isocentre of 20, 25, 30 and 35 mm. Output factors were determined by

sector integration of circular field output factors as described above. The results are

shown in FigureT.12 along with the measured values, for comparison. The measured

values for circular fields are also shown. In this figure, both calculated and measured

collimator output factors are the values relative to the calibration conditions and are in

relatively good agreement'
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Figure 7.11. Variations of the EGS4 calculated PFs, diamond detector measured CFs

anã the calculated as well as measured O^F's for different SRS collimators. Results are

normalised to the value for the largest SRS collimator'
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Finally, as the calculated dose profile, a surface plot of the dose distribution at 5 cm

deep for 20 mm equivalent diameter cross is shown in Figure 7.13, where the Monte

Carlo kernels were used in the sector integration.
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Figure 7.12. Sector integration calculated and also measured output factors for circular-,
cro s s -, dumbbell - and zed-shaped fields.

7.6. Image registration and correlation

Accurate localization of tumour volume and critical structures, and also precise

placement of the radiation fields to the target volume are of the paramount importance

in radiotherapy and in SRS, specifically. Magnetic resonance imaging is superior to CT

and other modalities for diagnostic neuroanatomical imaging and treatment planning,

due to its excellent soft tissue contrast resolution and ability to scan in any plane
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orientation (Moerland et al, 1995). MRI as a valuable imaging modality is often the

only appropriate technique for visualising many brain tumours, especially those which

do not enhance with contrast. MRI and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) have

resolutions in tissue better than 1 mm,however their spatial accvracy is unacceptable for
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Figure 7.13. Relative dose distribution in a plane normal to the central axis, at 5 cm

deep for 20 mm equivalent diameter cross.

SRS because of the image distortions. MR image distortions are caused by the static

magnetic field inhomogeneity and non-linearity of the field gradients. An additional

source of field inhomogeneity is the imaging object itself. The magnetic properties of

rhe objecr induce the chemical shift and susceptibility artefacts. Susceptibility

distortions are caused by the presence of a patient in the Mkl scannet. This is due to

magnetic field perturbations as a result of the difference in susceptibility between the

patient's body and the surrounding air as well as within the body. The effect is

pronounced at bone-tissue and tissue-air interfaces (Kooy et al, 1994). The spatial

distortions should be measured and corrected before stereotactic localization.

1
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Different dewarping techniques have been developed to correct the image distortions

(Schad et al, 1992: Kessler and Carson , 1992 and Beckham, 1994). In these techniques

generally two- or three-dimensional phantoms are scanned and the distortion quantified.

Error in position can be assessed using such phantoms (Figure 7.14). The geometrical

distortions within the imaging ptane can be measured using the 2-D phantom, while the

3-D phantom measures displacement, warp and tilt of the image plane itself- The

correction can be made by dewarping the image or adjusting the gradient-shimming

currents of the magnetic field until the image shows the exact geometry of the phantom

structure. Above dewarping techniques can correct for magnetic field inhomogeneity,

but not for the chemical shift and susceptibility.

A more accurate technique has been presented by Kooy et al (1994), which utilises an

automated method for image fusion of MN and CT. Generally, image fusion is a

technique which combines information from separate imaging studies into a single image.

((((tl(

(a) (b)

Figvre 7.14. (a) Two- and (b) three-dimensional phantoms to measure geometrical

distortions within the imaging plane. The 3-D phantom contains rectangular as well as

oblique water-filled boreholes (From Hartmann, 19951.
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For example the combination of MRI with SPECT or PET will give a direct comparison

of anatomy and metabolic activities. The image fusion can be performed using fiducial

markers/ or landmarks (which in the case of MRI are both of course distorted). Kooy et

al (1994 and 1996) have used the chamfer match technique, in which individual sets of

points belonging to the same anatomical structures (on each imaging technique) are

automatically used for the fusion. This technique corrects the MR image for the

susceptibility and magnetic field inhomogeneities as well as the chemical shift, so that the

bony edges line up with the CT bony edges. In this way the CT liducial markers are used

for stereotactic localization together with the superior MR image to plan and treat the

lesion. This technique allows that MRI data (without using fiducial and fixation device)

to be used for SRS by the fusion with a CT, obtained with the stereotactic head ring and

fiducial markers attached.

Figure 7.15 shows a treatment plan for a spherical target in the midbrain position, using a

LINAC ó arcs technique. In this figure the brain stem, eye balls and optic nerves are

outlined as critical structures, as well as the target (in dark red). By rotating the 3-D

graphic picture on the treatment planning computer, the couch and gantry angles are

chosen so that the beam fans (shown in red) avoid the critical structures, while uniformly

covering the target volume. The fusion result is shown in Figure 7.16. The left picture is

the split slice display with CT image in the upper pafi and MR image in the lower part.

The intersection can be slide up or down to check the fusion perfection. The right

picture is the slice overlay w\thCT in red andMR in green.

7.7, Bioeffect planning

Treatment planning is conventionally performed by evaluating the dose distribution

both across the target volume and normal tissue. The clinical decision on the required

dose is normally based on the tumour histology and the clinical data as well as the size

of the tumour, observation of the isodoses regarding the dose to the normal tissue and

critical structures, and the patient's general condition. Valuable information is

achieved, however, by incorporating the tumour control probability QCP) and the

normal tissue complication.probabitity WfCÐ. The ZCP is the probability of

eradicating all tumour cells and NTCP is the probability of inducing a particular

complication (e.g., a functional disorder/ or producing necrosis) in normal organ.
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Figure 7 .15. Atreatment plan for treating a midbrain tumoul', In this picture, the critical
structures such as the brain stem (yellow), eyes (green) and optic nerves (lemon) are

outiineci to be avoicÍeci Aiso, ihe beam ians ancÍ the i î ficíuciais are seen in this irgure
(Picture fiomX-Kttife3 treatment pianning system, Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney)
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Figure 7,16. Image fusion result. The left picture is split slice display and on the right is
the slice overlay with CT in red and MR in green (Picture from X-Kttife3 treatment
planning system, Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney).
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Therefore, uncomplicated tumour control probability, that is tumour control with no

complications, is given by: UTCP= fCP ( 1 - NTCP ) . UTCP has a maximum at a

certain dose and increases as the ratio of the dose to the target to the dose to the normal

tissue increases. This is the aim of the conformal therapy techniques which were

discussed in section 6.3.

Both TCP and NTCP are functions of dose and increase with dose in specific rates

which depend on many factors. These factors include the clonogen cell density and

sensitivity to radiation, organ histology and architecture, fractionation scheme and the

involved volume. In other words, it is a complex process to convert the physical dose

distribution to biological effect under various conditions. TCP and NTCP and their

variation with dose have been discussed in more details elsewhere (Johns and

Cunningham, 1983; Khan, 1994 andHall,1994).

Attempts have been made for a number of years to assess treatment plans according to

bioeffect rather than just a physical dose distribution (Wigg and Wilson, 1981; Wigg

and Nicholls, 1984; Flickinger et al, 1990; Webb, 1993b; Lee et al, 1995 and Clark et

al, 1996). Biologicalty effective dose was defined in section 6.7.1 as

BED( n ) = n¿( l* {l-fro- which BED*r",(n), BEDno,,*¡(n) and therefore thet d.lþ )
therapeutic ratio, which can be defined as TR(n)=BEDr,r",(n)/BEDno,,,-¡(n), can be

calculated (Larson, 1996). The BED can be displayed in conjunction with anatomical

structures using isoeffect lines, in the same way as normal isodoses. This is the basis of

bioeffect planning and a useful tool to see the different effect of dose on tumour and

normal tissue and comparing rival plans.

The NTCP can be derived from the differential dose volume histograms (DI41s).

Suppose NTCP(I, D) is the NTCP when the whole organ is irradiated to dose D. Using

differential DVH and the NTCP1 for a fractional volume v¡, in which dose D¡ is assumed

to be uniform, the NTCP for an inhomogeneous irradiation is calculated using the

following equation (Webb, 1993b):

NTcpinhom = t-l[f=r[t- NTCz (L,D¡)lv ¡ , (7-3)
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where M is the number of subvolumes in the differential DVH. The product of terms is

the probability of no complications in the whole organ, where each term is the

probability of no complications in element i. The volume exponent represents the

decrease in probability of no complications with volume irradiated.

The above equation represents a critical element architecture, where the probability of

no complications is the probability that no sub-volume will be damaged. The brain

stem is an example of such a structure, consisting functional subunits (F,SUs) which are

arranged in series. In this case the integrity of each intermediate or final structure is

critical to the function (Colombo et al, 1995) and any damage to a FSU has an effect on

the whole organ (e.g., the spinal cord). On the other hand "silent" brain area (e.g.,

frontal lobe) are arranged in parallel and should be considered as an organ with an

integral response. In this case the complication occurs only when a substantial fraction

of the FSU is damaged (Colombo et al, 19951.

The question raised is whether bioeffect planning is adequate to predict the treatment

outcome. The conversion of DVH data into the biological response is still controversial

with little data available and questionable radiobiological modelling.

7.8. Discussion and conclusion

To evaluate the RAH' s treatment planning dose calculation accuracy and the validity of

its existent assumptions. different experiments as well as Monte Carlo dose simulations

were performed. It has been shown that, although the assumption of a homogeneous

medium for the brain is valid in most cases, in some conditions this could cause

significant errors (such as in using small number of static fields). Also, it was shown

that the constancy of the dose profile with depth is not a good assumption, especially

when the target volume is close to a critical organ. This may lead to incorrect choice of

collimator size or prescription dose and will reduce the therapeutic ratio. In the SRS

system in the RAH, treating a target using the 23 mm collimator could cause up to l47o

and 2l7o differences in the irradiated volumes between the 907o-507o and 90%io-207o

isodose lines respectively, due to this assumption. The corresponding errors for the 7

mm collimator are 6.57o and9%o. This effect witl be less in multiple arc techniques, and

varies with the target depth.
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A method based on Monte Carlo pencil beam kernels has been proposed to calculate the

treatment planning parameters. This method can be used both for circular and irregular

fields. However, this technique is more useful in calculating dosimetry parameters for

irregular fields, where the shape of treatment fields is determined during planning

(based on the "beam's eye view" of the tumour) and pre-measured beam data does not

in general provide the dose distribution for the chosen beams.

To appreciate the biological response and the treatment outcome a method based on

bioeffect planning, rather than conventional planning techniques using the physical dose

distribution, has been presented. This is a useful tool to visualise the effect of the dose

on the tumour and normal tissue and to compare the rival plans by looking at the

isoeffect lines.





Chapter 8

Discussion and Future Developments

8.1. Introduction

As many as 507o of all cancer patients develop brain metastases (Flickinger et al,1994').

This is in addition to other intracranial lesions such as primary tumours, arteriovenous

malformations, acoustic neuromas and functional disorders. Due to the great number of

the patients involved as well as the complexity of the brain structures, maximum efforts

have to be made to have an optimal dose distribution and an increased therapeutic ratio.

This is achieved by sparing normal tissue, while an appropriate dose is released across

the target volume, and is especially important where the lesion is in the vicinity of

critical structures such as the brain stem, optic chiasma or optic nerves. Additionally,

limitations in diagnosis, dose calculation, dose delivery, etc. have to be realistically

considered to ensure that geometrical accuracy, as the most important requirement in

.SRS, is maintained. A multidisciplinary quality assurance program is necessary not

only for radiation oncology but also for radiology and neurosurgery. A team consisting

of a neurosurgeon, radiation oncologist and physicist should be involved in this

program to ensure that diagnosis, dosimetry, treatment planning and the dose delivery is

performed satisfactorily.

8.2. Dosimetry of SRS fields

Dosimetry of radiosurgery fields has special difficulties arising from the steep dose

gradient and electronic disequilibrium, which could extend to the central axis of the

beam. Therefore, a high resolution detector has to be used for this purpose. A tissue-

equivalent detector is always preferred in radiotherapy dosimetry, and especially in

SRS, since the presence of a non-tissue-equivalent detector will change the degree of the

lateral electronic disequilibrium. Additionally, the response of such a detector to a

constant dose varies with the field size, since (i) the secondary electron energy spectrum
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changes with the degree of electronic disequilibrium, as discussed in chapter 5 and (ii)

the proportion of dose due to scattered photons increases with field size.

Monte Carlo techniques have been shown in chapters 4 and 5 to be reliable references

for dosimetry of SR,S fields, providing that radiation transport is modelled adequately.

This is due to the fact that MC modelling is a direct dose calculation technique which

uses explicit radiation transport to simulate the physical situation. Therefore, Monte

Carlo-based dosimetry has the advantagethat finite detector size and lack of a tissue-

equivalent detector are not issues.

Diamond detectors are potentially attractive due to their small size and tissue

equivalence. It is shown that (i) the mass energy absorption of diamond (carbon)

relative to that of water is almost unity and (ii) mass collision stopping power ratio of

carbon to that of water remains almost constant with energy. The above ratios vary

significantty with energy for film and diode detectors, while for the ionization chamber

only the ratio of the mass collision stopping power varies with energy. Also, while

diamond and diode detectors are both dose rate dependent (Hoban et al, 1994), the

former's response can be corrected readily for this effect to give accurate results. This

has been confirmed in chapter 3 by comparing the diamond response after correction

with the corresponding responses of the ionization chamber (for large fields) and Monte

Carlo (for small fietds). Applying such a correction for the diode detector is not so easy

since silicon suffers from energy dependence as well, so that the detector response

varies for different conditions of field size, depth and off axis distance. Using

experimental results and the MC calculations of the energy spectra of the photon and

resultant electrons, it has been shown that diamond detectors are potentially ideal for

SRS and yield more accurate results than more commonly used diode and film

dosimetry techniques, especially if they are corrected for dose rate dependence.

8.3. Treatment planning

Stereotactic radiosurgery treatment planning dose calculation is a 3-dimensional

method, as discussed in chapter 2. The patient localization is performed using a

stereotactic head ring and a stereotactic coordinate system, which relates anatomical

information achieved by one or more imaging modalities to the coordinates of the
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stereotactic localiser device. The patient is then positioned so that the coordinates of the

tumour centre correspond to the machine isocentre. Stereotactic methods enable highly

conformal delivery of dose to a well-defined target volume with maximal sparing of

adjacent normal tissue. An interactive treatment planning system is required to efficiently

utilise the available capabilities and to conform the beam to the shape of the target.

Treatment planning features like "beam's eye view", automatic beam shaping and 3-D

visualisation of the target, critical structures and beam fans within the skull are most

desirable.

In SRS, as a high technology treatment technique, many assumptions have been made to

speed the dose calculation process. The validity of these assumptions have been

considered in chapter 7. It was shown that although assumption of a homogeneous

medium for the brain is valid in most of the cases, in some conditions this could cause

significant errors. Treating lesions adjacent to the sinuses, especially using small number

of static fields is an example of this kind. Also, it was shown that the constancy of the

dose profile with depth is not a good assumption. This becomes very important when

the target volume is close to a critical organ. The effect is up to l4%o and 217o

differences in the irradiated volumes between the 9070-507o and 90%o-207o isodose lines

respectively, in treating a target using the 23 mm collimator. This effect will be less in

multiple arc techniques and varies with the target depth, however as with any source of

error in the true penumbral shape, this may lead to incorrect choice of collimator size or

prescription dose at the planning stage. Therefore, it is suggested that the dose profiles

be measured for different number of depths (e.g., five), as a requirement to ensure that

the treated volume is the same the target volume.

A method based on Monte Carlo pencil beam kernels has been proposed to calculate the

treatment planning parameters. This method is especially useful in calculating dosimetry

parameters for irregular fields, where the shape of treatment fields is determined during

planning and pre-measured beam data does not in general provide the required

information. To include the biological response and the treatment outcome, a method

based on bioeffect planning has been presented. In this case by looking at the isoeffect

lines, the effect of the dose on the tumour and normal tissue can be visualised and the

rival plans compared. This needs more research, based on the relevant biological

parameters and appropriate radiobiological modelling.
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8.4. Dose delivery

The most important requirement for stereotactic radiosurgery is geometric accuracy.

This has to be maintained throughout the whole process of diagnostic, dosimetry,

planning and the dose delivery and needs to be checked regularly, as part of the quality

assurance program. Any uncertainty and movements such as the isocentre movement

during the rotations should be added to the safety margin around the target. The overall

accl¡acy of the dose delivery and treatment planning dose calculation was investigated

using a humanoid head phantom, by performing the whole SRS process which is

normally performed in a real clinical case.

The current developments such as image guided SRS system (CynønXúlfn\, beam

intensity modulation with gantry rotation and a dynamic multileaf collimator

(pø¿,COCrc system), and,TOMOTHERAPY provide good conformality of the dose to the

shape of non spherical targets, with maximal sparing of adjacent normal structures.

Using the radiobiotogical principtes it has been shown that SRS is appropriate for

treating AVMs and most benign lesions, however it is a sub-optimal technique for

treating early-responding malignancies. Stereotactic radiotherapy (a fractionated

scheme) is highly recommended for these lesions, or where the target is too big or too

close to a critical structure. In the last case it should be investigated to see if the

fractionation scheme gives benefit to the patient, regarding the cumulative uncertainties

on the patient repositioning and the dose delivery.
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Appendix

Publications

This is a reprint of the published papers which the author has been involved during the

course of this project.
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